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Abstract
Drive-by health monitoring (DBHM) is an indirect structural health monitoring (SHM)
strategy developed to reduce costs associated with traditional SHM systems on highway bridges. Before DBHM can be deployed as a reliable alternative or supplement to traditional damage detection
practices, however, limitations with the methodology’s system identification and damage detection
capabilities need to be addressed. In this dissertation, experimental DBHM system identification
studies are conducted, and a novel multi-level damage classification methodology is developed to further cultivate the DBHM methodology into a reliable strategy for monitoring the nations highway
bridge network. The main objectives of this work are to: 1) experimentally analyze the feasibility
of employing DBHM on short span bridges; 2) characterizes the effectiveness of various experimental and OMA system identification procedures to help overcome limitations with DBHM on short
bridge spans; 3) develop a novel Bayesian estimation technique for multi-level damage classification
that leverages experimental DBHM data to update vehicle-bridge finite element models (FEMs);
4) present a novel strategy for relating crack damage identified in embedded FEMs to approximate
levels of cracking on a physical bridge; and 5) formulate the path for future research to improve the
performance of the Bayesian estimation technique when examining physical bridge data.
To accomplish the aforementioned objectives, this work consists of four complementary studies. The first study focuses on addressing gaps in experimental DBHM research by investigating the
feasibility of employing operational modal analysis (OMA) techniques in DBHM to identify short
span bridge properties from the dynamic response of passenger vehicles. Multiple OMA techniques
are employed to identify if any approach offers superior system identification capabilities under the
given framework. Lastly, various testing procedures are evaluated to establish best practices for
identifying short span bridge properties from passenger vehicles. Results from the study demonstrate that each of the employed OMA techniques is capable of detecting the fundamental bridge
ii

frequency in the response of a passenger vehicles. Additionally, a combination of OMA techniques is
recommended for identifying bridge properties and the advantages of each approach are highlighted.
The second study focuses on addressing the need for a new multi-level damage classification
strategy in DBHM that doesn’t reference labeled data, is noise tolerant, and can detect damage
across the length of a structure at moderately fast speeds. This study presents a novel Bayesian
estimation technique that leverages spike and slab prior specifications on an embedded simplified
vehicle-bridge FEM to perform multi-level damage classification without referencing baseline or
labeled data. A novel damage-mapping methodology is also proposed to relate crack ratios identified
on the embedded FEM to representative levels of cracking on a higher-fidelity bridge FEM. Through
this approach, simplified and computationally efficient vehicle-bridge models can be employed for
damage classification. The feasibility of the damage classification and mapping strategy is evaluated
through analytical studies for a variety of damage states and operating conditions. Specifically, the
classification and mapping of a 0.05 crack ratio is studied across different locations while considering
varying levels of noise, vehicle velocities, number of experimental vehicle passes, and model errors.
The success of the overall methodology, even in the presence of noise, indicates the DBHM approach
will likely be successful handling physical data. In particular, the feasibility studies demonstrate
that the DBHM methodology is capable of leveraging noisy experimental data to reliably detect,
locate, and quantify small levels of crack damage across the length of a bridge while the vehicle is
traveling at velocities as high as 20.11 m/s.
The third study focuses on addressing limitations within the Bayesian estimation technique associated with model uncertainties and the impact they can have when updating embedded
vehicle-bridge FEMs. The study addresses limitations with the damage classification methodology
by: discussing factors to consider during testing and model development; demonstrating how to
leverage uncertainty quantification to identify unknown model parameters and damage; performing
a sensitivity analysis to reduce the unknown parameter space; and outlining concepts to consider
when employing Bayesian estimation in SHM. Ultimately, the purpose of this study is to provide a
generalized framework for concepts and procedures that need to be considered when employing the
Bayesian estimation technique for model updating and DBHM.
The fourth and final study focuses on the need to reduce uncertainties in simplified vehiclebridge FEMs through the development of a comprehensive theory based methodology for modeling
the combined effects of frozen bridge bearings and bridge thermal properties. During this study,
iii

focus is placed on modeling the coupled mechanic of frozen mechanical bearings and linear/ nonlinear
temperature gradients; mechanical bearings are chosen, as they are known to be more susceptible to
deterioration than other types of bridge bearings. Data from lab-scale and full-scale bridge studies
are leveraged to validate the modeling methods. Lastly, a sensitivity analysis and tuning study are
conducted to demonstrate how the reliability of the simplified FEM can be improved.
This dissertation concludes with a summary of significant contributions to the development
of the DBHM methodology and suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation
Across the world bridge structures are regarded as one of the most critical components

in any transportation network, fostering the safe and efficient mobilization of people, goods, and
services. Through their continued use over time, however, these systems begin to deteriorate and
develop defects that can affect structural performance. Per the 2017 American Society of Civil
Engineering report, approximately 240,000 bridges in the United States have exceeded their 50-year
service life, and over 56,000 bridges have been classified as structurally deficient [9]; the situation
in other countries is not much different [148]. If not properly monitored and maintained, structural
defects can cause sudden and catastrophic failures that threaten public safety and result in heavy
economic losses, such as the case of the I-35 bridge collapse in 2007 [15]. To safeguard public
health and structural integrity, engineers have worked to develop methods for mitigating structural
degradation through damage detection strategies.
Traditionally, interval based visual inspections have been the primary technique for detecting damage and monitoring bridge health in the United States. The National Bridge Inspection
Standard (NBIS) regulates visual inspection procedures, dictating that bridge structures should be
inspected every two years [47]. Despite receiving criticism for being both inefficient and ineffective,
this policy has continued to be practiced nation wide. It has been argued that using financial resources to inspect bridges less than ten years old is inefficient, as young bridges often exhibit little
degradation [10]; additionally, lack of financial resources may cause owners to miss necessary in1

spections, with approximately 17,000 bridges missing their deadline in 2006, of which approximately
2,700 bridges were considered obsolete or deficient [35, 105]. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated
that visual inspections are often ineffective, as they not only fail to detect certain types of damage
but also rely on subjective assessments that can lead to inconsistent and unrepeatable observations [10, 61, 108, 123]. To address the ineffective qualities of visual inspections and allow for more
efficient maintenance practices, civil engineering experts have begun to lean more towards structural
health monitoring (SHM) as an alternative damage detection strategy [52, 61, 108, 123].
SHM is the process of deploying a network of embedded sensors to obtain system response
data that can be leveraged to continuously monitor the conditional state of a structure. The methodology has been adopted as an accepted practice in many engineering disciplines and is gaining popularity for use in civil engineering [44]. Successful SHM strategies in large part are automated, which
is achieved through: the deployment of cost effective online sensors, simulating real-time structural behavior by continuously updating sophisticated physics based models, system identification
techniques, and intelligent diagnostic algorithms [52, 114]. The benefit of the methodology over
traditional inspection practices is that experts can rapidly analyze a variety of response features to
determine how damage affects structural performance over time, thus allowing stakeholders to make
more informed life cycle management decisions regarding operations, maintenance, and rehabilitation [22, 45, 52]. Historically, however, these practices have proven difficult to implement towards
small to medium span bridge systems due to the high costs associated with equipment, installation,
and routine maintenance of the SHM system [3, 96, 162] Additionally, sensor networks often lack
the spatial coverage necessary to capture data at all locations corresponding to a finite element
model’s (FEM) degrees-of-freedom (DOF), making damage detection via model updating more of a
challenge [19, 63, 140].
A relatively new indirect health monitoring strategy known as drive-by health monitoring
(DBHM) attempts to address the limitations with traditional SHM by allowing a smaller network
of vehicle mounted sensors to monitor a single or multiple bridge structures. Because vehicles
and bridges create a coupled system, vehicle response data contains information about dynamic
bridge properties that can be used as health indicators. As the approach is mobile and requires less
equipment than direct monitoring strategies, it has the potential to be more efficient, cost effective,
and less labor-intensive than traditional damage detection practices, thus seemingly making SHM a
viable option for short to medium span bridges [162]. Before DBHM can be deployed as a reliable
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alternative or supplement to traditional damage detection practices, however, limitations with the
methodology’s system identification and damage detection capabilities need to be addressed. One
significant limitation with the DBHM methodology revolves around vehicle on bridge occupation
times. If a monitoring vehicle is traveling at posted speeds, the amount of data recorded on the
bridge is reduced, especially on bridges with shorter spans. Short data recordings limit DBHM’s
system identification and damage detection capabilities, as vehicle frequencies and noise within
the vehicle response are often more pronounced in the time and frequency domain than the short
duration bridge response [70, 153, 158]. Furthermore, operational and environmental parameters
(e.g., road surface roughness, traffic, and temperature) have been known to compound the issue by
masking or shifting bridge frequencies in such a way that accurately identifying bridge properties
and classifying damage becomes extremely difficult [43, 86, 91, 156].
To address the system identification and damage detection limitations within DBHM literature, this work: 1) experimentally analyzes the feasibility of employing DBHM on short span
bridges; 2) characterizes the effectiveness of various experimental and OMA system identification
procedures to help overcome limitations with strongly coupled vehicle-bridge systems and short
vehicle on bridge time histories; 3) develops a novel Bayesian estimation technique for multi-level
damage classification that leverages noisy vehicle data to update vehicle-bridge FEMs; 4) presents a
novel strategy within the Bayesian estimation technique for relating crack damage identified in the
simplified FEMs to approximate levels of cracking on a physical bridge; and 5) formulates the path
for future research to improve the performance of the Bayesian estimation technique when examining
physical bridge data.

1.2
1.2.1

DBHM Background and Knowledge Gaps
Feasibility of Experimental System Identification
Within the referenced DBHM literature in Chapter 2, there exists a noticeable lack of full-

scale field investigations, and of the full-scale studies conducted to date, none have focused on bridge
spans shorter than 18.28 m in length [24, 77, 104, 106, 110, 138]. For the DBHM methodology to be
considered a truly viable SHM strategy, the ability to overcome system identification issues must be
demonstrated for bridges less than 18.28 m in length, as they account for approximately 45% of the
bridge inventory in the United States alone and are economically unsuitable candidates for traditional
3

SHM systems [4, 11]. Therefore, one of the main objectives of this work is to experimentally
investigate the feasibility of using DBHM to identify the modal parameters of a full-scale bridge
span shorter than 18.28 m.
An issue with utilizing DBHM for system identification on bridge spans shorter than 18.28
m is that short vehicle occupation times reduce the length of time history recordings, making it
difficult to use averaging and other filtering techniques to distinguish between bridge frequencies
and noise. Furthermore, dominant vehicle frequencies often make it difficult to identify low amplitude bridge frequencies [70, 93]. Signal processing techniques (e.g., empirical mode decomposition
and Hilbert transforms) have been leveraged to improve DBHM system identification given noise;
however, these techniques do not perform well in instances when the dominant vehicle frequencies
are close to that of the bridge [162]. A proposed solution to these system identification issues is
to employ advanced Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) techniques. OMA is an attractive system
identification approach, as tests do not interfere with a structure’s normal operations and identified
modal parameters are representative of the physical operational behavior of the structure [128]
Studies have been conducted to demonstrate that existing OMA techniques can be employed
to partially overcome complications with system identification in DBHM [77, 100, 155, 163]. A
problem with these studies, however, is that they all focused on longer span bridges with lower order
frequencies that were easily excited and distinguishable from the subject test vehicle. Additionally,
the methods in the subject studies either required informative data collected directly from the bridge,
were simulation based and assumed simplified vehicle dynamics were perfectly known (i.e., linear),
or considered an idealized cart being pulled by hand; i.e., traveled less than 2.2 m/s. Lastly, no
study made an attempt to compare and contrast the system identification capabilities of different
OMA techniques to evaluate their performance under the DBHM framework. This dissertation
aims to address these gaps in research by: demonstrating that existing OMA techniques can be
implemented in DBHM to help address system identification issues associated with bridge spans
shorter than 18.28 m; evaluating the efficacy of various test procedures and OMA techniques to
identify bridge frequencies from short DBHM time histories; and demonstrating standard passenger
vehicles can be employed over idealized carts/ test vehicles to identify short span bridge properties.
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1.2.2

Multi-Level Damage Detection Strategies
Before DBHM can be employed as a safe and reliable alternative to more traditional damage

detection strategies, limitations associated with the technique’s multi-level damage classification
capabilities also need to be addressed. There are four levels of damage classification used to describe
SHM strategies; Level 1 (L1) strategies identify the presence of damage; Level 2 (L2) strategies
determine the geometric location of damage; Level 3 (L3) strategies quantify damage severity; and
Level 4 (L4) strategies predict a structure’s remaining service life [135, 139]. Note L4 strategies are
typically avoided, as they rely heavily on subjective inputs from engineers and stakeholders [40, 52,
136]. A number of numerical and experimental DBHM studies have found success with multi-level
damage classification [20, 23, 26, 51, 72, 75, 85, 82, 91, 104, 113]. However, these strategies are
restricted by: the need to reference labeled and/or baseline health data [20, 26, 82, 85, 91, 104];
requiring monitoring vehicles to travel at unrealistically slow speeds (e.g. 2-5 m/s) [72, 85, 104, 113];
their quantification of damage as a general reduction in stiffness instead of a magnitude of damage
with physical meaning [20, 26, 82, 85]; their intolerance to increasing levels of noise [104, 113]; or
their inability to detect damage at all locations along the length of a structure [51].
From the review of DBHM damage classification approaches, it is apparent that a new multilevel damage classification approach is needed that: can directly quantify crack damage without
referencing labeled or baseline data; can be conducted at or near posted speeds limits; is tolerant
against increasing levels of noise; and can detect damage over the entire bridge length. Furthermore,
there is a need for a methodology that relates identified levels of cracking in a simplified vehiclebridge FEM to equivalent levels of cracking on a physical structure. This would permit DBHM
model updating procedures to leverage computationally efficient, simplified vehicle-bridge FEMs
without losing the physical meaning behind the identified damage.
In this work, a novel Bayesian estimation technique is proposed that can reliably analyze
noisy vehicle data collected at speeds as high as 20.11 m/s to update a vehicle-bridge FEM for the
purpose of detecting, locating, and quantifying crack damage. To determine if damage is present
under this framework, a spike and slab prior is specified on the FEM’s crack depth, which allows for
the description of two separate populations (i.e., healthy and damaged) through a mixture problem;
this detects if damage has occurred with the advantage of identifying its location and severity. To
relate crack ratios identified in a simplified vehicle-bridge FEM to approximate levels of cracking on
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a physical bridge, a novel damage mapping methodology is proposed. The mapping methodology
relates the change in flexibility of the simplified bridge FEM for an identified crack ratio and location
to changes in flexibility of a high-fidelity bridge FEM with multiple crack configurations applied at
the same identified longitudinal location on the bridge. The higher fidelity model is selected to
demonstrate the damage mapping methodology as it is more representative of a physical bridge, and
provides a better indication of the bridge response under true crack conditions.

1.2.3

Bayesian Based SHM
Unlike most model updating strategies that locate damage induced changes in stiffness by

minimizing an objective function based on differences in measured and analytical modal properties, the aforementioned Bayesian estimation technique identifies damage by tuning the embedded
vehicle-bridge FEM to minimize the difference between measured and predicted acceleration time
histories [8, 45]. The benefit of directly leveraging time history data is that more response features
are available to improve tuning. Additionally, time history data is less sensitive to higher order
modes with low levels of excitation that are difficult to accurately capture in simplified FEMs. A
problem that arises when updating embedded vehicle-bridge FEMs with time history data, however,
is that the model uncertainties from environmental and operational effects need to be identified to
enable reliable damage classification [8, 13, 40, 45]. Additionally, the properties of the vehicle and
bridge models must be accurate to correctly capture the dynamics of the physical system; this can be
difficult without conducting tests directly on the bridge to update the model, partially defeating the
purpose of the DBHM method. Fortunately, another benefit of the Bayesian estimation technique is
its ability to perform uncertainty quantification, potentially allowing for uncertain bridge, vehicle,
environmental, and operational parameters to be identified and updated simultaneously with the
unknown damage parameters. Note, however, that uncertainty quantification has its own limitations
that need to be considered to reliably and efficiently classify damage [8, 40, 45, 71, 81, 150]. This
work aims to address the limitations with the Bayesian estimation technique by: discussing factors
that must be considered during physical testing and FEM development to address uncertainties;
demonstrating how uncertainty quantification can be employed to identify unknown model parameters while reliably classifying damage; performing a sensitivity analysis to not only identify the
parameters essential for modeling physical vehicle-bridge system properties but to also address run
time issues associated with a large unknown parameter space; and outlining other factors that need
6

to be considered when employing Bayesian estimation in SHM.

1.2.4

Comprehensive Modeling Methodology
Because the Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification and the damage map-

ping methodology rely on identifying physical damage using a simplified FEM, it is imperative that
a subject model captures the physical behavior of a coupled vehicle-bridge system as accurately as
possible. To reliably capture physical system behavior, a model must take into consideration multiple influential operational and environmental parameters; e.g., surface roughness, temperature, and
changing boundary conditions. Progressively rougher surface profiles introduce high amplitude noise
that obscures bridge frequencies in a vehicle’s dynamic response [86, 156]. Variations in temperature
can cause bridge frequencies to fluctuate by several percent over the course of a day and by an even
larger magnitude throughout the year, making it difficult to reliably perform system identification
and detect damage [43, 109, 121]. Bearing deterioration, also known as frozen bearings, is known to
introduce a resistance to axial and rotational displacements, effectively changing the stiffness and,
therefore, frequencies of a bridge.
Surface roughness can easily be accounted for in models, as physical road surface profiles
can be obtained for numerical models using specialized instruments (e.g., profilometers) to directly
measure a profile during physical testing, or by calculating a profile from experimental vehicle
acceleration data [14, 51, 58, 117]. Additionally, any discrepancies between profiles identified for the
simplified FEM and the physical profiles can be addressed through uncertainty quantification [8,
45, 71]. Bridge thermal behavior and bearing deterioration are subjects that have been thoroughly
studied, and when considered separately can be modeled using a number of statistical and analytical
strategies [12, 13, 73, 101, 109, 122, 149, 165]. However, few studies have focused on analyzing the
combined mechanics of deteriorated bearings and temperature effects. Furthermore, of the studies
that have focused on analyzing the combined mechanics, none provide a comprehensive theory based
modeling strategy [50, 88, 149]. To address the need for a comprehensive modeling methodology, this
work leverages Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and thermo-mechanical material properties to create a
modeling methodology that considers the combined mechanics of mechanical bearing deterioration
and linear/nonlinear thermal bridge behavior.
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1.3

Summary of Research Objectives and Contributions
Initially, an experimental DBHM study is conducted on a 9.14 m long reinforced concrete

bridge span. The main objectives of this study are to: 1) experimentally investigate the feasibility
of using DBHM to identify the modal parameters of a full-scale bridge with spans shorter than
18.28 m; 2) demonstrate that existing OMA techniques can be implemented towards the strongly
coupled vehicle-bridge problem to help overcome system identification issues associated with short
bridge spans; 3) evaluate the efficacy of various test strategies to address OMA assumption violations; and 4) compare and contrast the system identification results of various OMA techniques to
identify their benefits and shortcomings under the short span DBHM paradigm. These objectives
are accomplished through a series of DBHM experiments using multiple passenger vehicles; the use
of passenger vehicles is ideal, as the lower vehicle-to-bridge mass ratio should cause smaller instantaneous changes in bridge frequencies than larger vehicles traditionally used in SHM. The first coupled
vehicle-bridge experiments are conducted using a RAM truck as the test vehicle, and uncoupled system identification of the RAM truck and bridge are used to inform the coupled OMA analyses. The
second set of coupled vehicle-bridge experiments are conducted with a Buick sedan, and the coupled
OMA analyses are not informed by uncoupled vehicle tests; i.e., vehicle properties are unknown.
The traditional OMA techniques employed in this study are: peak picking (PP) performed on averaged and short-time fast Fourier transforms (A-PP and ST-FFT, respectively), averaged frequency
domain decomposition (A-FDD) and short-time FDD (ST-FDD), and covariance-driven and datadriven stochastic subspace identification (SSI-COV and SSI-Data, respectively); these techniques
were selected for this study based on the previously discussed DBHM studies that have employed
existing OMA techniques [77, 100, 155, 163].
In this work, the novel contribution of the experimental study is that it is the first fullscale DBHM study to be conducted on a bridge span as short as 9.14 m in length, meaning the
subject bridge span is the shortest known bridge to be investigated under the DBHM framework.
Additionally, this study is the first DBHM study to attempt to specifically address issues with short
vehicle on bridge occupation times through the use of existing OMA signal processing techniques.
Furthermore, no other DBHM studies have attempted to compare and contrast the system identification capabilities of existing OMA techniques to identify their pros and cons when used in DBHM.
Lastly, this work addresses issues with OMA assumption violations in DBHM by discussing testing
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strategies and processing procedures that can be employed to improve OMA system identification.
After experimentally verifying the feasibility of utilizing DBHM and traditional OMA techniques on short span bridges, an analytical study is conducted to develop a new multi-level damage
classification strategy. In this study, a novel Bayesian estimation technique, based on spike and
slab distribution criterion, is developed that can leverage experimental data to update a simplified
vehicle-bridge FEM for the purpose of detecting, locating, and quantifying crack damage. Additionally, a novel damage mapping methodology is presented that is capable of relating identified
crack ratios in the simplified FEM to equivalent levels of cracking on a physical representation of
the structure; i.e., high fidelity FEM. The main objectives of this study are to develop the damage
classification strategy such that it can: 1) directly quantify crack damage without requiring a baseline model or needing to reference labeled healthy/ damaged data; 2) detect damage using vehicle
data collected at or near the posted speed limit to avoid interrupting normal bridge operations; 3)
accurately classify damage even when large levels of noise are present; 4) demonstrate the ability
to detect similar levels of damage at mid-span and near the supports; and 5) reliably relate crack
damage identified in the simplified FEM to representative levels of crack damage occurring on one or
more physical girders. To demonstrate the ability of the Bayesian estimation technique and mapping
methodology to achieve these objectives, a number of damage locations, vehicle speeds, and signalto-noise ratios (SNR) are tested; the impact of increasing the quantity of DBHM data collected for
model updating and model error are also evaluated. Additionally, because damage can occur on
a single element or simultaneously on multiple elements, multiple scenarios need to be mapped in
the high-fidelity FEM. In this work, three damage scenarios (DS1 -DS3 ) are considered in the higher
fidelity FEM: DS1 ) where cracking occurs equally on all girders, DS2 ) where a single crack occurs
on an interior girder, and DS3 ) where a single crack occurs on an exterior girder.
Though the use of spike and slab priors for damage classification in the Bayesian estimation technique is a novel contribution to the field of SHM on its own, the contribution of the work
in this dissertation is the development of the overall framework for the multi-level damage classification strategy. In this regard, the spike and slab models function as a tool employed within a
new framework developed for multi-level damage classification in DBHM. The development of the
damage classification framework is a novel contribution, as no other DBHM methodology has attempted to embed vehicle-bridge models within a Bayesian model updating routine to detect bridge
damage. Additionally, to identify damage location and magnitude under the subject framework, the
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simplified vehicle-bridge FEM is designed with a unique meshing scheme that allows it to be easily
parameterized for the Bayesian model updating routine. The development of the damage mapping
methodology within the framework is also a novel contribution, as it is the first known methodology
to be developed for relating crack ratios identified in simplified models to equivalent levels of physical damage. Furthermore, the mapping methodology is what enables the use of simplified models
within the Bayesian model updating routine to detect physical damage, as nonphysical crack ratios
identified in the one-dimensional bridge model can be given a physical interpretation.
Having analytically demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed Bayesian estimation technique, a study is conducted to identify potential limitations with utilizing the damage classification
methodology on physical systems and to discuss methods for addressing these limitations. In this
study, a numerical analysis is initially conducted to demonstrate the reliability of the Bayesian
estimation technique to perform uncertainty quantification and identify damage when a subject
vehicle-bridge FEM is complex enough to capture all the modal properties of a “physical” structural system. During the numerical analysis, details are provided for how experimental data from a
physical system should be obtained and leveraged for updating the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM.
After the damage analysis, a brief discussion is provided to highlight parameters that are essential
for accurately modeling vehicle bridge systems. Additionally, issues pertaining to large uncertain
parameter spaces in the proposed Bayesian routine are presented, and a sensitivity analysis is conducted to demonstrate how the parameter space can be reduced. A final discussion is provided for
general concepts that should be considered when leveraging the Bayesian estimation technique for
other SHM applications. The novelty of this study is the overall framework for concepts and procedures that need to be considered when employing the Bayesian estimation technique for damage
classification and uncertainty quantification in DBHM.
From the study discussing model updating and uncertainty quantification, it was determined
that physics based principles for modeling environmental and operational variations in bridge behavior needed to be incorporated into the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM. The primary objective of this
study is to develop a comprehensive theory based modeling methodology for simplified bridge models
that leverages Euler-Bernoulli beam theory and thermo-mechanical material properties to simulate
the combined effects of mechanical bearing deterioration and structural temperature variations on
bridge behavior. During this study, focus is placed exclusively on modeling the coupled mechanics
of frozen mechanical bearings and linear/ nonlinear temperature gradients; mechanical bearings are
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chosen, as they are known to be more susceptible to deterioration than other types of bridge bearings. Methods for modeling these effects in a simplified FEM are validated in both lab scale and
full-scale bridge studies. Additionally, a sensitivity analysis is conducted to identify the influence
uncertain model inputs have on bridge responses and other modal properties; this information in
turn is used to tune the FEM against physical data. The novelty of this study is the development
of the comprehensive theory based modeling methodology, as no studies have been conducted to
identify the combined influence mechanical bearing deterioration and temperature effects have on
bridge behavior. Additionally, the sensitivity analysis conducted to identify the influence of uncertain model inputs on bridge behavior is a novel contribution, as it helps identify which parameters
researchers should focus on updating when considering environmental and operational variations
during damage classification.

1.4

Dissertation Outline

This dissertation is divided into eight chapters:
• Chapter 1 discusses the motivation of this work and provides a summary of the main objectives
and key contributions of the four major studies being presented.
• Chapter 2 provides a review of past research pertaining to key concepts in this work.
• Chapter 3 presents methodologies utilized in this work for modeling simplified vehicle bridge
FEMs, surface roughness, and open crack damage. A brief study is also conducted to demonstrate how various open crack methodologies compare against each other for various crack
locations and depths.
• Chapter 4 addresses gaps in DBHM research through an experimental system identification
study that utilizes two different passenger vehicles and multiple OMA techniques to identify
the modal properties of a 9.14 m long bridge span. A discussion of OMA assumptions is initially provided, along with measures for addressing assumption violations in DBHM. Coupled
and uncoupled analyses are then conducted using data obtained directly from the reinforced
concrete bridge and the two passenger vehicles. The uncoupled bridge analysis is conducted
first so that the results can be employed to help validate the findings from the coupled DBHM
analyses. Afterwards, two coupled system identification studies are conducted; the first study
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is conducted with a RAM truck and is also informed by uncoupled road tests, while the second
study is conducted with a Buick sedan and is not informed by uncoupled tests. Lastly, a discussion of the coupled system identification studies is presented, followed by the conclusions
and recommendations for testing strategies and OMA techniques in DBHM.
• Chapter 5 focuses on the development of a Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification that utilizes spike and slab distribution criterion and the modeling procedures outlined
in Chapter 3. Additionally, a damage mapping methodology is proposed to identify an equivalent crack size on a high-fidelity Abaqus FEM that produces the same magnitude of change in
system flexibility as an estimated crack ratio on a simplified bridge FEM. The Bayesian estimation technique is demonstrated for a variety of damage states, vehicle speeds, and SNRs. The
impact of increasing the quantity of experimental data collected for model updating and model
error are also evaluated. Lastly, the best and worse case classification scenarios are utilized
in the mapping methodology to identify the physical crack sizes that would have realistically
been detectable.
• Chapter 6 demonstrates the reliability of the Bayesian estimation technique when a subject
FEM is complex enough to capture all the modal properties of a “physical” structure. A
sensitivity study is also conducted with the vehicle-bridge FEM to demonstrate a method for
identifying parameters that are essential for reducing model uncertainty and increasing the
reliability of vehicle-bridge systems. The sensitivity study also helps address the issue of large
uncertain parameter spaces. The study concludes with a discussion highlighting some of the
benefits and limitations associated with the Bayesian estimation technique, as well as outlines
factors that need to be considered when employing physics-based SHM strategies.
• Chapter 7 addresses the need for reducing model uncertainties in vehicle-bridge FEMs through
the development of a theory based methodology that captures the combined mechanics of bearing damage and linear/nonlinear thermo-mechanical bridge properties. Methods for modeling
these effects in a simplified FEM are validated in both lab scale and full scale bridge studies.
Per the discussion in Chapter 6, a sensitivity analysis is also conducted to identify the influence
uncertain model inputs have on bridge responses and other model parameters; this information
is used to tune the FEM against physical data. Lastly, approaches for further improving the
comprehensive modeling methodology are discussed.
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• Chapter 8 summarizes how the objectives from each study were accomplished, and discusses
the impact of this work on the DBHM methodology. A brief discussion on the suggested path
of future research is also presented.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
2.1

Notable DBHM Research
The DBHM methodology was first conceptualized by Yang et al. in 2004 when the re-

searchers derived a closed form solution for a single degree-of-freedom (SDoF) vehicle and bridge
model that demonstrated it was numerically feasible to use a vehicle as both an excitation source
and receiver to identify bridge frequencies [161]. In the following year, Yang and Lin experimentally
verified the feasibility of the methodology when they successfully identified the principle bridge frequency within the dynamic response of a trailer as it was towed by a truck across a 30 m long span of
the Da-Wu-Lun bridge in Taiwan [87]. The researchers later derived closed form solutions for multi
degree-of-freedom (MDoF) vehicle and bridge models, and employed a variety of signal processing
and filtering techniques (e.g., empirical mode decomposition, singular spectrum analysis, and Hilbert
transforms) to increase the detectability of higher order bridge modes within the vehicle response
when considering noise from road surface roughness and other operational effects [153, 154, 159]. In
a more recent numerical study, Yang et al. successfully constructed bridge mode shapes from the dynamic response of a monitoring vehicle [157]. Thus, the DBHM methodology has demonstrated the
theoretical capability to identify the same modal parameter information as direct SHM procedures.
Apart from Yang and his colleagues, other researchers have conducted studies to further
improve upon the indirect methodology’s system identification capabilities [99, 162]. In a notable experimental study, Miyamoto and Yabe leveraged accelerometers attached to public buses to develop
a mock strategy for identifying and monitoring the conditional state of reinforced and prestressed
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concrete bridges [106]. The results from their study demonstrated that the proposed methodology
could be utilized to help prioritize maintenance and rehabilitation strategies. It’s important to note
that the use of public transportation was a requirement for the success of this strategy, as data
needed to be collected in a consistent and semi-controlled manner [106]. In the first experimental
DBHM study known to utilize a standard two-axle passenger vehicle, Siringoringo and Fujino were
able to successfully identify the fundamental frequency of a bridge when traveling at speeds of up
to 30 kph [138]. McGetrick and Kim also utilized a standard passenger vehicle in the first full-scale
damage classification study [104]. Through the use of continuous wavelet transforms, the researchers
were able to detect changes in bridge properties caused by artificial cuts in vertical truss members,
but were unable to successfully identify the damage location or distinguish between different damage
states.

2.2
2.2.1

Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) System Identification
Theoretical Background
OMA is known as the output-only approach to system identification because, rather than

relying on measurable input forces like experimental modal analysis (EMA) techniques, it relies on
measured output response data generated from ambient sources of excitation that in general cannot
be measured [128, 132]. As a consequence of input excitations being non-deterministic, fundamental
assumptions are needed to govern OMA procedures to ensure the consistency of detected modal
parameters. The fundamental OMA assumptions are: 1) unknown input excitations are stochastic, broadband, and smooth (i.e., behave as a Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unknown
covariance); 2) excitations are uncorrelated and spatially distributed equally across the entire system (i.e., the number of inputs matches the number of outputs); and 3) the structural system is
linear and time invariant; i.e., the system’s modal properties are independent of load conditions
and time [128, 132, 141, 145]. Provided the measured response of a structure can be interpreted as
the output of a loosely coupled system consisting of an excitation system and the subject structure
acting in series, as seen in Figure 2.1, the frequency response function (FRF) of the coupled system
(Hc (ω)) can be represented by:
Hc (ω) = He (ω)Hs (ω),
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(2.1)

Figure 2.1: Example of conventional loosely coupled system typically assumed under OMA.
where He (ω) and Hs (ω) are the FRFs of the excitation system and the subject structure, respectively.
The FRF of each subsystem can be represented as a function of the input and output relationships
below:
Oe (ω)
,
G(ω)
Os (ω)
,
Hs (ω) =
Oe (ω)

He (ω) =

(2.2)
(2.3)

where G(ω), Oe (ω), and Os (ω) represent the Fourier transformations of the assumed Gaussian noise
input to the excitation system, the output from the excitation system, and the subject structure’s
output, respectively [128, 155]. As the structural system’s output represents the output of the
loosely coupled system, it contains modal information from both subsystems. Because the structural
system has a narrowband response and time invariant properties, while the excitation system has a
broadband response and either time varying or time invariant properties, the modal parameters of
the structure should be preserved and continuously identifiable within the output response; i.e., the
excitation system should not influence the accuracy of modal parameter estimates [128].
Under the traditional SHM paradigm, vehicle-bridge systems closely resemble the framework
outlined in Eqs. (2.1-2.3) and Figure 2.1, where lower mass vehicle traffic serves as the external
excitation system and the response of a larger mass bridge serves as the dominant output of the entire
system [128, 155]. Under the DBHM paradigm, however, vehicle-bridge systems create a strongly
coupled system where the output from the vehicle and bridge subsystems feed into each other and
the vehicle’s response is treated as the entire system’s output, as seen in Figure 2.2. Because the
vehicle’s mass is smaller than that of the bridge, its response is significantly influenced by the bridge
response, theoretically allowing bridge properties to be identified from the vehicle [155]. Under
the framework in Figure 2.2, inputs from the external excitation system into the strongly coupled
structural system represent loads introduced by environmental factors and/or vehicle driving motion.
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Figure 2.2: Example of strongly coupled system present under DBHM paradigm.

2.2.2

OMA Classifications
Despite OMA being an output-only modal identification methodology, many popular OMA

techniques share a theoretical background with EMA system identification procedures [128, 132].
The main difference between the two methodologies is that OMA is developed through the stochastic
framework in Eqs. (2.1-2.3) and is always based on the analysis of multiple random signals; thus,
the classification of OMA techniques according to the number of inputs, like with EMA, is impractical [128]. To this end, a number of different criteria may apply when classifying OMA techniques,
with each criterion highlighting specific features common to different techniques in order to guide
researchers towards the most appropriate analytical procedures.
One classification for OMA techniques is whether they are parametric or nonparameteric.
Parametric techniques typically provide superior system identification performance at the expense of
being computationally demanding, while nonparametric techniques typically provide rapid insight
into the effectiveness of measurements at the expense of performance [128]. In regards to parametric techniques, an additional distinction can be made between lower and higher order models.
Lower order models are employed when the number of measurement locations is greater than the
number of measurable eigenvalues, while higher order models are employed when a system is spatially under-sampled. Another distinction that needs to be made is whether an OMA technique is a
SDoF or MDoF technique. SDoF techniques are leveraged when a single mode is dominant within
a response spectrum and it can be assumed that the structural response in the given frequency
range only depends on that mode. MDoF techniques are adapted when modes are closely spaced
and researchers need to properly identify the different modes contributing to the overall structural
response in the given frequency range [128, 132]. Finally, techniques based on correlation functions
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or analyzing time history data are classified as time domain methods, while techniques based on
spectral density functions are referred to as frequency domain methods. Picking between the time
and frequency domain can be pertinent, as the quality of numerical conditioning and different procedures for eliminating noise distinguish the two classes [128, 132]. Time domain techniques are
typically better conditioned and can handle noisy data, as they avoid common signal processing
errors such as leakage. Frequency domain techniques can still be used to handle noisy measurements
through careful averaging and windowing [128, 132]. In regards to the time domain, an additional
distinction can be made between covariance-driven and data-driven techniques; where covariancedriven techniques require preprocessing to identify correlation functions, and data-driven techniques
directly analyze raw data [128]. Figure 2.3 provides a visual breakdown of the classifications for
OMA system identification techniques.
In this work, time and frequency domain techniques are utilized to evaluate the feasibility for
employing OMA techniques towards DBHM data, and to identify which techniques provide superior
system identification under the indirect SHM paradigm. Nonparametric SDoF techniques (e.g., PP
and FDD) are employed in the frequency domain, while covariance and data driven parametric
MDoF techniques (e.g., SSI-COV and SSI-Data) are employed in the time domain.

Figure 2.3: Hierarchical classification tree for OMA system identification techniques. Green arrows
represent classification branches studied in this work, while underlined techniques are the specific
system identification techniques being studies.
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2.2.3

OMA Studies in DBHM
Although strongly coupled vehicle-bridge systems inherently violate the fundamental OMA

assumptions for reasons discussed later in Chapter 4, studies have successfully demonstrated that
existing OMA techniques can be employed to partially overcome complications with system identification in DBHM [77, 100, 155, 163]. In a numerical study, Yang and Chen modified the SSI-COV
technique to address the time variant nature of the coupled vehicle-bridge system. Their methodology worked by transforming state space representations of the vehicle and bridge equations-ofmotion to a form suitable for SSI-COV by separating known and unknown parameters; vehicle
parameters were assumed known for the study. By leveraging the Hankel matrix with orthogonal
projection theorem and singular value decomposition (SVD), the resulting extended observability
matrix, which was derived with vehicle effects suppressed, could be used to identify bridge modal
properties [155]. In another numerical study, researchers estimated bridge mode shapes from the
dynamic response of a half-vehicle model by employing ST-FDD on laser vibrometer and accelerometer measurements [100, 116]. The results demonstrated that estimated mode shapes captured the
true bridge mode shape profile with high resolution [116]. In a full-scale experimental study, Kim
and Lynch proposed a two stage strategy for the system identification of a vehicle–bridge interaction [77]. Utilizing sensors installed on both the bridge and a dump truck, the researchers were able
to leverage the SSI-Data technique to obtain excellent system identification results, with subspace
models closely predicting the measured system response. In another experimental study, Yang et al.
developed a specialized hand-drawn cart to measure bridge frequencies in an efficient and controlled
manner [163]. By leveraging SSI as the primary signal processing tool, Yang and his team were
able to not only capture bridge frequencies indirectly but also develop qualitative guidelines for the
dynamic characteristics of an ideal test cart.

2.3

Multi-level Damage Classification in DBHM
One of the first multi-level damage classification approaches for DBHM was the pseudo-static

damage identification approach proposed by Kim and Kawatani [75]. The methodology identifies
changes in element stiffness using a pseudo-static formulation derived from the equation-of-motion
for a coupled vehicle-bridge system. The element stiffness index, defined as the ratio of flexural
rigidity of a damaged element to an intact element, is used as the damage indicator. Kim and
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Kawatani numerically demonstrated this method’s ability to detect and locate damage as small
as a 5% reduction in element stiffness while being noise tolerant. Additionally, they found the
method performed better as speed increased from 5.6-16.7 m/s. Chang et al. later validated the
aforementioned methodology in a laboratory experiment using saw cuts to produce 11% and 23%
reductions in element stiffness. An issue with the pseudo-static damage identification approach is
that it not only requires baseline healthy data to quantify damage, it also simultaneously requires
data from both the vehicle and bridge to detect damage. Furthermore, by quantifying damage as a
general reduction in element stiffness, the severity of localized stiffness reduction depends on element
size and does not directly translate to the severity of physical damage [91]. For example in the study
by Chang et al., a single element was used to capture the general stiffness reduction introduced by
three independent cracks.
A prevailing L1-L3 damage classification approach in DBHM is to leverage wavelet transforms to capture dynamic discontinuities in response data introduced by cracking [72, 85, 104, 113].
As wavelets are extremely sensitive to damage induced discontinuities, they can be used to detect the
presence and location of early onset damage, and the magnitude of change in wavelet coefficients can
be leveraged to create a damage index that predicts crack depth [72, 104]. Numerical studies have
shown wavelet based techniques to be capable of classifying the presence and location of crack ratios
as small as 0.10 [72, 113]. However, location classification and damage index accuracy decreases
significantly at higher velocities, requiring vehicle speeds on the order of 2-5 m/s [72, 85, 104, 113].
At these speeds, DBHM testing would likely need to take place during non-business hours and/or
require that bridges be closed. Additionally, with the exception of the study conducted by Khorram
et al., damage indices also require referencing baseline healthy data, which may be difficult to obtain
for bridges currently in service. Note that in the study by Khorram et al., the monitoring vehicle was
modeled in a simplified manner as a single point load moving at speeds of 1 m/s and the reliability
of the damage index was not tested under varying levels of noise, which has been demonstrated to
affect index accuracy [72, 104, 113].
Another common approach taken to achieve multi-level damage classification in DBHM is
to utilize supervised and semi-supervised machine learning techniques [20, 26, 82, 91]. Machine
learning techniques, such as support vector machines, kernel regression, and neural networks, are
ideal for DBHM as they have demonstrated resilience in damage classification when exposed to
sources of environmental and operational noise. For example, Locke et al. leveraged an artificial
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neural network to accurately classify various levels of damage at different locations while considering
random vehicle traffic, nonlinear temperature properties, and operational effects; e.g., surface roughness and variable vehicle velocities [91]. An issue with supervised damage classification strategies
is that machine learning techniques require large quantities of training data, meaning physical tests
may need to be conducted hundreds if not thousands of times to increase the reliability of damage
detection. Furthermore, supervised machine learning requires training data to be labeled as healthy
and damaged, which may be difficult if not impossible to obtain.
In a recent study, Krishnanunni and Rao proposed a multi-level damage classification approach that addresses issues with road roughness and measurement noise by coupling the Tikhonov
regularization scheme with the signal averaging technique [51]. The methodology works by first
estimating the damage-dependent road surface profile from raw acceleration data by minimizing a
Tikhonov regularized least squares cost function, and then minimizing the surface profile’s residual function that is dependent on the location and magnitude of damage. This objective function
compares the computed roughness profile with the profile measured by an inertial prolifometer[51].
Krishnanunni and Rao demonstrated that by considering multiple vehicle runs and appropriately
tuning the Tikhonov regularization parameter, signal averaging can be used to improve the strength
of the damage signal and, therefore, damage classification. This methodology shows promising results in regards to identifying, locating, and quantifying crack ratios as small as 0.10 under the
presence of road surface roughness, measurement noise, model error, and velocities between 11-16
m/s [51]. An issue with the methodology, however, is that it struggles to accurately quantify damage
under certain operating conditions and fails to detect cracks that occur closer to the supports. The
ability to detect damage across the length of a structure is essential, as flexural, shear, or fatigue
cracks can form at all positions across a structure. Additionally, though the methodology does not
require baseline healthy data, it is only able to detect crack ratios larger than 0.10 if not updated
relative to a baseline [51].

2.4

Mechanical Bearings and Thermal Effects
When functioning properly, mechanical bearings enable multi-degree of freedom movement

between the superstructure and substructure [1, 47]; however, when deterioration occurs in the form
of corrosion or the accumulation of debris, resistance to movement within the bearings increases,
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preventing the superstructure from displacing properly. This locking or “freezing” effect has been
shown to have both positive and negative impacts on bridge performance.
It has been demonstrated that frozen bearings can positively impact structural performance
by resisting bending induced axial deformations and rotations at supports, effectively increasing the
stiffness and, therefore, load bearing capacity of the superstructure [12]. Furthermore, researchers
identified that increasing corrosion in rocker bearings can actually decrease seismic vulnerability
in a bridge’s longitudinal direction, effectively prolonging its service life [56]. The negative impact
freezing can have on bridge performance is that it sometimes limits multi-directional movement (i.e.,
introduces a unidirectional movement), which can lead to support instability and bridge failure [28,
41, 142]. Unidirectional movement, or the resistance to movement in general, causes unintentional
stress buildup, which can incite tearing and buckling in girders and cracking in abutments and
pier caps [21, 47, 66]. Because bearing deterioration can have such a significant impact on bridge
performance and health, researchers have aimed to better understand freezing effects by developing
techniques for simulating frozen bearings in numerical models.
In one of the earliest studies focused on mechanical bearings, Dicleli and Bruneau studied
the impact support stiffness has on the seismic response of multi-span simply supported bridges.
In the study, bearings were modeled at the supports as springs in series, and spring stiffness was
determined from the elastic analysis of an ideal bearing [38]. Rashidi and Saadeghvaziri studied
the seismic response of bridges by modeling fixed and expansion bearing stiffness using ADINA
truss elements. Two-dimensional FEMs were developed for bearing sub-components to identify
proper stiffness values for the assembled bearing conditions [6, 131]. From experiments conducted
on deteriorated bearing specimen, Mander et al. observed that variable friction resistance governed
the axial stiffness of rocker bearings, introducing a quasi-hysteretic response between axial force and
displacement during seismic loading. This behavior was modeled in simulation using bilinear truss
and uni-directional link elements in DRAIN-2DX, a nonlinear modeling software [101]. As Mander
et al.’s research remains one of the most extensive mechanical bearing studies of its kind, many
studies that followed leveraged their results to simulate support conditions [28, 37, 56]; an issue with
this approach is that the experimental data does not account for varying levels of deterioration and,
therefore, might not be indicative of in situ bearing behavior. Fan and McCormick addressed this
issue by developing generalized high fidelity FEMs of bearings that can account for seismic behavior
under different levels of ageing and loading. Fan and McCormick verified their models based on
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rigid body kinematics outlined by Mander et al. [41]. From the review above, it is apparent that
mechanical bearing research has primarily been focused on evaluating bridge performance during
earthquakes by modeling the seismic behavior of deteriorated bearings; however, few studies have
focused on analyzing bridge behavior when considering frozen bearings with temperature effects.
When considered alone, bridge thermal behavior is a subject that has been thoroughly studied over the past several decades; thus a number of statistical and analytical tools are available to
account for temperature effects in simulation [13, 73, 109, 122, 149, 165]. However, few studies have
focused on analyzing the combined mechanics of deteriorated bearings and temperature effects. In
one study, Fu and DeWolf developed a nonlinear planar FEM of a continuous bridge where the exterior rocker bearings were partially restrained at temperatures below 15.5◦ C. Fu and DeWolf modeled
frequency changes induced by the varying boundary conditions using eccentrically applied thermal
axial loads and altering the effective moment-of-inertia (MoI) about the structures moment inflection points [50]. Despite demonstrating good agreement with the physical frequency-temperature
relationship, the aforementioned methodology only considered axial restraint in the bearings and did
not account for a complete range of thermal effects. In another study, Liu et al. performed a theoretical analysis on a beam’s temperature field distribution to identify the main factors influencing
the modal characteristics of a simply supported beam (i.e., elastic modulus, beam deflection, and
self-stress); bearing stiffness was also considered and was modeled using linear spring elements [88].
Results from the study identified that temperature induced variations in elastic modulus had the
most influence on modal characteristics, while bearing stiffness was found to be negligible despite
increasing with beam deflections [88, 149]. Furthermore, the analytical calculations for frequency
and temperature change were found to be in close agreement with physical bridge data. Despite
demonstrating agreement with physical data, the aforementioned methodology only considered above
freezing temperature effects and did not consider deteriorated bearing behavior.
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Chapter 3

Modeling Procedures
3.1

Vehicle-Bridge Interactions
Vehicle-bridge interactions are modeled using Yang et al’s. FEM procedure based on the

concept of vehicle-bridge interaction elements [161]. In this procedure, a bridge is represented as a
one-dimensional structure that is discretized into a number Euler-Bernoulli beam elements (Nele ).
Note that Nele depends on the crack damage condition being applied, please see Sections 3.3 and 5.1.1
for more details. The equation-of-motion for a beam element occupied by a vehicle is provided below:

(Mb,i d̈b,i + Cb,i ḋb,i + Kb,i db,i )t+4t = (fbe,i − fbc,i )t+4t ,

(3.1)

where Mb,i , Cb,i , and Kb,i are the ith element’s mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively.
Vectors d̈b,i , ḋb,i , and db,i represent the nodal acceleration, velocity, and displacement for a subject
element, respectively. External forces introduced from dead loads and environmental effects are
represented by fbe,i , while contact loads introduced by vehicles are represented by fbc,i . Subscript
t + 4t indicates the equation-of-motion is being solved for in a future time step.
Parameters Kb,i and Mb,i are modeled using the traditional four DoF stiffness matrix and
continuous mass matrix [30]. Axial DoFs are currently ignored, as thermal effects are presently not
considered during DBHM tests and vehicle velocities (V ) are held constant; i.e., axial forces are not
introduced from breaking or accelerating. Global mass Mb and stiffness Kb matrices, along with
the global external load vector fbe , are created by piecing together the local element matrices and
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vectors when the bridge is free of traffic. The global damping matrix Cb is calculated using the
Rayleigh damping method outlined below:
(3.2)

Cb = b0 Mb + b1 Kb ,
b0 = ξ

2ω1 ω2
ω1 + ω2

b1 = ξ

2
,
ω1 + ω2

(3.3)

where parameters b0 and b1 are numerical constants calculated using the damping ratio ξ and the
first two undamped modal frequencies w1 and w2 [30].
To solve for the bridge’s global contact forces vector fbc , the equation-of-motion for a vehicle
is needed. In this work, vehicles are represented using the six DoF half-vehicle model outlined in
Figure 3.1. The half-vehicle model is ideal, as it not only accurately captures the dynamic behavior
of a vehicle, but also provides more locations for measuring time history data than more simplified
models (e.g., quarter-vehicles) [57, 162]; more measurement locations are ideal for improving the
reliability of the Bayesian estimation technique in Section 5.1.3. Eq. (3.4) represents the equationof-motion for a vehicle in the future time step t + 4t:
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Cul  ḋu  Kuu
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+
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, (3.4)
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Figure 3.1: Simplified vehicle-bridge FEM leveraged for damage classification in the Bayesian
estimation technique. The vehicle is represented as a six DoF half-vehicle model, while bridge
elements are represented as traditional four DoF Euler-Bernoulli beam elements.
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where subscript u represents properties associated with the upper four DoFs on the sprung and
unsprung masses of the vehicle in Figure 3.1 (i.e., dv , θv , dw1 , and dw2 ), and subscript l represents
the properties associated with the lower two DoFs where the vehicle makes contact with the bridge;
i.e., dt1 and dt2 in Figure 3.1. As can be seen, matrices for mass, damping, and stiffness are divided
into sub-matrices; the structure of these sub-matrices can be observed in Appendix A. In the same
manner as Eq. (7.4), vectors d̈, ḋ, and d, receptively, represent the vehicle’s acceleration, velocity,
and displacement, while the force vectors with subscripts e and c represent the vehicle’s external
and contact forces, respectively. Note that external forces are usually only included when the vehicle
acceleration/ deceleration is considered; another potential case could also be if an external harmonic
excitation was applied to the monitoring vehicle to further excite the bridge system [118, 169].
To calculate the vehicle’s contact forces flc , the future acceleration, velocity, and displacement of the upper vehicle must be solved for first; Newmark Beta numerical integration is leveraged
in Eqs. (3.5-3.7) below to solve for these parameters in the future time step:

d̈u,t+4t = a0 4du − a1 ḋu,t − a2 d̈u,t ,

(3.5)

ḋu,t+4t = ḋu,t + a3 d̈u,t + a4 d̈u,t+4t ,

(3.6)

du,t+4t = du,t + 4du ,

(3.7)

where vector 4du represents the change in upper vehicle displacements between the present time
step t and future time step t + 4t. Parameters a0 − a4 are constants used to perform the numerical
integration. These constants, along with a5 − a7 employed later in the modeling procedures, are
calculated as such:
a0 =

1
β4t2

a4 = γ4t

1
β4t
γ
a5 =
tβ

a1 =

1
−1
2β
γ
a6 = − 1
β
a2 =

a3 = (1 − γ)4t,


4t γ
a7 =
−2 ,
2
β

(3.8)

where β ( 41 ) and γ ( 12 ) represent the variation in acceleration during the incremental time step 4t
and artificial damping introduced by discretization in the time domain, respectively [30, 64]; 4t is
equal to a thousandth of a second (4t = 0.001-s) for all simulations throughout this work. The
equations for the future acceleration d̈u,t+4t , velocity ḋu,t+4t , and displacement du,t+4t can be
entered into Eq. (3.4) to solve for the unknown 4du . The calculated 4du can then be entered back
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into Eqs. (3.5-3.7) to solve for d̈u,t+4t , ḋu,t+4t , and du,t+4t directly.
Having solved the equation-of-motion for the upper vehicle body, flc in Eq. (3.4) can be determined by employing the Newmark Beta numerical integration scheme to reformulate the equationof-motion of the lower vehicle as seen below:


flc,t+4t = Mc d̈l + Cc ḋl + Kc dl + pc

t+4t

+ qc,t ,

(3.9)

where Mc , Cc , and Kc are contact mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, respectively. Vectors
pc and qc represent the effects of external forces on the vehicle in the future time step and the
effects of the vehicle’s displacement vector at the beginning of the present time step, respectively.
Eqs. (3.10-3.14) indicate how these matrices and vectors are calculated:
−1
Mc = L−1
l (Mll − Ψlu Ψuu Mul ),

(3.10)

−1
Cc = L−1
l (Cll − Ψlu Ψuu Cul ),

(3.11)

−1
Kc = L−1
l (Kll − Ψlu Ψuu Kul ),

(3.12)

−1
pc,t+4t = L−1
l (Ψlu Ψuu fue,t+4t − fle,t+4t ),

(3.13)

−1
qc,t = L−1
l (Ψlu Ψuu qu,t − ql,t ),

(3.14)

where Ll is an identity matrix whose dimensions are govered by the number of contact points;
i.e., 2x2 for the six DoF vehicle model in Figure 3.1. Parameters Ψlu , Ψuu , qu,t , and ql,t are
representative parameters used to simplify Eqs. (3.10-3.14), and are derived during the Newmark
Beta integration of the upper and lower vehicle equations-of-motion; Eqs. (3.15-3.18) provide the
full expression for these parameters:

Ψlu = a0 Mlu + a5 Clu + Klu ,

(3.15)

Ψuu = a0 Muu + a5 Cuu + Kuu ,

(3.16)

qu,t = (Muu (a1 ḋu + a2 d̈u ) + Cuu (a6 ḋu + a7 d̈u ) − Kuu du )t ,

(3.17)

ql,t = (Mlu (a1 ḋu + a2 d̈u ) + Clu (a6 ḋu + a7 d̈u ) − Klu du )t .

(3.18)

To relate the vehicle’s contact forces flc to the bridge contact forces fbc,i , d̈l , ḋl , and dl
in Eq. (3.9) are reformulated to be in terms of an occupied bridge element’s nodal accelerations,
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velocities, and displacements:
dl,t+4t = n0s db,i,t+4t ,

(3.19)

ḋl,t+4t = n˙s 0 db,i,t+4t + n0s ḋb,i,t+4t ,

(3.20)

d̈l,t+4t = n¨s 0 db,i,t+4t + n˙s 0 ḋb,i,t+4t + ns 0 d̈b,i,t+4t ,

(3.21)

where ns is a vector containing Cubic Hermitian polynomial shape functions, which are the functions
used to derive the Euler-Bernoulli elemental stiffness matrix [30]. Eq. (3.22) indicates the vector of
shape functions:

ns =


1−

3x2b

+

2x3b ;

xc (1 − 2xb +

x2b );

3x2b

−

2x3b ;

xc (x2b

− xb ) ,

(3.22)

where xc is a vehicle’s local position on an element, and xb is the local coordinate on an element;
i.e., xb =

xc
le .

Note le represents the length of an element and is calculated such that le = Nele /L,

where L is the length of the structure. Having reformulated d̈l , ḋl , and dl in Eq. (3.9) to be in terms
of d̈b,i , ḋb,i , and db,i , the final equation-of-motion for an occupied bridge element can be derived
by multiplying the now reformulated flc by the transpose of Eq. (3.22) to obtain fbc,i . Eq. (3.23)
indicates the final equation-of-motion for an occupied bridge element:

(Mb,i d̈b,i + Cb,i ḋb,i + Kb,i db,i )t+4t = (fbe,i − M∗c d̈b,i − C∗c ḋb,i − K∗c db,i − p∗c )t+4t − q∗c,t , (3.23)
where the asterisked matrices and vectors (e.g., M∗c ) are the contact parameters in Eq. (3.9) that
have been modified by the Cubic Hermitian shape functions.
Having obtained the finalized equation-of-motion for a vehicle occupied bridge element,
the modified contact matrices are added into Mb,i , Cb,i , and Kb,i on the left side of Eq. (3.23);
the local element matrices and vectors are then assembled into the previously assembled global
matrices at their respective global coordinates. The Newmark Beta scheme is then again utilized
to solve for the Bridge’s global d̈b,t+4t , ḋb,t+4t , and db,t+4t . The nodal acceleration, velocity, and
displacement values for the vehicle occupied bridge element(s) are then substituted into Eqs. (3.193.21) to calculate d̈l,t+4 , ḋl,t+4 , and dl,t+4 ; the resulting values are substituted into Eq. (3.4) to
calculate d̈u,t+4 , ḋu,t+4 , and du,t+4 . Once the future accelerations, velocities, and displacements
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are known for both the lower and upper portions of the vehicle occupying the bridge, the global
(xg ) and local xc positions for the vehicle are updated for the next time step, and the analysis is
reiterated. This iterative procedure is repeated until the rear wheel of a subject vehicle reaches the
end of the bridge.

3.2

Surface Roughness
In DBHM, surface roughness profiles are typically generated using PSD functions defined

by ISO-8608 standards. To use these standards, it is assumed the entire length L of a bridge deck
falls under the same statistical classification, meaning a single roughness class exists homogeneously
across the entire deck [65]. There are eight classes used to describe surface roughness; Class A
represents a smooth profile with minimal roughness, while Class H represents a poor profile with
high roughness [65]. Surface profiles are classified based on their PSD of vertical displacement
(Gd m3 ), which is a function of the spatial frequency vector (nf cycles/m). Eq. (3.24) defines
Gd (nf,j ) for a simulated surface profile:
Gd (nf,j ) = Gd (n0 )(nf,j /n0 )−2 ,

(3.24)

where nf,j represents the j th spatial frequency being considered within a predefined frequency band
(0.001:4n:10 cycles/m); 4n represents the sampling interval of 1/L. Gd (n0 ) represents the PSD
of vertical displacement calculated as a function of traditional values of spatial frequency (n0 = 0.1
cycles/m) [5, 65]. The ISO-8608 standard differentiates between surface classes based on their lower
and upper bounds for Gd (n0 ). Table 3.1 provides the range of Gd (n0 ) values for each surface
profile, while Figure 3.2 visually demonstrates the upper PSD limit associated with each surface
classification for vector nf [65]. The amplitude (Aj ) of Gd (nf,j ) is calculated in Eq. (3.25) and used
in Eq. (3.26) to identify the elevation profile (h(xg )) of the road surface along the bridge:

Aj =
h(xg ) =

N
X

q

2Gd (nf,j )4n

(Aj cos(nf,j xg + φph,j )),

(3.25)
(3.26)

j=0

where φph,j is a random phase angle following a uniform probabilistic distribution from 0 − 2π[5, 65].
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Table 3.1: Range of power spectral densities of vertical displacement calculated as a function of
traditional values of spatial frequency (Gd (n0 )) for road roughness classes A-H
Road Classification: Gd (n0 )e − 6
Road Class
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Lower Limit (m3 )
–
32
128
512
2048
8192
32768
131072

Geometric Mean (m3 )
16
64
256
1024
4094
16384
65536
262144

Upper Limit (m3 )
32
128
512
2048
8192
32768
131072
–

Note: n0 = 0.1 cycles/m
Vehicle velocity V and the modeling time-step 4t govern the length of h(xg ). For a fixed
4t, an increase in V decreases the length of h(xg ), and a decrease in V increases the length of h(xg ).
In this work, V is frequently varied for a given study, making it difficult to simulate a homogeneous
profile that has consistent global elevations across tests. Additionally, the randomly assigned phase
angle φph,j further increases variability in elevations across simulations; Figure 3.3 demonstrates this
issue for two sample surface profiles. Figure 3.3(a) shows the PSD of the profiles and demonstrates
that despite having different PSD magnitudes for the same spatial frequency n, they both follow a
Class A classification. Figure 3.3(b) displays the elevations, and demonstrates that the two profiles
differ significantly from one another despite being generated with the same V and 4t.

Figure 3.2: Demonstrates upper PSD limits for Class A-G road surface profiles. Gd (n0 ) values are
based on upper limits in Table 3.1. Gd (n) values falling in the region above Class G are classified
as Class H. As indicated by Table 3.1, there is no upper limit for Class H.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Demonstration of the variability in surface roughness elevation that can occur when
generating profiles for individual vehicle runs. (a): PSD Gd (n) of Class A profiles. (b): Elevations
h(xg ) of Class A profiles.
To prevent surface profiles from continuously changing across simulations, a single surface
profile must be generated so that it can be applied towards all test runs regardless of vehicle speed;
this is done by setting V = 1 m/s and 4t = 0.001-s to obtain surface elevations for every thousandth
of a meter along a subject surface. By having such a fine surface mesh, the precise elevation
corresponding to a vehicle’s global position xg can be extracted for each time step. If Profile 1
from Figure 3.3 is re-sampled at V = 10 m/s, it is observed in Figure 3.4 that the spatial frequency
content and the elevation magnitudes now remains constant.
Surface roughness effects are integrated into the vehicle-bridge model in Section 3.1 by

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Example demonstrating how surface profile elevations remain constant despite changes
in vehicle speed. (a): PSD of Class A profiles. (b): Elevations h(xg ) of Class A profiles.
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altering Eqs. (3.19-3.21 and 3.23). Eqs. (3.27-3.30) show the new calculations:
dl,t+4t = n0s db,i,t+4t + h(xg ),

(3.27)

ḋl,t+4t = n˙s 0 db,i,t+4t + n0s ḋb,i,t+4t + V ḣ(xg ),

(3.28)

d̈l,t+4t = n¨s 0 db,i,t+4t + n˙s 0 ḋb,i,t+4t + ns 0 d̈b,i,t+4t + V 2 ḣ(xg ),

(3.29)

(Mb,i d̈b,i + Cb,i ḋb,i + Kb,i db,i )t+4t =
(fbe,i − M∗c d̈b,i − C∗c ḋb,i − K∗c db,i − p∗c + h∗c )t+4t − q∗c,t , (3.30)
where ḣ(xg ) is the derivative of the surface elevations with respect to xg . Vector h∗c represents the
effect of surface roughness in the contact force between the vehicle(s) and bridge and is calculated
using Eq. (3.31):
h∗c = ns (V 2 Mc ḧ(x) + V Cc ḣ(x) + Kc h(x)).

3.3

(3.31)

Crack Damage
Crack damage can be modeled in FEMs as either a linear or nonlinear change in system

flexibility. Linear changes are modeled by assuming a crack always remains fully open, while nonlinear changes are modeled by assuming a crack is allowed to “breathe”; i.e., open and close repeatedly.
Open crack models are popular in literature, as they are easier to implement and have been shown
to be accurate at low frequency excitation levels where nonlinearities within a physical structure’s
dynamic response are often linearized due to being small and easily masked by noise [39, 48]. For this
reason, open crack models are leveraged in this work to validate the Bayesian estimation technique
for multi-level damage classification in Chapter 5. Future work will be conducted using nonlinear
breathing crack models to further validate the Bayesian estimation technique’s ability to accurately
quantify the magnitude of crack damage.
Within the open crack damage category, there are four subcategories that can be used
to classify crack modeling approaches, these are: the local stiffness reduction (LSR) method, the
discrete spring method, crack disturbance functions, and complex two or three dimension models [39].
In this work, two and three dimension models are mostly ignored, as the desire is to identify crack
modeling strategies that can be employed toward simplified DBHM models. Note that a three
dimensional crack modeling strategy is employed for damage mapping in Chapter 5; however, this
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approach simply requires disjoining elements and is, therefore, not discussed in detail in this section.
The simplest open crack category to implement in simulation is LSR because the method
only requires altering the MoI of damaged elements. The benefits of the LSR method are it is easy to
implement and is computationally inexpensive, while the limitations are it is dependent on element
size (i.e., Nele ) and there is no fixed relationship between localized reductions in MoI and changes in
global dynamic response features; e.g., natural frequencies [39, 48, 91]. Issues with the LSR method
are easy to address, however, as convergence studies can be conducted to identify a mesh density
that allows the cracked MoI of the physical structure to be used in simulation to cause the models
dynamic response to match the measured response.
The most popular method for modeling open crack damage is the discrete spring method,
in which the effects of crack damage are modeled using torsional springs. As cracking is known to
cause significant changes in the curvature of beam like structures, torsional springs can be employed
in simulation to introduce localized changes in system stiffness and, therefore, curvature [39, 133].
The methodology works by dividing a subject structure into two parts that are connected at the
crack location (δ1 ) using a torsional spring. Using linear fracture mechanics theory, the stiffness of
the torsional spring (Krot ) can be calculated as a function of the crack ratio (δ2 ) and the geometrical
and physical characteristics of the subject structure [48, 98, 133]. For a cracked rectangular beam
under bending conditions, Krot can be calculated using Eqs. (3.32-3.33):

Krot =

EI
2HJ



1 − δ2
δ2

2

2

(3.32)

,
3

4

J = 5.93 − 19.69 (δ2 ) + 37.14 (δ2 ) − 35.84 (δ2 ) + 13.12 (δ2 ) ,

(3.33)

where E, I, and H are respectively the modulus of elasticity, MoI, and height of the cracked element,
while J is the strain energy density function [98, 133]. The benefits of this method are it is computational inexpensive and Krot can be calculated as a function of δ2 , while the major downside to
this method is it requires nodes to be located at crack locations; i.e., the model must be re-meshed
each time δ1 changes. Another downside to this method is that it requires deriving the relationship
between Krot and δ2 ; however, this is not a major issue, as a number of relationships have already
been derived for a variety of crack conditions and geometries [98, 133, 146].
Researchers have employed crack disturbance functions to develop continuous vibration
theories, based on Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, that modify stress, strain, and displacement fields for
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the purpose of introducing localized changes in stiffness [39]. In a popular study, Christides and Barr
developed a differential equation and accompanying boundary conditions for a homogeneous EulerBernoulli beam containing one or more transverse cracks that were symmetric about the bending
plane; i.e., cracks of equal depth occur on both the top and bottom edges. The researchers were able
to use integration over the cross-section to reduce the equation to one spatial dimension for select
stress, strain, and displacement fields. To modify the crack induced stress field specifically, a function
was introduced that assumed exponential stress decay with distance from the crack [29, 31]. For a
continuous rectangular beam with crack damage, Eq. (3.34) can be used to calculate the continuous
change in stiffness as a function of the exponential stress decay and δ1 :

EI(xg ) =

EI
−2α·|xg −δ1 |
)
H

,

1 + Cexp(
I − Ic
C=
,
Ic

(3.34)
(3.35)

where Ic and α represent the cracked MoI and the exponential stress decay constant, respectively [39].
Note α was estimated from experiments to be 0.667 for a rectangular cross-section. An issue with
employing this approach to model changes in system stiffness is it requires experimental frequency
fluctuation data to determine α, which is impossible to obtain for healthy bridge structures; this
is not a major issue, however, as studies have shown the constant can be approximated using the
discrete spring method [133]. Another issue with this methodology is it is difficult to employ towards
beam elements in FE analysis, as the change in stiffness is not localized to one or two elements. To
calculate the stiffness matrix for the cracked element, numerical integration has to be performed every
time crack position changes, making the process time and computationally more expensive [137].
In another study, Sinha et al. addressed the issues with Christides and Barr’s methodology
by developing a simplified approach where the stress field is assumed to vary linearly with distance
from a crack [137]. Eq. (3.36) indicates the new formula for calculating the linear change in stiffness
with respect to crack location:





EI − E · (I − Ic ) xg −δ1 +lc
if x1 ≤ xg ≤ δ1 ,
lc
EI(xg ) =




EI − E(I − Ic ) δ1 +lc −xg
if δ1 ≤ xg ≤ x2 ,
lc

(3.36)

where lc is the effective impact length, which is the distance from the crack location δ1 to one of
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the outer edges of the stress field. For smaller cracks, the lc can be approximated using Eq. (3.37),
while for larger cracks, lc can be approximated using Eq. (3.38) [133, 137]:
H
,
α
2·H
lc =
,
α

(3.37)

lc =

(3.38)

where α is the same value used by Christides and Barr [39]. Figure 3.5(a) provides a demonstration
showing how the variation in stiffness of the simplified approach compares against that of Christides
and Barr for a δ2 = 0.05 and 0.40. The benefit of the simplified approach proposed by Sinha et
al. is it can easily be employed in a FE analysis, as the variation in stiffness can be localized to a
single element, meaning the stiffness matrix can be written as a function of δ1 and δ2 [137]. As seen
in Eq. (3.39) below, the cracked element stiffness matrix (Kcrack ) can be obtained using standard
integration based on the variation in flexural rigidity:
Z

le

(EIc n¨s,i (δ1 )n¨s,j (δ1 )) dδ1 , i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4,

Kcrack (i, j) =

(3.39)

0

where i and j are indices used to select elements from the shape functions vector n¨s (δ1 ) (i.e.,
Eq. (3.22)) and indicate the cell within Kcrack where the solution is stored [137]. An issue with
this simplified methodology is determining which equation to use for calculating lc given δ2 . As can
be seen by Figure 3.5(b), there exists a range of crack depths where neither Eq. (3.37) nor (3.38)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: Comparison between Christides and Barr’s exponential stiffness decay function and Sinha
et al’s. simplified linear approximation approach. (a): Compares approaches for small (δ2 = 0.05)
and large (δ2 = 0.40) crack ratios. (b): Demonstrates the need for optimizing effective impact
length lc in Sinha et al’s. approach.
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provides a suitable approximation for lc . A solution to this problem is to execute an optimization
routine that identifies the best lc between lower and upper bounds set by Eqs. (3.37-3.38). To
implement this strategy, however, an initial element size must be selected that will accommodate
changes in lc for a given set of δ2 values. Otherwise, re-meshing may need to be done to ensure the
impact region does not exceed the cracked element’s size le , thus causing the change in stiffness to
impact multiple elements.
An alternative crack disturbance methodology is to use empirical expressions of stress intensity factors provided from fracture mechanics to approximate changes in flexibility; this approach
from hereafter will be referred to as the fracture mechanics approach. The calculation of increasing
stress field energy caused by cracking has been thoroughly studied in fracture mechanics, and the
flexibility coefficient expressed by a stress intensity factor can be derived by means of Castigliano’s
theorem when operating in the linear-elastic range [125]. The typical approach to this methodology
is to regard the behavior of elements on the right of a cracked element as external forces being
applied towards the cracked element, while the behavior of the elements on the left of a cracked
element are regarded as constraints [16, 83, 125]. Through this approach, the flexibility matrix (FL )
of a cracked element can be calculated as such:

3
1 2le
FL =

6EI 3l2
e


 
3le2   18π(1 − v 2 )  le2
+

EW H 2
6le
2le


Z
2le  δ2

ψFI2 (ψ) dψ,

0
6

(3.40)

where W represents the cracked element’s width, v represents the Poisson’s ratio, and ψ is the
relative crack size, which as can be seen is integrated from 0 to δ2 . [16, 83, 125]. Coefficient FI2 (ψ)
is the stress intensity correction factor, which can be approximated by:

4  v
u
πψ
0.923
+
0.199
1
−
sin(
)
tan( πψ
2

u
2 )
t
FI2 (ψ) = 
.

πψ
cos( πψ
)
2
2


(3.41)

Using conditions of equilibrium, the cracked element’s stiffness matrix Kcrack in the free-free state
can now be calculated as a function of the flexibility matrix:
Kcrack = T0r F−1
L Tr ,
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(3.42)

where Tr is the transformation matrix:

−1
Tr = 
0


−le
−1

1

0
.
0 1

(3.43)

The benefits of this method are it is computational inexpensive and Kcrack can be calculated as a
function of δ2 . The major downside to this method is it requires a crack to be located at the center
of a subject element, meaning the model must be re-meshed each time δ1 changes [125, 133].
Having identified methods for modeling open crack damage for simplified vehicle-bridge
models, a quick study is conducted to compare the accuracy of each method. The subject comparison is made using Rizos et al’s. lab scale cantilever beam experiment [133]. All of the aforementioned
methodologies, with the exception of Christides and Barr’s, are compared. For simplicity, optimization of Sinha et al’s. method is also not conducted for this demonstration; rather, Eq. (3.37) is
employed for all crack sizes to demonstrate the need for optimization when utilizing the approach.

3.3.1

Open Crack Model Demonstration
The properties of the cantilever beam from Rizos et al’s. lab study were: L = 30.0 cm,

H = W = 2.0 cm, mass-per-unit length (ρ = 3.10) kg/m, and E = 206 GPa. The first three
bending frequencies when healthy were 185.2, 1160.6, and 3259.1 Hz [133]. The beam is modeled in
this demonstration as a one-dimensional FEM, with Nele and le depending on the crack modeling
approach; when healthy, however, Nele = 30 and le = 1.00 cm. Through an eigen-value analysis,
the first three bending frequencies of the healthy FEM were identified to be 185.1, 1159.9, and
3247.7 Hz; these values compare well against the frequencies of the physical beam, with the percent
differences being 0.054%, 0.060%, and 0.350%, respectively. In the original experiment, cracking
was initiated through saw cuts located 1.00 and 26.0 cm away from the fixed support. The cracks
were then propagated through fatigue loading to target depths of 0.20 and 1.00 cm at each location;
i.e., δ2 = 0.1 and δ2 = 0.5, respectively. Table 3.2 indicates the results from this demonstration
comparing the change in frequency of each crack model against the change in frequency observed
on the physical beam. The root-mean-square errors (RMSE) between the experimental observations
and the simplified FEM results were calculated by:
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Table 3.2: Comparison of open crack modelling results from a benchmark cantilever beam study
δ1 = 1.0 cm
Nele

Mode 1
(Hz)

Mode 2
(Hz)

Mode 3
(Hz)

RMSE
%

Experiment
LSR
Discrete Spring
Sinha et al.
Fracture Mechanics.

52
30
30
30

182.7
182.7
182.7
177.1
182.9

1149.4
1148.0
1148.7
1126.7
1149.3

3242.9
3221.3
3223.9
3182.9
3225.3

0.47
0.34
2.36
0.33

Experiment
LSR
Discrete Spring
Sinha et al.
Fracture Mechanics.

26
30
30
30

129.8
129.8
136.5
140.6
139.7

980.6
961.4
995.0
1010.4
1002.6

2954.2
2870.4
2962.1
2983.9
2972.7

1.99
3.10
5.15
4.60

δ2

Method

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

δ1 = 26.0 cm
Nele

Mode 1
(Hz)

Mode 2
(Hz)

Mode 3
(Hz)

RMSE
%

Experiment
LSR
Discrete Spring
Sinha et al.
Fracture Mechanics.

52
30
30
30

185.2
185.1
185.1
185.1
185.1

1160.0
1159.5
1159.4
1157.5
1159.5

3251.1
3242.7
3241.2
3217.6
3242.1

0.15
0.18
0.61
0.16

Experiment
LSR
Discrete Spring
Sinha et al.
Fracture Mechanics.

25
30
30
30

184.9
185.0
185.0
185.0
185.0

1139.6
1140.6
1145.9
1148.1
1148.3

3029.5
2966.0
3033.5
3104.3
3067.9

1.21
0.33
1.49
0.85

δ2

Method

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

RM SE =

p
Err12 + Err22 + Err32
· 100,
3

(3.44)

where Err1,2,3 represents the percent error between the FEM and the experimental results. As can
be seen by Table 3.2, all open crack modeling approaches appear to adequately capture the change
in modal frequencies of the cracked beam, with the maximum error being no larger than 5.15% and
most errors falling below 1%. Additionally, it can be seen that larger errors appear to occur for
deeper crack depths and when cracking occurs closer to the support; this observation is believed
to be attributed to the inability of the open crack methodologies to perfectly capture the larger
variations in stress fields that can occur under these conditions. This conclusion is evidenced by the
fact that Sinha et al’s. approach, which was purposefully allowed to miss approximate the change
in the stress field, has the largest percent errors of any methodology, especially for deeper cracks or
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when cracks occur closer to the support. It should be noted that if Eq. (3.38) were implemented
in Sinha et al’s approach for δ2 = 0.5 at δ1 = 1.0 cm from the support, the RMSE decreases from
5.15% to 3.18%, thus affirming the aforementioned conclusion. The results from this demonstration
study indicate that each of the subject open crack methodologies can reliably be used in simulation
to model changes in a structure’s dynamic properties caused by small levels of cracking.
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Chapter 4

Evaluating System Identification
Capabilities of DBHM on Short Span
Bridges Using OMA Techniques
DBHM has received considerable attention the past few decades, with a handful of experimental studies verifying the methodology’s system identification and damage detection capabilities.
However, there exists a noticeable lack of full-scale studies demonstrating the feasibility of DBHM
on bridges shorter than 18.28 m. Furthermore, few DBHM studies have leveraged existing OMA
system identification techniques, as the indirect methodology inherently violates fundamental OMA
assumptions. To address these research gaps, this chapter experimentally investigates the feasibility
of employing OMA techniques in DBHM to identify the modal parameters of a 9.14 m long bridge
span. During this investigation, two different passenger vehicles traveling at moderate velocities
are utilized to identify the impact vehicle properties have on the system identification of the short
bridge span. Additionally, multiple OMA techniques are compared against each other to identify if
any approach offers superior system identification capabilities under the given framework. Results
from the study demonstrate that each of the employed OMA techniques are able to detect the fundamental bridge frequency in the response of both passenger vehicles. Additionally, no single OMA
technique is found to yield the best system identification capabilities in all test conditions; rather a
combination of techniques is recommended and the advantages of each approach are highlighted.
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4.1

Application of OMA in DBHM
Although the feasibility of the DBHM methodology has been validated in previous studies,

established OMA techniques, other than Peak Picking (PP), have rarely been employed experimentally in DBHM due to the fact that vehicle-bridge systems inherently violate the fundamental OMA
assumptions [155]. The DBHM methodology violates OMA assumptions in the following ways: 1)
vehicle suspensions can exhibit nonlinear behavior; 2) the PSD associated with road surface profiles
decreases with increasing frequency, meaning inputs are not Gaussian in nature; 3) input excitations
at the front and rear wheels are partially correlated; 4) moving vehicle components can introduce
strong harmonic excitations; 5) vehicles and bridges have narrowband responses, meaning both systems have identifiable frequencies within the strongly coupled system’s output; and 6) the strongly
coupled vehicle-bridge system is time variant for the duration of vehicle occupation [80, 141, 145].
The aforementioned violations appear to disqualify the application of traditional OMA techniques towards DBHM data at first sight; however, some violations do not significantly affect parameter detection results, while others can be overcome through filtering techniques, sensor placement,
and awareness of vehicle properties relative to known bridge properties; e.g., vehicle-to-bridge mass
ratios. Violation 1) is not a major concern, as vehicle responses should remain approximately linear
in the expected range of motion for a give test speed; meaning models obtained from OMA represent
linear approximations of the system at the given working conditions [145]. Violation 2) sometimes
results in the masking of bridge frequencies by vehicle frequencies in DBHM, but this can be overcome by carefully controlling vehicle speeds and employing filtering techniques; e.g., EMD [162].
Violation 3) can be addressed by subtracting the response of multiple identical vehicles simultaneously traveling at the same speed [100]. Another approach to addressing the issue of correlated
inputs is to simply analyze the front and rear wheel responses separately. Violation 4) is partially
mitigated by placing sensors on the unsprung mass over each wheel, as harmonics introduced from
the engine and other components are attenuated by the vehicle body and suspension; installing sensors in this manner has also been shown to result in the improved detection of bridge modes [151].
Violation 5) can also be partially addressed by locating sensors on the unsprung vehicle masses,
as sprung vehicle frequencies (e.g., the heave and pitch modes) become masked by more dominate
vehicle and bridge frequencies. The issue of narrowband vehicle frequencies interfering with bridge
frequency detection can be further overcome by performing OMA testing on the vehicle prior to
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testing the coupled system [128]. Violation 6) can have a significant impact on OMA results when
considering large vehicle-to-bridge mass ratios, as the position of the monitoring vehicle can change
the apparent bridge modes; this is especially true for short span bridges [24, 76]. The violation of
the time invariant assumption can be partially mitigated by utilizing passenger vehicles to reduce
the vehicle-to-bridge mass ratio and, therefore, the time variant nature of the coupled system.

4.2
4.2.1

Description of Vehicle and Bridge Systems
Bridge Description
The subject bridge in this study crosses over Hard Labor Creek (HLC) along US 221 in

Greenwood County, SC; for the remainder of this paper the bridge will be referred to as the HLC
bridge. As depicted in Figure 4.1, the HLC bridge consists of four simply supported spans, where each
span is 9.14 m long and has an edge-to-edge width of 10.21 m. Exterior span 4 on the south side of
the bridge was selected for testing due to the girders being more easily accessible for instrumentation.

Figure 4.1: Aerial, side elevation, and cross-sectional views of HLC bridge along US 221 in Greenwood, SC [170].
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The primary load bearing system is composed of four reinforced concrete T-Beams installed with
a center-to-center distance of 2.43 m. The T-Beam construction indicates that the superstructure
elements were cast-in-place concurrently with the reinforced concrete deck, meaning the 17.45 cm
beam flanges also act as the deck. The roadway is two lanes wide and has a width of 7.93 m. Days
prior to testing, the subject section of US 221 was paved with a 7.62 cm asphalt overlay; the bridge
deck and approach slabs were also freshly paved, allowing vehicles to smoothly enter and exit the
bridge without abruptly changing elevation.
During the most recent inspection conducted in March of 2018, inspectors gave the superstructure a condition rating of 6 out of 9 after identifying flexural cracks on the structure. Post
DBHM testing, a load rating study conducted on the HLC bridge identified extensive flexural cracks
are present on Exterior span 4 and are continuously propagating due to heavy truck traffic [170].
These findings indicate that crack propagation and breathing may have introduced nonlinear changes
in stiffness and damping during testing.

4.2.2

Vehicle Descriptions
One of the passenger vehicles used in this study was a 2005 RAM 2500 series truck with a

quad cab and short bed trim. The truck has a wheelbase of 3.57 m and a front and rear track of
1.74 m. The vehicle’s total weight at the time of testing was approximately 2722 kg, with a front
and rear weight distribution of 1461 and 1261 kg, respectively. The vehicle has an independent front
suspension with coil springs and a live axle rear suspension with leaf springs.
The other passenger vehicle used in this study was a 2012 Buick Regal four door sedan
with a with 2.0L turbo engine. The Buick has a wheelbase of 2.74 m and a front and rear track
of 1.59 m. The vehicle’s total weight at the time of testing was approximately 1814 kg; the front
and rear weight distribution was unknown. The vehicle has an independent front suspension with
MacPherson struts and an independent 4-link rear suspension.

4.2.3

Instrumentation Plan
To be able to monitor the dynamic response of the vehicles and bridge simultaneously,

separate data acquisition systems were used for the bridge, RAM truck, and Buick. The bridge
was instrumented with BDI’s STS4 wireless testing system, the RAM truck was instrumented with
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Table 4.1: Specifications for BDI, B&K, and MECALC data acquisition systems
Accelerometers
System
BDI
B&K
MECALC

Frequency
Range (Hz)
0-400
0.2-6000
1.0-7000

Sensitivity
(mV/g)
1000
490 ± 5%
20 ± 5%

Sample Rate
(Hz)
1000
1024
2048

Mounting
Method
Loctite 410
Loctite 410
Cement Resin

DAQ Units
System
BDI
B&K
MECALC

Wireless
(Y/N)
Y
N
N

Input Range
(kHz)
Not Given
DC-51.2
1000

Max Sample
Rate (kS/s)
1
131
205

Power
Supply
Li-Ion Battery
=/∼ Power Inverter
PoE

a B&K system, and the Buick was instrumented with a system donated by MECALC; Table 4.1
provides the specifications for the accelerometers and DAQ units of each system. As demonstrated in
Figure 4.2(a), a total of three uni-axial accelerometers were installed in two different configurations
for the BDI system on the bridge; this was done to determine if peak frequencies were continuously
identifiable under different sensor orientations. As demonstrated in Figure 4.2(b), accelerometers
were installed on the axles and body near all four wheels of both vehicles to identify the unsprung and
sprung mass natural frequencies, respectively. A total of four uni-axial accelerometers were available
for the RAM truck, meaning sprung and unsprung tests were conducted separately. For the Buick,
a sufficient number of sensors were available to conduct sprung and unsprung tests simultaneously.

4.3

Testing Strategy
Coupled and uncoupled experiments were conducted to perform system identification in this

study. Uncoupled bridge experiments were conducted first to identify bridge properties and validate
the findings of the coupled experiments. Prior to the first round of coupled testing, uncoupled
road tests were also conducted with the RAM truck to identify vehicle properties under operating
conditions. Finally, coupled experiments were performed with the RAM truck and Buick when the
bridge was free of other vehicle traffic.
1. Uncoupled Bridge Testing: To identify bridge properties under operating conditions, ambient
vibration tests were conducted with traffic flowing uninhibited at the posted speed limit of
72.42 kph. Twenty total records, each sixty seconds in length, were collected directly from
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.2: Bridge and vehicle accelerometer configurations. (a): BDI bridge sensor configurations. (b): Sprung (green) and unsprung (blue) vehicle sensor configurations.
the bridge for both configurations in Figure 4.2(a). With the exception of down time to
switch configurations, each record was taken sequentially to ensure minimal variation in bridge
properties caused by changing environmental parameters. Note that at the time of testing,
Sensor A in the BDI system was malfunctioning; because of this, only the data collected from
Sensors B and C were used to obtain the results in Section 4.5. This issue was resolved before
DBHM testing.
2. Uncoupled Road Testing: Uncoupled road tests were conducted with the RAM truck prior to
coupled testing to be able to better distinguish between vehicle, bridge, and surface roughness
frequencies during the coupled DBHM analysis. Tests were conducted at 32.19, 48.28, 64.37,
and 80.47 kph. Five total records, each sixty seconds in length, were collected at each speed
with sensors installed on the unsprung and then sprung masses; i.e., forty total tests were
performed. All tests were conducted on freshly paved sections of US-123 between Clemson,
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SC and Easley, SC.
3. Coupled Vehicle-Bridge (DBHM) Testing: Individual DBHM tests were conducted with a
single test vehicle crossing the subject bridge span when it was free of traffic. Testing was
conducted concurrently with planned load testing for the SCDOT; therefore, as many tests
as possible were performed while the bridge was closed to traffic. Six RAM truck tests were
conducted at 32.19 kph with sensors installed on the unsprung masses, while six Buick tests
were conducted at both 32.19 and 48.28 kph; i.e., 18 total DBHM tests were performed. For
consistency, supporting personnel in each vehicle were present for all tests conducted with
that vehicle and did not change during testing. Direct bridge measurements were concurrently
taken to validate results obtained from the uncoupled bridge tests. To synchronize the time
histories of bridge and vehicle DAQ units, a speed-bump trigger mechanism was employed to
inform the subject vehicle and bridge systems when the vehicle was 30.5 m away from entering
Exterior Span 4. Note that vehicle excitations dampened out before the vehicle reached the
bridge. Lastly, all vehicle and bridge recordings were thirty seconds long.

4.4

Subject OMA Techniques
In this chapter, time and frequency domain OMA techniques were utilized to evaluate the

feasibility for employing OMA towards DBHM data and to determine if some techniques provide
superior system identification under the given framework. Nonparametric SDoF techniques (i.e.,
PP and FDD) were employed in the frequency domain, while parametric MDoF techniques (i.e.,
SSI-COV and SSI-Data) were employed in the time domain. Standard preprocessing was performed
prior to employing OMA techniques to remove any linear trends, aliasing, and high frequency noise
effects. Matlab’s digital signal processing toolbox was employed for all signal processing in this work.
Initially, detrending was performed to remove linear trends. Then, to decrease the computational
cost of OMA procedures, downsampling was employed to reduce sample rates fs by half the initial
values provided in Table 4.1. After the data was downsampled, aliasing and high frequency noise
effects were removed by applying an eighth-order lowpass FIR filter with a passband up to 50 Hz. Per
DBHM literature, bridge frequencies higher than the second or third mode are difficult to capture
indirectly, which from a preliminary model built using bridge plans were believed to fall well below
50 Hz [162]. Thus only frequencies below the 50 Hz cutoff will be presented in this chapter.
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4.4.1

Peak Picking (PP)
PP is the simplest nonparameteric OMA technique to implement in the frequency domain.

The technique is classified as a SDoF approach due to the assumption that only one mode is present
around resonant peaks [132]. The methodology works by first calculating the PSD of a system’s
outputs and then identifying resonant frequencies as the extreme values within the spectrum. The
technique can also be leveraged to identify operational deflection shapes and system damping. Despite being simple and intuitive to use, PP is known for only being effective when system damping is
low and modes are well separated; however, it is still a useful technique for obtaining initial system
identification results in a fast and computationally inexpensive manner [128, 132].
In this work, the PSD of response data was estimated using Matlab’s pwelch function. A
moving Hann window with a 66% overlap was employed to average time histories and reduce leakage.
The size of the Hann window was selected such that a 0.25 Hz resolution was achieved for all direct
bridge and uncoupled RAM truck data; due to short vehicle on bridge occupation times, a different
window size was selected to obtain a 0.50 Hz resolution for coupled vehicle test data. To identify
if the structural subsystems were time invariant, PP was also conducted on the short-time fast
Fourier transform (ST-FFT) of response data. The ST-FFT was estimated by employing Matlab’s
spectrogram function along with the windowing procedures outlined above.
Peak frequencies were selected within averaged and short-time response spectra by leveraging
an automated peak identification algorithm (APIA) based on scale-space theory [89]. Ten total
peaks were selected within each spectra for uncoupled bridge and coupled vehicle test data, while
only five total peaks were selected for uncoupled vehicle test data. Fewer peaks were identified
during uncoupled vehicle tests, as the primary frequencies of interest are known to fall within small
frequency ranges; i.e., 1-2 and 10-15 Hz for sprung and unsprung mass frequencies, respectively [59].
Note that the five or ten largest peaks were identified across all windows of a subject spectrogram
during the ST-FFT analyses. Figure 4.3 provides an example for how the APIA identifies both
high and low magnitude frequencies within the averaged and short-time spectra of an uncoupled
bridge response. The damping ratio of identified peaks in the averaged and short-time spectra was
calculated using the half-power bandwidth method.
To verify the peaks identified by the APIA were associated with bridge modes and not
noise, a cumulative sum was obtained in both averaged and short-time spectra across all records of a
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Figure 4.3: Example showing how APIA used for the PP and FDD methodologies identifies high
and low magnitude peaks in averaged and short-time spectra.
subject series of tests. Cumulative sums were then plotted in histograms with bin widths equal to the
obtained spectral resolution; bin sizes were selected such that each bin represented the total number
of times a specific frequency was identified. Once an initial histogram was produced, frequencies
detected across less than 20% of the uncoupled tests (i.e., less than 4 total times) and 50% of the
coupled tests (i.e., less than 3 total times) were considered falsely detected spurious modes and
excluded from the subject histogram. A larger percentage was selected for coupled tests due to the
smaller number of recordings and the consistent and controlled nature of the tests.

4.4.2

Frequency Domain Decomposition (FDD)
FDD is a nonparametric technique that is similar to PP, as modal parameters are estimated

from peak frequencies within a subject response spectrum. However, FDD improves on PP by
leveraging SVD to decompose a cross power spectral density (CPSD) matrix into sets of SDoF
systems, which enables the detection of closely spaced modes [17, 128]. The detection of closely
spaced modes is exact for cases where fundamental OMA assumptions are met, the structure is
lightly damped, and the closely spaced mode shapes are orthogonal; this holds true even under a high
level of noise contamination [17]. For cases in which closely spaced mode shapes are not orthogonal,
mode shape estimates become biased against the weaker mode, while estimates for the dominant
mode remain close to exact. Even under the condition of biased mode shapes, modal estimates are
still considered significantly more accurate than estimates obtained by PP alone [17, 128].
Cheynet E.’s automated FDD routine was employed for system identification in this
study [27]. Under this methodology, CPSD matrices were calculated using the same windowing
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procedures as the PP method. Additionally, as indicated by Figure 4.3, the APIA employed for
the PP method was also used in the FDD routine to identify peaks within the averaged (A-FDD)
and short-time (ST-FDD) spectra [27]. ST-FDD was conducted by dividing time histories into
overlapping Hann windows in the same manner as Matlab’s spectrogram function.

The same

procedures used for identifying, binning, and excluding peak frequencies during the averaged
PP (A-PP) and ST-FFT analyses were also used for the A-FDD and ST-FDD analyses. The
referenced FDD methodology calculates the damping of identified peaks by fitting an exponential
decay to the envelope of impulse response functions obtained via the Natural Excitation Technique
(NExT) [27, 128]; it can be seen by Figure 2.3 that NExT is also classified as an OMA technique.

4.4.3

Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI)
One of the most robust and efficient parametric OMA techniques to implement in the time

domain is SSI. SSI techniques are popular in civil engineering, as they are capable of accurately
identifying weakly excited and closely spaced modes [128]. Additionally, SSI methods are beneficial
for obtaining modal parameter estimates when only short time-histories are available, as averaging
techniques are not required [129]. The technique works by estimating modal parameters based on
the system’s state-space model. The state-space representation of a structural system is as shown:

where xt ∈ Rn

x 1

xt+1 = Axt + wt ,

(4.1)

yt = Cxt + vt ,

(4.2)

is the system state vector; yt ∈ Rl

x 1

is a vector of response data; A ∈ Rn

is the state matrix that describes the dynamic information of the system; C ∈ Rl
matrix; wt ∈ Rn

x 1

is a random input noise vector; and vt ∈ Rl

x 1

x n

x n

is the output

is a measurement noise

vector [128]. Note that n represents the model order of a system’s state-space model, while l
represents the number of measurement locations. When SSI is employed for modal parameter
estimation, the most important objectives are to estimate matrix A and to identify a proper n that
allows the state-space model to capture all excited modes [126, 144]. SSI-COV and SSI-Data are
two implementations of SSI that can be used to solve for A. In this study, the Output Only Modal
Analysis (OoMA) toolbox in Matlab was employed to perform system identification with both SSI
techniques [119].
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In SSI-COV, covariance functions are first approximated from raw data in a preprocesing
step and then utilized for modal parameter estimation in a system identification step. During the
preprocessing step, output response data is converted into covariance functions and organized into
a Toeplitz matrix of size li x li, where i is the selected number of output block rows. Covariance
functions are calculated by either directly analyzing the raw response data without any intermediary
signal processing, or by first conducting signal processing in the frequency domain and then analyzing
the inverse Fourier transform of the processed data. During the system identification step, A is
typically solved for on the basis of an extended observability matrix by taking the SVD of the
Toeplitz matrix and solving a series of algebraic expressions [25]. Once A is known, modal parameters
are identified through its eigenvalue decomposition [25, 128]. See Appendix B for a more detailed
description of SSI-COV procedures.
SSI-Data is predominantly employed when xt of a system needs to be determined; e.g.,
for controls engineering [25]. In this SSI variant, raw time history measurements are directly used
to build a block Hankel matrix of size 2li x Q, where Q is the number of time steps in a timehistory. The block Hankel matrix has twice as many rows as the Toeplitz matrix in SSI-COV due
to being designed as the combination of two sub-matrices, where the top sub-matrix is past output
data and the bottom sub-matrix is future output data. Raw time histories are essential for SSIData, as the technique typically relies on Kalman filters to estimate xt [25, 128]. Additionally, the
technique relies on QR factorization for data reduction and SVD for noise removal in order to increase
numerical efficiency and linearize the system identification problem [128]. When employing SSI-Data
for modal parameter estimation, xt is not needed to calculate A, meaning A can be obtained using
the estimated states calculated in an auxiliary step, which is formulated on the basis of an extended
observability matrix [25]. Under this condition, similar results can be obtained from SSI-Data and
SSI-COV [25, 128]. See Appendix B for a more detailed description of SSI-Data procedures.
A postprocessing phase is utilized for both SSI variants to distinguish between physical
and spurious modes; spurious modes are introduced when n is overestimated. Under SSI, n is
theoretically equal to the number of nonzero singular values in the block Hankel or Toeplitz matrix
developed under SSI-Data and SSI-COV, respectively. However, noise causes all singular values
to be nonzero, making it difficult to identify an n that captures all excited modes without also
fitting noise [128]. This issue has traditionally been addressed by intentionally overestimating n
and then leveraging stabilization diagrams to distinguish between physical and spurious modes. In
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stabilization diagrams, a subject pole in a system of order n is compared to the corresponding pole
in the system of order n − 1. If a pole’s modal properties meet specified stability criteria for changes
in frequency (4ω), damping (4ξ), and modal assurance criterion (MAC), the pole is labeled as
stable (i.e., physical), otherwise it is labeled as spurious [127]. An issue with this approach is that
subjective, manual identification of the best model is still required [144].
To address the issue of model order selection, Qin et al. proposed a technique that calculates
the information entropy of a system from nonzero singular values in the block Hankel or Toeplitz
matrices (i.e., singular entropy) and selects n by identifying where the change in entropy approaches
zero [126]. Marrongelli et al. created an efficient modal parameter identification procedure by employing a range of values for n and i to construct three-dimensional stabilization diagrams, which
were analyzed by clustering stable poles into histograms to automatically identify modal parameters [102]. Note that the value selected for i has a significant impact on calculated damping [128].
In this study, Qin et al.’s entropy based selection technique was employed to identify the maximum
n for a given set of data, while Marrongelli et al.’s approach of varying i and clustering stable poles
into histograms was also employed [102, 126]. For this approach, i was varied as such 50 : 2 : 150,
and common stability criterion were employed; i.e., 4ω ≤ 1%, 4ξ ≤ 5%, and MAC≥ 98% [102, 126].
To enable stable poles to be identified across the same number of block rows for both test speeds in
the Buick study, the range for i had to be adjusted to 20:2:120. This was to address problems associated with higher values of i under shorter vehicle-on-bridge time frames causing matrix dimension
issues during QR factorization for SSI-Data [27, 128]. When clustering poles into histograms, bins
with a cumulative sum falling below 10% of the single largest sum within the same histogram were
considered spurious and removed; for example, in Figure 4.7(a) the single largest cumulative sum
was 1600, meaning frequency bins with less than 160 total counts were removed.
During preliminary SSI analyses, the model order selection routine identified n = 15 was
sufficient for the state-space models to represent direct bridge data, while n = 10 was sufficient for
the data from the RAM truck and Buick. Figure 4.4(a) provides an example showing the variation
in singular entropy (∆En0 ) converging to zero around n = 15 for direct bridge data. The stabilization
diagram in Figure 4.4(b) demonstrates how the SSI routines continuously identify stable poles (i.e.,
physical modes) at obvious peak frequencies up to n = 15 for i equal to 50, 100, and 150.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: (a) Demonstrates variation in singular entropy (∆En0 ) converging to zero around n = 15
for direct bridge data during model order selection routine. (b) Demonstrates how the SSI routines
identify stable poles at obvious peak frequencies using different values of i for a single record obtained
under Configuration B during uncoupled bridge testing.

4.5

Uncoupled Analyses of Direct Bridge Data
To identify bridge properties under operating conditions, ambient vibration tests were con-

ducted with traffic flowing uninhibited at the posted speed limit and analyzed using PP, FDD, and
SSI methods. As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the PP methodology continuously identified resonant
frequencies in both sensor configurations around 11.5-16.5, 20.5-21, and 29-31 Hz across both the
averaged and short-time spectra. The average damping ratio across each distribution is 3.7%, 2.5%,
and 2.1%, respectively, which fall within the 2% to 5% range expected for a reinforced concrete struc-

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.5: Cumulative sums from uncoupled bridge analysis using PP method across (a) averaged
and (b) short-time frequency spectra. Dominant frequencies are continuously identified around
11.5-16.5, 20.5-21, and 29-31 Hz in both sensor configurations and across both frequency spectra.
Additionally, the frequency between 11.5-16.5 Hz is noticeably influenced by the system’s time
variant nature, while the frequency at 20.5-21 Hz is not.
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ture [30]. Furthermore, the detection of the wide frequency bin distribution between 11.5-16.5 Hz
in both averaged and short-time spectra suggests the bridge is a time variant system, and indicates
that some bridge frequencies are noticeably influenced by the system’s time variant nature while
other frequencies do not appear to be influenced at all; i.e., the 20.5-21 Hz frequency. Additional
frequencies were detected around 1.5-2 Hz in the averaged spectrum, which is in the typical region
for vehicle sprung mass frequencies that would have been excited at the posted speed limit [59, 77].
Other frequencies were also detected at 26 Hz and above 31 Hz; however, the levels of excitation
were too low to continuously identify and, therefore, classify across both spectra.
A possible explanation for the time variant nature of the bridge is that traffic excited
breathing in the existing flexural cracks, which introduced nonlinear changes in the bridge’s dynamic
response. Furthermore, tractor-trailers for logging and shipping regularly travel on US-221, meaning
trucks similar in size to the HL-93 truck were continuously present during testing and could have
introduces as much as a 20% instantaneous change in bridge mass [76]. Lastly, vehicle frequencies
could have potentially been captured in the bridge response [77]. As vehicles have been shown
to introduce higher energy loads in the range of their sprung and unsprung mass frequencies (i.e.,
1Hz-2Hz and 10Hz-15Hz, respectively), it is plausible that these higher energy loads drove the
dynamics of the coupled system and caused the bridge to capture vehicle frequencies [59, 77, 143];
this explanation is supported by the identification of frequencies at 1.5-2 Hz and the fact that the
11.5-16.5 Hz distribution is wider than other observed distributions. From the direct bridge data
alone it was difficult to determine whether frequencies in the 11.5-16.5 Hz distribution come from
the bridge or possibly the vehicles. Later, the post-processing of coupled data helped to distinguish
between closely spaced bridge and vehicle modes, and it was determined that the principle bridge
frequency fell between 15-16 Hz; see the coupled RAM truck analysis in Section 4.5.1.2 for more
details.
The histograms in Figure 4.6 demonstrate that the A-FDD and ST-FDD analyses identified
similar spectral content as the A-PP and ST-FFT analyses, with bridge frequency distributions
falling between 12.25-15, 20.75-21.25, and 29-30.75 Hz. Note that similar to the A-PP analysis,
the A-FDD analysis identified a frequency at 35 Hz, which is likely a weakly excited bridge mode.
The narrower distributions near 15 Hz in Figure 4.6 suggest that the FDD techniques are more
robust against time variant properties than the PP methods; this is believed to be the result of
the SVD of the CPSD between signals making frequencies continuously detected across all sensors
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: Cumulative sums from uncoupled bridge test analysis using (a) A-FDD and (b) ST-FDD.
Demonstrates narrower frequency bin distributions than base PP methods shown in Figure 4.5.
more pronounced. Figure 4.6 also demonstrates that the damping ratios calculated using the NExT
procedure are similar to those calculated during the PP analyses across the three strongly excited
frequency distributions; i.e., 2.2%, 1.8%, and 1.6%, respectively. Note, however, there is a noticeable
difference when comparing the frequency bins around 1.5-2 Hz in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.6(a). This
difference is believed to be caused by higher mean square errors introduced by initial coefficient
estimates when fitting exponential curves to the envelope of impulse response functions for the
NExT procedure [27]. During the FDD analyses, average damping estimates were significantly
influenced by the choice of initial coefficient estimates, suggesting that the subject NExT procedure
is not as robust for identifying damping at certain frequencies and/or excitation levels [128, 129].
As can be seen by the histograms in Figure 4.7, both SSI variants produced similar frequency
distributions for both sensor configurations that were also in line with the PP and FDD observations.
Additionally, similar to the A-PP and A-FDD analyses in Figures 4.5(a) and 4.6(a), both SSI variants
identified the weakly excited frequency around 35 Hz in at least one sensor configuration. Under
SSI-COV, frequency distributions between 12.25-15, 20-21, and 28.25-31 Hz were observed with
average damping ratios of 5.2%, 1.8%, and 1.9%, respectively. Note that the 5.2% average ratio
is more indicative of the levels of damping expected when considerable flexural cracks are present
on a concrete structure [30]. Under SSI-Data, frequency distributions between 12.5-14.75, 20.25-21,
and 28.75-31 Hz were observed with average damping ratios of 3.8%, 1.6%, and 1.4%, respectively.
The narrower distributions near 15 Hz under both SSI variants suggest they are robust against
time variant properties similar to the FDD technique, while the wider distributions near 30 Hz
suggest otherwise. However, the distributions around 30 Hz are believed to be the result of the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Cumulative sums from uncoupled bridge analysis using (a) SSI-COV and (b) SSI-Data.
Demonstrates how both SSI variants identify narrower distributions near 15 Hz in a similar manner
to FDD, but also produce wider distributions near 30 Hz unlike PP or FDD. Wider distributions
are attributed spreading out of stable poles as i increases.
erroneous classification of spurious purely numerical poles that can form near stable poles as i is
increased [127]; this explanation is partially supported by the identification of closely spaced poles
around 30 Hz in Figure 4.4 as i increased at higher values of n. Note that despite both SSI variants
producing similar results, the SSI-Data technique performed noticeably slower; this was expected
per literature [127, 168].
The analysis of uncoupled bridge data identified that the system violated the time invariant
OMA assumption, as breathing cracks, vehicle mass, and/or vehicle frequencies introduced a wide
frequency distribution around the apparent principle bridge frequency. However, it was observed
that the FDD and SSI techniques produced narrower variations in the principle frequency, indicating
the methods were more robust against apparent time variant system properties. The damping ratios
calculated for each methodology were in line with what was expected for a reinforced concrete bridge,
though the average ratio calculated by SSI-COV for the principle frequency was more indicative of
what was expected for a cracked concrete structure. Additionally, the NExT procedure used for
calculating damping under the FDD technique was less robust than the other procedures, as it was
significantly influenced by initial coefficient estimates and the magnitude of frequency excitations.
Lastly, despite both SSI variants producing similar results, SSI-COV was more computationally
efficient than SSI-Data.
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4.5.1

Informed Coupled System Identification
The first coupled vehicle-bridge tests were conducted with a RAM truck as the subject

test vehicle, and uncoupled system identification of the RAM truck was used to inform the coupled
OMA analyses. The goal of this informative approach is to demonstrate that OMA procedures can
successfully be employed to identify bridge frequencies in the spectral content of short vehicle-onbridge time histories when vehicle properties are sufficiently known.
4.5.1.1

Uncoupled Ram Truck Analysis
Uncoupled road tests were primarily used to characterize the frequencies of the RAM truck’s

unsprung masses, as sensors were only installed at these locations during coupled DBHM testing.
During a preliminary analysis on the unsprung data, spectrogram plots identified the continuous
presence of resonant peaks that occurred in intervals of approximately 4, 6, 8, and 10 Hz for speeds
of 32.19, 48.28, 64.37, and 80.47 kph, respectively. It was concluded that these harmonic frequencies
were introduced by wheel defects (e.g., an imbalance or radial runout) at the front of the vehicle;
this conclusion is based on: the harmonics being more distinguishable at the front of the vehicle,
the PSD of the subject peaks decreasing as frequency increased, and the spacing between observed
intervals being influenced by vehicle speed and, therefore, wheel rotational velocity [59, 124].
To further verify the wheel harmonics were associated with the wheels, an analysis was
conducted where the frequency intervals observed at a given velocity were compared to the rotational
speed of the wheels at the same velocity; rotational frequencies were calculated using the nominal
unloaded radius (run ) of the tires. If the harmonics are associated with wheel speed, the ratio of the
observed interval frequencies to the rotational velocity of the wheels will be close to one. Table 4.2
demonstrates that the subject ratio is approximately 1.13 at all test speeds, indicating that wheel
defects at the front of the vehicle are a plausible explanation for the observed harmonic frequencies.
The ratios in Table 4.2 could fall closer to one if the effective wheel radius (ref f ) was employed
instead of the unloaded radius (i.e., ref f << run ); however, ref f needs to be determined through
testing, which was outside the scope of this work. Note that the subject truck is a high mileage
all-terrain vehicle used for heavy duty projects, meaning worn elements in the drivetrain or bearings
could also be the source of the observed frequency intervals [46, 130]. A more detailed analysis is
required to reliably identify the source of the harmonic frequencies; however, this is outside the scope
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Table 4.2: Analysis comparing rotational wheel frequencies to observed harmonic frequency intervals
Nominal Unloaded Wheel Radius run : 38.56 cm
Velocity
(kph)
32.19
48.28
64.37
80.47

Rotational Velocity
(Hz)
3.55
5.32
7.09
8.86

Mean Observed Frequency
Interval (Hz)
4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00

Ratio of Observed
to Rotational
1.13
1.13
1.13
1.13

of this project and will be the subject of future model development studies.
To distinguish between vehicle natural frequencies and the above mentioned wheel harmonics, peak frequencies identified within ±0.25 Hz of the wheel harmonics were excluded from
histogram counts during binning; this was in addition to the procedures for removing spurious frequencies discussed in Section 4.4. Although the removal of harmonic wheel frequencies had the
potential to eliminate unsprung mass natural frequencies, the change in harmonic intervals at different test speeds ensured that the harmonic wheel frequencies fell outside of the 10-15 Hz range
associated with unsprung mass frequencies for at least two different test speeds; i.e., ten total tests.
Histogram plots for the ST-FFT and ST-FDD analyses were not created in this study, as the five
largest peaks across each spectrum were almost exclusively associated with the observed harmonic
wheel frequencies.
As can be seen in Figure 4.8(a), the largest peaks are observed at 14 and 13 Hz for the
front and rear of the truck, respectively. These frequencies are believed to be associated with the
unsprung masses of the truck, as they fall within the 10-15 Hz frequency range typically associated
with passenger vehicles [59]. At the front of the truck, a distribution of frequencies is also observed
around the 14 Hz frequency between 13-14.75 Hz. The subject frequency distribution can potentially
be explained by nonlinear stiffness/damping properties introduced by the supposed wheel defects [59,
124]. Additionally, Figure 4.8(a) demonstrates that a frequency around 1.25-1.5 Hz is observed
at the front of the vehicle; this frequency is believed to be associated with the sprung mass, as
it falls within the 1-2 Hz range for a passenger vehicle’s sprung mass frequency and is observed
as the most dominate peak for the sprung mass analysis shown in Figure 4.8(b). Figure 4.8(b)
further demonstrates that the average calculated damping for the 1.25-1.5 Hz frequency bins is
approximately 20%-29% at the rear of the vehicle, which is also in the range of what is expected for
a passenger vehicle suspension [59]. It should be noted that the higher than normal damping ratios
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8: Cumulative sums from uncoupled RAM truck analysis using A-PP on (a) unsprung
mass and (b) sprung mass sensor data.
at the front of the vehicle in Figure 4.8(b) further supports the conclusion that defects are present
at the front of the vehicle. The remaining frequencies in Figure 4.8 are believed to be associated
with vehicle modes (e.g., pitching, rolling, etc...), as other studies have identified similar frequency
content when performing EMA and OMA analyses on a truck frame [145]. It should be stated that
identifying all other vehicle frequencies was out of the scope of this project, and will be part of future
model development studies.
The A-FDD analysis in Figure 4.9 produced similar results to the A-PP analysis in Figure 4.8, with sprung mass frequencies being identified between 1.25-1.5 Hz and prominent peaks
occurring at 14 and 13 Hz for the front and rear of the vehicle, respectively. Furthermore, in a
similar manner to the direct bridge analyses, the A-FDD analysis appears to be more robust against

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.9: Cumulative sums from uncoupled RAM truck analysis using A-FDD on (a) unsprung
mass and (b) sprung mass sensor data. Demonstrates narrower vehicle frequency distributions than
with PP method shown in Figure 4.8.
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apparent time variant effects, reducing the frequency bin distribution observed between 13-14.75
Hz in Figure 4.8(a) to just two bins at 13 and 14 Hz in Figure 4.9(a). Lastly, it can be seen that
the NExT procedure also calculates similar damping ratios as the half-power bandwidth method;
however, it can again be seen that the methodology struggles to calculate damping in the lower
frequency range.
Both SSI variants produced similar spectral content as the A-PP and A-FDD analyses,
with distinguishable peaks occurring around 14 and 13 Hz at the front and rear of the vehicle in
Figure 4.10, respectively. Additionally, similar to the A-PP method, both SSI variants identified a
frequency distribution between 13-14.75 Hz at the front of the vehicle. The wider distributions for
the SSI methods are again attributed spurious purely numerical poles that closely neighbor stable
poles sometimes being misclassified as i increased; this conclusion is supported by the slightly wider
distributions also observed at the rear of the vehicle where nonlinear effects did not appear to be
observed by the other methods. Lastly, it can be seen from Figures 4.9 and 4.10 that the A-FDD
and SSI-COV methods identified similar damping ratios in the range of 8%-19%, while the A-PP
and SSI-Data methods identified slightly lower magnitude ratios. Per the functional relationship
for the axle level damping coefficient (Ca1,2 ) outlined in Eq. (4.3) below, it is believed the higher
damping ratios identified by A-FDD and SSI-COV are closer to what is expected for the unsprung
mass of a passenger vehicle [59]; note that the coefficients in Eq. (4.3) come from the half-vehicle

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Cumulative sums from uncoupled RAM truck analysis using (a) SSI-COV and (b) SSIData on unsprung mass sensor data. Demonstrates the detection of similar spectral content at PP
and FDD methods. Similar to PP, both SSI variants identified 13-14.75 Hz frequency distribution
at front of vehicle; again attributed to spread of stable poles as i increased.
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model in Figure 3.1.
Cv1,2 + Cw1,2
Ca1,2 = p
,
2 Mw1,2 (Kv1,2 + Kw1,2 )

(4.3)

The analysis of uncoupled RAM truck data identified that the vehicle also violated the
time invariant OMA assumption, as nonlinearties believed to be introduced by wheel defects at
the front of the vehicle caused notable harmonics and frequency fluctuations in the range of the
vehicle’s unsprung natural frequency. In a similar manner to the direct bridge analysis, the A-FDD
technique was robust against the apparent time variant effects, effectively eliminating the frequency
bin distribution observed at the front of the truck during the PP analysis. Additionally, the SSI
techniques produced wider distributions at the front of the vehicle as a result of closely spaced stable
poles being identified as i increased at higher values of n. Lastly, it was difficult to identify which
method(s) produced the best damping ratio estimates due to the time variant nature of the vehicle,
but the higher estimates calculated by A-FDD and SSI-COV are more in line with expected values
based on the functional relationship for ξ1,2 in Eq. (4.3).
4.5.1.2

Coupled Ram Truck Analysis
When processing vehicle data, time histories were divided into time frames of before the

vehicle entered the bridge span and while the vehicle was on the subject bridge span as shown in
Figure 4.11. A 0.5-s buffer before the vehicle entered and after the vehicle exited the bridge span
was included in the on-bridge time frame to allow multiple Hann windows to be employed for the
averaged and short-time analyses across the resulting 2.5-s time frame. The before-bridge time

Figure 4.11: Example of vehicle time history highlighting before bridge and on bridge time frames.
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frame encompassed the 2.5-s time window right before the front wheel hit the speed bump trigger
mechanism to ensure the vehicle had reached the desired test speed and to eliminate the influence of
initial vehicle acceleration. Because bridge frequencies could have fallen within the range of harmonic
wheel frequencies, the previous approach of excluding the interval peaks could not be used. Instead,
frequencies identified in the range of the wheel harmonics or vehicle frequencies were labeled as such,
while frequency bins that noticeably changed when the vehicle was on the bridge were labeled as
suspected bridge frequencies. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 provide an example of cumulative count data
obtained for the front of the vehicle during short-time analyses and the SSI analyses, respectively;
damping was excluded from these figures to improve readability. A summary of all notable changes
in spectral content for both the front and rear of the vehicle is provided in Table 4.3.
Before the front of the truck entered the bridge in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, almost all identified
peaks could be labeled as known harmonic or vehicle frequencies. When the front of the truck
transitioned from off the bridge to on the bridge, the histograms of the PP, FDD, SSI-COV, and
SSI-Data methods indicated there was at least a 200%, 300%, 785%, and 529% increase in the
cumulative sum for the 15.5 Hz frequency bin, respectively. The ST-FDD method in Figure 4.12(b),
along with the A-PP and A-FDD methods in Table 4.3, also detected subtle changes at 19.5 and
21.5-22 Hz at the front of the vehicle. Similar changes in spectral content can also be observed in
Table 4.3 at 14.5Hz, 15.5Hz, 19.5Hz, and 22Hz when the rear of the vehicle is on the bridge. Note
that distinguishable changes were not identified by either SSI method at the rear of the vehicle.
The noticeable change in the 15.5, 19.5, and 21.5-22 Hz frequency bins when the truck was

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: Comparison of off and on-bridge RAM spectral data using (a) ST-FFT and (b) STFDD. Demonstrates an approximately 200% and 300% change in the 15.5 Hz frequency bin when
vehicle enters the bridge, respectively.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.13: Comparison of off and on-bridge RAM spectral data using (a) SSI-COV and (b) SSIData. Demonstrates an approximately 785% and 529% change in the 15.5 Hz frequency bin when
vehicle enters the bridge, respectively.
on the bridge suggests they are associated with the bridge frequencies. This claim is further substantiated, as the observed frequencies are consistent with the shift in bridge frequencies (measured
from uncoupled tests) expected under the DBHM paradigm. The previously observed uncoupled
bridge frequency distributions appeared at 12.25-15 Hz (FDD and SSI) and 20-21 Hz (across all
methods) and are expected to shift in the vehicle response by ±0.5 and ±1 Hz, respectively [160].
Note that the expected shift was not as clear for the PP method, as the 15.5 Hz bin identified
on the vehicle falls within the wider 11.5-16.5 Hz uncoupled bridge distribution. The absence of a
lower frequency shift at the front of the truck can be attributed to a potential resonance matching
phenomena between the bridge frequency and a dominant 16 Hz harmonic frequency observed on
the truck during uncoupled road testing. This explanation is supported by similar observations in
DBHM literature, the fact the 16 Hz frequency is not detected in on-bridge data, and the negative
shift appearing to be captured in the 14.5 Hz bin at the rear of the vehicle where harmonics were
less pronounced [143, 152]. Lastly, the identified damping ratios for the subject frequency bins fell
between 1%-4% across all methods, which is in the range of what was observed during the uncoupled
bridge analysis.
The increased detection of frequencies at 14 and 15 Hz for SSI-Data in Figure 4.13(b) are
indicative of changes in the vehicle response caused by captured bridge frequencies. However, the
14 Hz frequency was detected during uncoupled road testing. Although not present during the
uncoupled road test, the 15 Hz frequency is still believed to be associated with the vehicle as it was
detected in before-bridge data on the day of coupled testing. The identification of this previously
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Table 4.3: Summary of notable differences between off and on-bridge spectral content for the RAM
truck during coupled DBHM testing.
Front of Vehicle
Method
A-PP
A-PP
ST-FFT
A-FDD
A-FDD
ST-FDD
ST-FDD
ST-FDD
SSI-COV
SSI-Data
SSI-Data

Frequency
(Hz)
15.5
21.5-22.0
15.5
15.5
19.5, 21.5-22.0
15.5
19.5, 21.5
22.0
15.5
15.0
15.5

Off Bridge
Sum
3
Not Observed
5
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
73
111
31

On Bridge
Sum
7
3
15
4
3
10
3
4
646
221
195

On to Off
Ratio
2.33
3.00
8.85
1.99
6.29

Mean On Bridge
Damping (%)
4.0
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
2.5
1.0
3.0
2.0
2.0

On to Off
Ratio
-

Mean On Bridge
Damping (%)
2.0
4.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
3.0

Rear of Vehicle
Method
A-PP
A-PP
A-PP
ST-FFT
ST-FFT
A-FDD
A-FDD
ST-FDD
ST-FDD

Frequency
(Hz)
14.5
15.5
19.5
14.5
15.5
19.5
22.0
14.5
19.5

Off Bridge
Sum
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed
Not Observed

On Bridge
Sum
6
4
3
7
6
4
3
4
3

undetected vehicle frequency is attributed to the change in spectral resolution between the tests.
Note that even though the 15 Hz bin increased by approximately 100%, its change is significantly
lower than the 529% increase observed at 15.5 Hz under SSI-Data.
The analysis of coupled RAM truck data identified that each OMA methodology identified
significant changes in spectral content at the front and rear of the vehicle that were indicative of
the vehicle successfully capturing the bridge frequency identified around 15 Hz (with the expected
±0.5 Hz shift). Additionally, the PP and FDD methods detected subtle changes in frequencies
at 19.5 and 21.5-22 Hz that aligned with the expected shifts in the 20-21 Hz bridge frequency,
suggesting these approaches provide a slight advantage over the SSI methods when trying to identify
higher order bridge modes with lower amplitudes in the vehicle response. The analysis of direct
bridge data from coupled RAM truck testing further corroborates the findings from the vehicle
analysis. As demonstrated in Figure 4.14, frequency distributions were detected directly on the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.14: Cumulative sums from coupled RAM truck analysis using (a) short-time PP and FDD
methods and (b) SSI methods on direct bridge data. Demonstrates smaller groupings of frequency
bins in 11-16 Hz frequency distribution region previously observed during uncoupled bridge testing.
bridge between 11-16, 20-21 and 29.5-31 Hz. When focusing on the 11-16 Hz distribution, smaller
frequency groupings were continuously identified around 11-12, 13-14, and 15-16 Hz. The 11-12
and 13-14 Hz groupings are more likely vehicle frequencies captured within the bridge response,
as they were continuously detected in off and on-bridge vehicle data and the 13-14 Hz frequencies
were identified in the uncoupled RAM truck testing; this conclusion is further supported by the
higher damping ratios observed around 13-14 Hz by SSI-COV in Figure 4.14(b). During the SSIData analysis, noticeable changes in spectral content, believed to be associated with the truck (see
above), were also observed at 14 and 15 Hz when the front of the vehicle entered the bridge. Though
the 15 Hz frequency observed on the vehicle could be a shifted bridge frequency observed around
15-16 Hz directly on the bridge, it is believed to be associated with the truck due to its presence in
off-bridge vehicle data. The coupled analysis informed by uncoupled vehicle tests demonstrated that
uncoupled vehicle tests are beneficial to successfully distinguish between excited vehicle frequencies
and captured bridge frequencies.

4.6

Uninformed Coupled System Identification
The second coupled vehicle-bridge tests were conducted with a Buick sedan and initially

avoided using uncoupled vehicle data to inform the analysis. Uncoupled system identification of the
Buick was performed after the coupled analysis and used in conjunction with the uncoupled bridge
analysis to validate conclusions from the uniformed coupled analysis.
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4.6.1

Buick Uniformed Coupled Analysis
When processing vehicle data, the same approach of dividing time histories into off and

on-bridge times frames was employed; a 2.3-s time frame was employed for the 32.19 kph Buick
data, while a 1.55-s time frame was employed for the 48.28 kph data. The 2.3-s time frame was
selected to allow a 0.5-s buffer before and after the vehicle occupied the bridge span, while the 1.55-s
window was selected such that the distance traveled by the Buick at 48.28 kph was the same as the
distance traveled at 32.19 kph. In the histograms presented for this study, noticeable changes in
on-bridge data were labeled as possible bridge frequencies; the remaining frequencies in the off and
on-bridge spectra were labeled as unknown due to the lack of knowledge of vehicle properties.
When analyzing the 32.19 kph Buick data, distinguishable changes in on-bridge spectral
content could not be identified by any of the methodologies; however, when analyzing the 48.28
kph vehicle data, each methodology was able to identify changes in on-bridge spectral content.
Figure 4.15 provides an example of frequency bins identified by the A-PP and ST-FDD methods,
while Figure 4.16 provides an example of frequency bins identified by the SSI methods. As can
be seen, noticeable changes in vehicle spectral content were detected across each method within
frequency ranges around 13.5-15.5 and 19-23 Hz, with each method identifying a max change at 15
Hz. Similar changes in spectral content were also observed at the front of the vehicle. Note that the
frequency bins identified at 15 and 22.5 Hz by the A-PP method in Figure 4.15(a) are not as distinct
as those observed by the A-FDD and SSI methods. The less distinct changes in spectral content

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: Comparison of off and on-bridge Buick spectral data using (a) A-PP and (b) ST-FDD.
Demonstrates both methods identified noticeable changes in on-bridge spectral content around 13.515 and 21.5-22.5 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.16: Comparison of off and on-bridge Buick spectral data using (a) SSI-COV and (b)
SSI-Data. Demonstrates both methods identified noticeable changes in on-bridge spectral content
around 13.5-15.5 and 21-22.5 Hz.
under A-PP are attributed to the need to distinguish between continuously present yet unknown
frequencies and short time histories reducing the size of Hann windows employed to average the
effects of noise. The A-FDD and SSI methods were more robust against the reduced size of the time
histories, as they consider the correlation between signals; the SSI methods also benefited from the
stabilization criterion to help further eliminate spurious modes that might have been detected.

4.6.2

Uncoupled Buick Analysis
An uncoupled system identification study was conducted using speed-bump excitation data

to determine the extent to which having knowledge of the vehicle frequencies would have improved
bridge frequency detection and if some of the possible bridge frequencies identified in Figures. 4.15
and 4.16 were actually associated with the vehicle. To remain consistent with the coupled Buick
analyses, time histories were divided into time frames of 2.3-s and 1.55-s for the 32.19 and 48.28 kph
Buick data, respectively; note that a 0.5-s and 0.35-s buffer were provided before the vehicle hit the
speed-bump at each respective speed. For the sake of brevity, only the results from the methods
and locations displayed in the coupled Buick study are displayed in this study. Figure 4.17 provides
an example of the subject time frames. For the sake of brevity, only the results from the methods
and locations displayed in the coupled Buick study are displayed in this study; i.e., averaged PP,
ST-FDD, and SSI methods at the rear.
As can be seen in Figure 4.18, each method produced a distinguishable peak at 12.5-13
Hz for the rear of the vehicle, indicating the frequency is most likely associated with the natu66

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.17: Example of time histories highlighting the time frames for the (a) 32.19 kph and (b)
48.28 kph Buick speed-bump tests.
ral frequency of the unsprung mass. In a similar manner as the other studies, the SSI methods
identified a wider frequency distribution due to the appearance of spurious numerical poles that
partially were misclassified as i increased; the distributions in Figure 4.18(b) fall between 11.5-14.5
Hz. Additionally, each methodology identified frequencies in the range of 23-26 Hz, suggesting that
another vehicle mode is present in this region. The A-PP and ST-FDD methods both identified
a frequency at 17 Hz, while frequencies were also identified at 18.5 and 19.5 Hz, respectively. An
important observation to discuss is that the SSI methods did not detect any frequencies outside
of the 11.5-14.5 and 23-26 Hz distributions in Figure 4.18(b), but did detect noticeable peaks at
18.5-19 Hz when the vehicle was off the bridge in Figure 4.16. The reason the SSI methods did not
detect frequencies outside of the 11.5-14.5 and 23-26 Hz distributions during speed-bump testing is
attributed to the magnitude of the transient vehicle responses causing stable poles to primarily form
at the unsprung natural frequencies. The A-PP and ST-FDD methods were able to detect peak
frequencies outside of the 11.5-14.5 and 23-26 Hz distributions during the speed-bump test because
the APIA must identify the specified number of peaks regardless of the presence of a single dominant
frequency. This conclusion suggests that the PP and FDD methods are more beneficial to use when
large transients are present in the vehicle response.
The results from the speed-bump study indicated that the frequencies detected between
15-15.5 and 21-22.5 Hz in Figuires 4.15 and 4.16 are most likely associated with the bridge, as
frequencies in these ranges were not detected by any of the methods during uncoupled Buick testing
in Figure 4.18. Additionally, when compared to direct bridge data, the subject frequencies fell
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.18: Buick speed-bump data analysis using (a) A-PP and ST-FDD methods and (b) SSI
methods.
within range of the shifts in bridge frequency expected to occur at 48.28 kph; i.e., ±0.75 and
±1.5 Hz for direct bridge frequencies identified around 13-16 and 20-21 Hz during coupled Buick
testing, respectively [160]. This conclusion indicates that vehicle properties were not strictly needed
to identify changes in vehicle spectral content introduced by bridge frequencies. However, this
conclusion is dependent on the method being employed and the speed of travel. This was evidenced
by bridge frequencies being more apparent at 48.28 kph and when using the FDD and SSI methods.

4.7

Discussion of Coupled System Identification Studies
The results from the coupled DBHM studies indicate that knowledge of vehicle dynamics

was beneficial, but not strictly necessary to identify the short-span bridge frequencies. However,
vehicle properties and speed greatly influence the detectability of bridge frequencies within the
dynamic response of a vehicle, as bridge frequencies could not be identified in the 32.19 kph Buick
data but were identified in the 32.19 kph RAM truck and 48.28 kph Buick data. This difference
between the Buick and RAM truck studies is attributed to the Buick’s smaller mass introducing
lower magnitude bridge excitations. During the tests at 32.19 kph, the average absolute maximum
acceleration response at bridge sensor B in Figure 4.1(b) was 0.0130 m/s2 for the RAM truck and
0.0042 m/s2 for the Buick. Furthermore, the improved level of bridge frequency detection during the
48.28 kph Buick study is attributed to the faster speed introducing a larger magnitude impulse that
increased the average absolute maximum bridge response to be on par with the RAM truck; i.e.,
0.0100 m/s2 . The above observations indicate that there may be an optimal trade off between vehicle
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mass and the speed at which bridge frequencies can be identified. Additionally, vehicle conditions
that induce harmonics appear to negatively impact the detection of higher order bridge modes, as
only the PP and FDD methods were able to detect the 20-21 Hz bridge frequency during the RAM
truck study. The reason the SSI methods were unable to detect the 20-21 Hz frequency on the
RAM truck is attributed to the wheel harmonics inducing a partial resonance in the fundamental
bridge frequency. Under a partial resonance, the PSD of the fundamental bridge frequency would
potentially be large enough to prevent the identification of stable poles at weakly excited higher
order modes, as was observed in this study. This conclusion is supported by the fact that each OMA
method was able to detect the 20-21 Hz bridge frequency at its appropriate shift when using the
Buick, which did not exhibit significant harmonics.
Across all histograms of the coupled tests, SSI techniques appear to enable the more distinct
detection of bridge frequencies as they are better at minimizing spurious frequencies. However,
overly dominant lower order modes in short time histories can potentially limit the detection of
weakly excited higher order bridge modes [127]. Thus, the PP and FDD methods may be better
at detecting weakly excited higher order modes due to the APIA having to identify the specified
number of peak frequencies. However, the PP and FDD methods have limitations, as frequencies
can be overlooked if to few peaks are specified, or spurious frequencies can be identified if too many
peaks are specified. Specifying too many peaks is less concerning for the FDD technique, as it was
demonstrated to be more robust against the detection of time variant and spurious frequencies. In
regards to identifying peaks in the averaged versus short-time spectrum, short-time procedures have
the benefit of being able to detect dominant frequencies across multiple windows, which can increase
the detection of vehicle and/or bridge modes and reduce the identification of spurious frequencies
not continuously present across windows. However, averaging procedures are slightly more robust
against the time variant behavior of structural subsystems and are able to identify weakly excited
modes that could possibly be missed by short-time procedures; e.g., sprung vehicle frequencies at
1.5-2 Hz in Figures 4.8 and 4.9(b). Ultimately, a combination of averaged and short-time PP and
FDD techniques, along with SSI methods, may be best for identifying both fundamental bridge
frequencies and weakly excited higher order bridge frequencies within short vehicle-on-bridge time
histories. A combined approach may also improve the identification of system damping, as each
method has benefits and limits that affect the reliability of modal damping estimates [127].
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4.8

Summary of Experimental DBHM System Identification
Study
This study is the first to experimentally demonstrate DBHM on a bridge span shorter

than 18.28 m in length, and to compare the efficacy of multiple OMA techniques to address issues
with short vehicle-on-bridge time histories in DBHM. Within this study, measures were taken to
reduce issues with strongly coupled vehicle-bridge systems violating fundamental OMA assumptions,
including: separate analysis of the front and rear wheel response data to prevent correlated surface
inputs from causing the false identification of natural frequencies; installing sensors on the unsprung
masses of the vehicles to improve the detection of bridge frequencies and reduce the presence of
harmonics from the engine and other vehicle components; and creating cumulative sum histograms
of peak frequencies identified across multiple tests. Additionally, analysis of coupled test data from
the vehicles were conducted with and without knowledge of the test vehicle dynamics. Ultimately,
it was concluded that each of the employed OMA techniques were able to successfully detect the
fundamental bridge frequency within the dynamic response of both passenger vehicles and that
knowledge of test vehicle dynamics was beneficial, but not strictly necessary to identify the bridge
frequencies.
A number of issues were observed in this study that are more likely to be present when
deploying DBHM on short-span bridges. Peak frequency distributions were noticeably affected by
time variant vehicle and bridge properties, and higher vehicle-to-bridge mass ratios appeared to cause
the bridge to capture vehicle frequencies in its dynamic response; the latter impeded the identification
of the principle bridge frequency for validating results. These issues, however, did not significantly
impact DBHM results, as obvious changes in vehicle spectral content were detected in the regions
of suspected bridge frequencies. Considering the cumulative sum of frequencies identified across
multiple tests was crucial to identifying the subject bridge frequencies. Vehicle mass and speed also
greatly influenced the ability to detect bridge frequencies within vehicle data. Future research could
investigate the optimal trade off between vehicle mass and the speed at which bridge frequencies
can be detected.
When comparing OMA methods, PP and FDD appeared to be better at detecting higher
order bridge frequencies, but results were easily influenced by the specified number of peaks. Additionally, averaged spectra were more robust against time variant effects, while short-time spectra
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increased detection of dominant vehicle-bridge frequencies. SSI methods reduced the detection of
spurious frequencies and very distinctly identified the fundamental bridge frequency, but struggled
to detect higher order modes when lower order modes were overly dominant in short time histories.
Additionally, the distribution of identified frequencies were noticeably influenced by the number of
block rows. Modal parameter estimates can potentially be improved by conducting sensitivity studies or leveraging clustering methodologies to optimize the number of block rows being used [127, 144].
It is recommended that an analysis of DBHM data from short-span bridges utilize a combination of
the subject OMA methods to best identify multiple orders of bridge frequencies.
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Chapter 5

DBHM of Highway Bridges Using
Bayesian Estimation Technique for
Damage Classification
Before DBHM can be employed as a reliable alternative to traditional SHM practices, limitations with the technique’s multilevel damage classification capabilities need to be addressed. This
chapter presents a novel Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification that can leverage
experimental data to update a simplified vehicle-bridge FEM for the purpose of detecting, locating,
and quantifying crack damage. Additionally, a novel damage mapping methodology is presented that
is capable of relating identified crack ratios in the simplified FEM to equivalent levels of cracking on a
physical representation of a bridge structure. Through this approach, simplified and computationally
efficient vehicle-bridge models can be employed within the Bayesian Estimation technique without
having to sacrifice the physical interpretation of crack magnitudes. To demonstrate the ability of
the Bayesian estimation technique and mapping strategy, different damage states, velocities, noise
levels, quantities of data, and model error are evaluated. Through this work, it is demonstrated that
the Bayesian estimation technique can utilize noisy vehicle data to reliably classify small levels of
crack damage across the length of a bridge while the vehicle is traveling at velocities up to 20.11 m/s.
Furthermore, the mapping strategy helps demonstrate that the physical levels of cracking detected
by the methodology are on par, or better than what is typically visually detectable.
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5.1

Framework and Methods
The following section discusses the framework for the novel Bayesian estimation technique.

Included in this discussion is a description of the methods employed within the Bayesian estimation technique for: embedding the simplified vehicle-bridge model and open crack methodologies
outlined in Sections 3.1 and 3.3, mapping identified crack ratios to physical levels of damage, and
the Bayesian model updating routine. The simplified vehicle-bridge FEM is embedded within the
Bayesian model updating routine, which makes use of spike and slab priors, to perform multilevel
damage classification. Crack location δ1 and crack ratio δ2 estimates from the Bayesian model updating routine are leveraged by the damage mapping methodology to identify an equivalent crack
ratio on a high-fidelity bridge FEM by relating the localized changes in flexibility of both FEMs.
The crack ratio identified in the higher fidelity FEM is considered to be closely representative of
true crack conditions present on the physical structure. Figure 5.1 provides the framework for the
overall Bayesian estimation technique.

Figure 5.1: Framework for the Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification including
optional initial model validation with uncoupled bridge and/or vehicle data.
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5.1.1

Embedded Models
Per Figure 5.1, the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM is solved for within the Bayesian model

updating routine of the Bayesian estimation technique to perform L1-L3 damage classification. The
Bayesian model updating routine leverages raw acceleration data from the upper vehicle’s sprung and
unsprung vertical DoFs (i.e., d̈u ([dv , dw1 , dw2 ], ttot )) to update unknown model input parameters;
i.e., δ1 and δ2 . Note that ttot is a time vector ranging from 0 : 4t : Tf , and Tf is the total length
of a simulation in seconds, which is governed by vehicle velocity V and the total distance traveled
(Dt ). In this study, Dt is the sum of the bridge length L and the length of the approach slabs
(La ); therefore, Tf = Dt /V . Open crack damage is modeled in the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM by
employing the fracture mechanics approach discussed in Section 3.3. This approach was selected over
other methodologies as it allows the Bayesian model updating routine in Figure 5.1 and Section 5.1.3
to identify the true magnitude of damage by directly varying the crack ratio δ2 as an unknown input
into the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM. Additionally, the fracture mechanics methodology can be
directly modified for future research to introduce stiffness and damping nonlinearities caused by
breathing effects [112, 113].
As mentioned in Section 3.3, one of the downsides of the fracture mechanics approach is that
cracks must be located at the center of a subject element. This makes it difficult to incrementally
update δ1 during the Bayesian model updating routine while continuously meshing the structure
with the same number and size elements. To address this issue, a meshing scheme is adapted that
continuously re-meshes the structure for each iteration of the Bayesian model updating routine.
During the re-meshing procedure, the global coordinates of the cracked element’s nodes are first
assigned such that they are equal distance from the estimated δ1 ; the global coordinates of the
nodes are assigned such that le = Nele /L. Once the cracked element’s nodes have been assigned,
the remaining unmeshed sections of the model are uniformly divided such that the average element
length is approximately equal to le . As a precaution, lower and upper bounds of 0.5le and 1.5le are
assigned to prevent any single element from being disproportionately small or large. Additionally,
Nele , which governs the average mesh size of all elements of the bridge, is selected to be sufficiently
large such that for every δ1 estimate along the bridge, modeling δ2 as zero (undamaged) results in
no measurable change in bridge frequencies up to two decimal places. As a final precaution, cracks
are prevented from being assigned within le of the supports; this is done to enforce the upper and
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lower bounds, and to allow the prior distribution for δ1 to behave as a truncated normal distribution.
Overall, the subject re-meshing scheme functions in a similar manner as the delete-and-fill, moving
point, and other adaptive meshing schemes leveraged for simulating crack propagation in higher
fidelity FEMs [33, 79, 147].
Because the Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification relies on identifying
physical damage using a simplified FEM, a subject model needs to capture the physical behavior of a coupled vehicle-bridge system as accurately as possible [8, 45, 71]. To reliably capture
physical system behavior, a FEM needs to take into consideration influential operational parameters; e.g., road surface roughness. Fortunately, the effects of surface roughness on vehicle-bridge
dynamics can also be included as demonstrated in Section 3.2. Note that the surface profile employed within a model must match a physical profile such that the model is capable of capturing the
true acceleration responses at all time steps corresponding to physical experimental measurements.
This is not considered a significant issue, as physical road surface profiles can potentially be obtained for numerical models using specialized instruments (e.g., profilometers) to directly measure
a profile during physical testing, or by calculating a profile from experimental vehicle acceleration
data [14, 51, 58, 62, 74, 117]. Additionally, any discrepancies between profiles identified for the simplified FEM and the physical profiles can be addressed through uncertainty quantification [8, 45, 71].
Note that demonstrating the process for surface profile identification and uncertainty quantification
for the Bayesian estimation technique is outside the scope of this project intended on demonstrating
the feasibility of the approach. The numerical demonstrations in this study assume that Bayesian
estimation or another technique [14, 51, 58, 62, 74, 117] has been used to characterize road surface
roughness and thus it can be eliminated as a source of noise from the demonstration study; i.e.,
random noise from surface roughness has been overcome. The influence of high levels of noise in this
study is considered through the addition of artificial noise, as described in Section 5.4.1.

5.1.2

Damage Mapping
Although the computational efficiency of the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM makes it ideal

for the Bayesian estimation technique, there is a need to map estimated crack ratios, δ2 , back to
equivalent levels of physical damage in order to sufficiently describe the L3 damage classification.
Therefore, a novel mapping methodology is proposed that identifies an equivalent crack size in a
high-fidelity Abaqus FEM that produces the same magnitude change in system flexibility as the
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estimated δ2 from the simplified bridge FEM. The higher fidelity FEM is more representative of a
physical bridge, and thus provides a better indication of the true crack conditions capable of being
detected by the Bayesian estimation technique.
Damage induced changes in system flexibility can be detected by comparing flexibility matrices obtained from healthy and damaged mode shapes, if the identified mode shapes are massnormalized to unity [111, 120]. The following equations provide the relationships between the system
flexibility matrix and the modal properties of the structure:
Fu,d = φΩ−1 φ0 =

Nm
X
φm φ0m
,
2
ωm
m=1

(5.1)
(5.2)

4F = Fu − Fd ,
where Fu,d ∈ Rl

x l

represents the undamaged or damaged flexibility matrices and 4F ∈ Rl

x l

is the

damage indicator matrix; note l corresponds to the number of measurement points along the length
of the bridge. Parameter Ω ∈ Rm

x m

2
), ωm
is the modal stiffness matrix that is equal to diag(1/ωm

is the mth frequency along the diagonal of Ω, φm is the mth mode shape, and Nm is the number of
modes being considered [111, 120]. In this study, only the first mode is considered for calculating
the change in system flexibility.
Traditionally, experts have either leveraged the absolute maximum values of each column of
4F or its diagonals to identify and locate damage on a structure; this study does the reverse. After
leveraging the Bayesian model updating routine to identify mean estimates for δ1 and δ2 on the
simplified bridge FEM, 4F is calculated and the value associated with δ1 is recorded. The proposed
mapping methodology is then employed to identify the equivalent crack depth that yields the same
4F value for the DoF associated with the given longitudinal location in the high-fidelity Abaqus
FEM. To assure the measurement locations match between the simplified and high-fidelity FEMs, a
mesh size in the simplified FEM is selected to match the longitudinal dimension of the elements in
the high-fidelity FEM. Furthermore, because the simplified FEM is incapable of capturing transverse
variations in cross-section displacement, the mode shapes identified for each girder in a high-fidelity
FEM are averaged together to obtain a single averaged mode shape for the entire cross-section. The
outlined approach is demonstrated in Section 5.3 and subsequently leveraged to interpret the results
of the DBHM study in Section 5.4.2 to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the Bayesian estimation
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technique. Note that the proposed damage mapping methodology can be applied to FEMs that use
other open crack or complex breathing crack models.

5.1.3

Bayesian Model Updating Routine
The preceding sections have described methods for embedding simplified vehicle-bridge

FEMs and open crack damage into the Bayesian estimation technique and introduced a new damage
mapping methodology to relate cracking in simplified FEMs to high-fidelity representations of bridge
damage. Attention is now turned towards embedding the simplified vehicle-bridge FEMs into the
Bayesian model updating routine to detect damage and obtain damage location δ1 and crack ratio
δ2 estimates for the mapping methodology. The novelty of this model updating routine is the use of
a spike and slab prior distribution as an approach to damage detection; note that more traditional
Bayesian based approaches employ Bayes’ theorem for damage detection via model updating [8].
Spike and slabs are typically employed when sampling a significant (slab prior) versus insignificant
(spike prior) coefficient in a model. By assuming a spike and slab prior distribution on δ2 in this
study, δ2 either introduces insignificant changes to the bridge model and is sampled from the healthy
(spike) population, or introduces a significant change to the bridge model and is sampled from the
damaged (slab) population.
Once it is determined whether the bridge belongs to a healthy or damaged population
(providing L1 damage classification), δ1 and δ2 can be estimated to provide L2 and L3 damage
classifications, respectively. These parameters are initially treated as unknown inputs required for
solving the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM presented in Section 3.1. Note that δ1 and δ2 are constrained to a range of feasible quantities during model updating, with the lower and upper bounds
for δ1 being l1 = le and u1 = L − le , and the lower and upper bounds for δ2 being l2 = 0 and
u2 = 0.2H. The bounds for δ1 were selected per the rules established for meshing in Section 5.1.1,
while the upper bound for δ2 was selected because it was assumed cracks should be detected and
repaired before reaching a ratio of 0.2. For simplicity, let δ = (δ1 , δ2 ) represent a vector of these
unknown parameters being updated within the Bayesian model updating routine.
As mentioned, the raw acceleration data from the upper vehicle’s vertical sprung and
unsprung DoFs d̈u ([dv , dw1 , dw2 ], ttot ) are leveraged within the Bayesian model updating routine.
Let Dsim (δ, V ) = d̈u ([dv , dw1 , dw2 ], ttot ) such that Dsim (δ, V ) is denoted as a function of the unknown input estimates δ and the known velocity V . Let Dsim,k (δ, V ) denote the k th row of matrix
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Dsim (δ, V ). It is assumed:

Dn,phys,k = Dsim,k (δ, V ) + n,k ,

(5.3)

where Dn,phys,k represents the k th row of the physical observations matrix for the nth vehicle run.
Note that physical observations are obtained on Nrun different vehicle runs (i.e., n = 1, 2, . . . , N ),
which are assumed to be independent of one another. The matrix n,k consists of measurement and
model errors, which are assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of zero and covariance ϕ−1 I
such that the errors are uncorrelated. By assuming n,k is normally distributed, it is assumed that
Dn,phys,k given the known and unknown inputs is also normally distributed with mean Dsim,k (δ, V )
and variance ϕ−1 I. Hence:
Dn,phys,k |V, δ, ϕ ∼ MVN(Dsim,k (δ, V ), ϕ−1 I),

(5.4)

where MVN(µ, Σ) is the multivariate normal distribution with mean vector µ and variancecovariance matrix Σ. In this study, it is assumed that Dsim,k (δ, V ) captures the true acceleration
responses at the time steps corresponding to the physical measurements in Dn,phys,k . The only
discrepancy between Dsim,k (δ, V ) obtained from the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM and the observed
Dn,phys,k is the measurement and model errors. This assumption is reasonable, as physical vehicle
position data can be obtained using GPS tracking to identify the time of initial vehicle loading
during physical tests, which could then be used to align time steps. Additionally, adaptations can
be made on the variances ϕ−1 I to incorporate correlation in error terms via functional forms on the
covariances (i.e., with nonzero off-diagonal elements) as in [71].
To enable Bayesian estimation, the following priors are specified on the model parameters:
ϕ ∼ gamma(a0 , b0 )
δ1 ∼ TN{µ1 , τ1 , (l1 , u1 )}
δ2 |w ∼ TN{µ2 , r(w)τ2 , (l2 , u2 )}
w|p ∼ Bernoulli(p)
where TN(µ, τ, (l, u)) denotes a truncated normal distribution with mean µ, variance τ , and bounds
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(l, u). This formulation emits a stochastic search variable selection (SVSS) spike and slab prior for
δ2 [54]. The SVSS is accomplished via the binary switch r(w), which transitions the prior between
the spike (when w = 0) and the slab (when w = 1) by taking values r(0) = r and r(1) = 1,
respectively. Note that the tuning parameter r is set relative to τ2 ; meaning r << τ2 , where τ2
is taken to be comparatively large and is set relative to the desired δ2 threshold for L1 damage
p
classification. Specifically, r(0)τ2 is set such that 3 r(0)τ2 (i.e., three standard deviations from µ2 )
is equal to the δ2 threshold. In this study, the δ2 threshold for L1 classification is selected based
on the sensitivity of the vehicle responses in the embedded model to damage induced changes in
the bridge response when considering a variety of δ1 values, velocities, and moderate levels of noise.
Note that a risk based approach can alternatively be employed to identify a δ2 threshold that enables
early damage detection and limits the probability of false positives. As indicated, an enticing feature
of this prior specification is that L1 damage classification can be directly obtained by computing the
posterior probability of inclusion of δ2 . Details on this computation can be found at the end of this
section.
To facilitate model fitting, a posterior sampling algorithm is developed. This algorithm
draws realizations from the posterior distribution, which is given by:
3N Tstep

p(ϕ, δ1 , δ2 , w, p|D1,...,N,phys ) ∝ ϕ 2
#
"
PN P3
−ϕ n=1 k=1 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}0 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}
· exp
2


2
−(δ1 − µ1 )
−1
· τ1 2 exp
2τ1


1
−(δ2 − µ2 )2
· {r(w)τ2 }− 2 exp
pw (1 − p)1−w
2r(w)τ2
(5.5)

· ϕa0 −1 exp {−b0 ϕ} ,

where D1,...,N,phys = {D1,phys , . . . , DN,phys } and Tstep represents the total number of time steps
in ttot . Since the posterior distribution is not of an amendable form (i.e., of a known distributional
family), a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm consisting of both Gibbs and
Metropolis-Hastings (MH) steps is considered. In particular, w and ϕ are sampled using Gibbs steps
as it is easy to directly sample from their full conditional distributions, while δ1 and δ2 are sampled
using MH steps since directly sampling from their full conditional distribution is difficult. A general
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outline of the following sampling steps is provided in Figure 5.1. To elucidate these steps, the full
conditional distribution of w is given by:
w|e
p, δ2 ∼ Bernoulli(e
p),

(5.6)

where pe = {pπδ2 (δ2 ; µ2 , τ2 )}/{pπδ2 (δ2 ; µ2 , τ2 ) + (1 − p)πδ2 (δ2 ; µ2 , rτ2 )} and p = 0.5. In the aforementioned expression, πδ2 (·; µ, τ ) denotes the density of a truncated normal distributions with mean µ
and variance τ . Similarly, the full conditional distribution of ϕ is given by:
ϕ|δ, B ∼ gamma
3N Tstep
+ a0 ,
2

PN

n=1

P3

0
k=1 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )} {Dphys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}
+ b0
2

!
, (5.7)

where the inputs to the gamma distribution are shape and scale parameters, respectively. Eqs. (5.65.7) are shown in the steps of sampling ϕ and w using Gibbs steps in Figure 5.1. Finally, the full
conditional distributions of δ1 and δ2 are, respectively, given by:

p(δ1 |D1,...,N,phys , ϕ, δ2 ) ∝
"
#
PN P3
−ϕ n=1 k=1 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}0 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}
exp
2


−(δ1 − µ1 )2
· exp
,
(5.8)
2τ1
p(δ2 |D1,...,N,phys , ϕ, δ1 , w) ∝
#
"
PN P3
−ϕ n=1 k=1 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}0 {Dn,phys,k − Dsim,k (δ, V )}
exp
2


−(δ2 − µ2 )2
.
(5.9)
· exp
2r(w)τ2
It is important to note that directly sampling from these distributions is difficult, and MH steps
must be used to sample from these full conditionals. Eqs. (5.8-5.9) can be observed in Figure 5.1 as
the two MH steps; as a reminder, δ2 in Figure 5.1 is sampled from a healthy or damaged distribution
depending on current value of w. For complete details on the implementation of the MH steps, as
well as a step-by-step description of the entire MCMC posterior sampling routine, see Appendix C.
In implementing the MCMC algorithm, parameters are sampled for s = 1, . . . , S iterations, where
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S is the total number of iterations, with a burn in period such that the first sburn iterations are
removed and not included in estimation and inference. The burn in period allows the algorithm to
move from the point of initialization to a region of high probability. Thinning is also performed such
that every sthin iterate is retained; this is done to reduce the autocorrelation in the MCMC chains.
Burn in and thinning in this procedure are standard practice; for more details see [60].
After implementing this algorithm, posterior estimation and inference proceed as usual; for
further discussion see [53]. In particular, the mean of the resulting chains of sampled values for w,
δ1 , and δ2 are summarized as the estimates provided in Tables 5.4-5.11 in Section 5.4. The MCMC
chain of values for w includes sampled values of 0 or 1, where a value of 1 indicates the bridge
is damaged. Hence, by computing the proportion of MCMC iterations in which w = 1 (i.e., the
posterior probability of inclusion), the probability the bridge is damaged and, therefore, L1 damage
classification is obtained. Computing the mean of the sampled values of δ1 and δ2 across the MCMC
chains results in point estimates for the L2-L3 classifications, respectively.

5.2

Subject Vehicle-Bridge System
The half-vehicle model and bridge system employed in this study are based on full-scale vehi-

cle and bridge systems employed in previous research studies. The selected half-vehicle model closely
resembles the H-20 AASHTO truck employed for bridge live load testing, and was adopted from
previous research focused on coupled vehicle-bridge systems and crack damage detection [36, 113].
Table 5.1 indicates the properties for the half-vehicle model. The bridge is a full-scale steel girder
bridge designed for laboratory testing at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln [69]. Two analytical
studies are conducted with the subject bridge to demonstrate the damage mapping methodology
and Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification.
Table 5.1: Properties for half-vehicle model
Mass Properties

Stiffness Properties

Damping Properties

Mv (kg)
Iv (kg/m2 )
Mw1 (kg)
Mw2 (kg)

Kv,1 (kN/m)
Kv,2 (kN/m)
Kw,1 (kN/m)
Kw,2 (kN/m)

Cv,1
Cv,2
Cw1
Cw2

12404
172160
725
725

1969
728
4735
1973

(kNs/m)
(kNs/m)
(kNs/m)
(kNs/m)

7182
2190
0
0

Length Properties
a (m)
b (m)
-

3
3
-

Note: Vehicle bounce, pitch, and unsprung natural frequencies are 1.3, 2.2, 9.7, and 15.4 Hz, respectively.
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The bridge is composed of a single simply supported span with a length of 21.3 m and a
width of 7.9 m, which is enough to accommodate two lanes of vehicle traffic. As demonstrated by
the cross-sectional view in Figure 5.2, the superstructure is built compositely with a 19.05 cm thick
reinforced concrete deck resting on top of three welded plate girders spaced at 3 m. The concrete
deck is built with a 0.92 m overhang and has typical Nebraska Department of Road (NDOR) open
concrete barrier rails. The welded plate girders are composed of a 22.86x1.905 cm top flange, a
137.2x0.953 cm web, a 35.56x3.175 cm bottom flange for the center girder, and a 35.56x1.905 cm
bottom flange for the edge girders. K-Frame diaphragms are installed in 6.83 m increments starting
from the beginning of the bridge, while web shear stiffener plates are installed at the locations
indicated in the longitudinal view of Figure 5.2. Please reference Kathol et al. for more details
regarding bridge design and dimensions [69]. For the simplified bridge FEM, the equivalent area
method was employed to represent the entire cross-section in Figure 5.2 as an equivalent crosssection of steel. The properties of the equivalent cross-section are: E = 200 GPa, H = 1.9282 m,
W = 0.1409 m, I = 0.0842 m4 , ρ = 5600 kg/m, and ξ = 3%. Lastly, an approach slab length of
La = 6.5 m was included on both sides of the bridge in the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM. The value

Figure 5.2: Cross-sectional and longitudinal views of steel girder bridge at University of NebraskaLincoln campus. Used as the basis of the analytical studies conducted to demonstrate the damage
mapping methodology and Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification.
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for La was selected such that the whole vehicle could start off of the bridge and the front of the
vehicle could continue to travel forward while the rear still occupied the bridge. Note that the start
position of the vehicle was such that Dt = L + La .

5.3

Demonstration of the Damage Mapping Methodology
This section first discusses the development of a high-fidelity Abaqus FEM employed during

damage mapping as a physical representation of the bridge in Section 5.2. The simplified and Abaqus
bridge FEMs are then validated against data from previous studies. Lastly, crack damage is modeled
on the simplified bridge FEM using the methodology discusses in Section 5.1.1 and then mapped
to equivalent levels of cracking on the higher-fidelity FEM using the damage mapping methodology
outlined in Section 5.1.2.

5.3.1

High-Fidelity Abaqus FEM Representation of Subject Bridge
A high-fidelity Abaqus FEM served as the physical representation of the structure employed

to map crack ratios estimated for the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM back to equivalent levels of
physical damage. As the purpose of this study was to demonstrate the feasibility of the mapping
methodology, a simple damage model was used to represent cracking that consisted of linear elastic
material properties with dis-joined nodes on the lower flanges and along the height of webs to
represent cracks. Note that more sophisticated crack models can be employed to better capture
the behavior of the damaged structure and improve the accuracy of the mapping methodology,
but are not necessary to initially demonstrate the feasibility of the method. The elastic modulus
and Poisson’s ratio for steel were respectively set to 200 GPa and 0.3, while the elastic modulus
and Poisson’s ratio for concrete were respectively set to 24.9 GPa and 0.2. Density values of 7850
and 2400 kg/m3 were employed for steel and concrete, respectively. The deck was designed with
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, which were modeled using one dimensional lines meshed
with type B31 beam elements whose nodes were coincident and merged with the deck nodes. The
steel plate girders and concrete barriers were modeled using solid C3D8R type elements, shear
stiffeners were modeled as shells with type S4R elements, and diaphragm members were modeled
using type B31 beam elements. The deck and girders were connected using master-slave tie contact
interfaces. All other connections (i.e., shear stiffeners, diaphragm members, and barrier rails) were
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formed by ensuring consistent mesh sizes between components and merging the coincident nodes.

5.3.2

Validation of High-Fidelity and Simplified Bridge FEMs used to
Demonstrate the Damage Mapping Methodology
Static and dynamic data from previous studies were leveraged to validate the reliability of

the bridge FEMs in this study [2, 69]. The simplified bridge FEM and the high-fidelity Abaqus FEM
were first used to replicate the study by Kathol et al., in which static load tests were conducted
using 2.5xHS-20 truck loads in each lane to identify the deflection behavior of the superstructure
under the presence of different diaphragm conditions [69]. Table 5.2 provides a comparison between
the static deflections measured by Kathol et al. and the deflections measured for the FEMs in
this study [69]. Note that due to the one-dimensional representation of the bridge in the simplified
FEM, it is impossible to transversely capture variations in vertical deflections. However, the static
displacement of the simplified FEM falls within the bounds of deflections observed on the physical
structure.
Next, the simplified bridge FEM and the high-fidelity Abaqus FEM were used to predict the
frequencies of the subject bridge in a healthy and damaged state. For the simplified FEM to capture
the equivalent cracked frequency of the higher-fidelity FEM, the mapping methodology outlined in
Section 5.1.2 had to be employed to first calibrate δ2 in the simplified FEM to the crack ratio in the
Table 5.2: Comparing static deflections of the simplified and Abaqus bridge FEMs against physical
measurements
Physical Bridge Mid-span Deflections
Diaphragm Present
No
Yes

Center Girder (cm)
1.91
1.75

Edge Girders (cm)
1.40
1.45

Abaqus FEM Mid-Span Deflections
Diaphragm Present
No
Yes

Center Girder (cm)
1.96
1.85

Edge Girders (cm)
1.52
1.56

Simplified FEM Mid-Span Deflection
Diaphragm Present

Entire Cross-Section (cm)

N.A.

1.75

Note: Static deflections are obtained from elastic load tests when 2.5xHS-20 trucks were used to
load each lane of the bridge. Please reference Kathol et al. for more details on front and rear wheel
load positions [69].
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high-fidelity Abaqus FEM. The frequency results of the simplified bridge FEM and the high-fidelity
Abaqus FEM were compared to the FEM results of Abedin and Mehrabi, who also leveraged the
results from Kathol et al.’s physical tests to validate the static behavior of their high-fidelity FEM
before conducting dynamic tests on the FEM in both healthy and damaged states [2]. Abedin and
Mehrabi applied damage to their FEM by fracturing one of the exterior girders completely through
the bottom flange and web at mid-span. Table 5.3 provides a comparison between the healthy and
damaged frequencies obtained by Abedin and Mehrabi and the frequencies identified for the FEMs
in this study [2]. As can be seen by Table 5.3, both the simplified and high-fidelity FEMs reasonably
capture the healthy and damaged dynamic behavior of the subject structure observed in previous
studies.

5.3.3

Mapping Demonstration
As cracks can occur on a single girder or simultaneously on multiple girders of a physical

structure, multiple scenarios need to be mapped in the high-fidelity Abaqus FEM. In this study,
three damage scenarios (DS1 -DS3 ) were considered in the Abaqus FEM: DS1 ) cracking occurring
equally on all girders, DS2 ) a single crack occurring on the interior girder, and DS3 ) a single crack
occurring on one of the exterior girders.
To demonstrate the reliability of damage mapping, the methodology was first leveraged to
identify equivalent levels of cracking on the high-fidelity Abaqus FEM when δ2 = 0.10 was applied at
Table 5.3: Validation study comparing healthy and damaged frequencies of FEMs
Abedin’s and Mehrabi’s FEM [2]
Damage State
Healthy
Cracked

Frequency (Hz)
6.00
5.00

Percent Change (%)
16.67

High-Fidelity Abaqus FEM
Damage State
Healthy
Cracked

Frequency (Hz)
6.00
4.87

Percent Change (%)
18.83

Simplified FEM
Damage State
Healthy
Cracked

Frequency (Hz)
6.00
4.88

Percent Change (%)
18.67

Note: The diaphragm is present in the high-fidelity Abaqus FEM.
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mid-span (δ1 = 10.65 m) on the simplified FEM; all three of the above mentioned damage scenarios
were evaluated for this demonstration. Before damage was applied, the fundamental mode shapes of
the simplified and Abaqus FEMs were compared to ensure they were comperable to each other. It
was determined, per Figure 5.3(a), that the fundamental mode shapes were in excellent agreement,
with a modal assurance criterion (MAC) value of 0.999 indicating almost perfect consistency between
the FEMs in the healthy state. During the mapping analysis, equivalent crack ratios were based on
the crack-to-depth ratio of the girders only (i.e., the height of the deck was not considered). As can
be seen by Figure 5.3(b)-(d), equivalent crack ratios of 0.0035, 0.0162, and 0.0180 were identified for
DS1 -DS3 , respectively, to introduce the same peak 4F value in the high-fidelity Abaqus FEM as the
simplified FEM for the DoF associated with δ1 = 10.65 m. Additionally, each of the identified crack
ratios captured both the damaged fundamental bridge frequency of 5.95 Hz and the general change
in flexibility across the length of the structure; i.e., the diagonal terms of 4F from the high-fidelity
FEM were in close agreement to the diagonal terms of 4F from the simplified FEM. Note that mode
shapes were also compared for each of the equivalent crack ratios and MAC values of 0.999 were
obtained for all cases. The agreement between the healthy and damaged modes shapes, along with
the consistency of the results in Figure 5.3(b)-(d), demonstrates that the method of calculating an
average mode shape for the high-fidelity FEM is reasonable.
The above study provides an example of how the mapping methodology is performed and
demonstrates the methodology’s ability to relate identified levels of cracking in the simplified FEM
to physical levels of damage. Although the mapping strategy requires a high-fidelity representation
of the physical structure, using the proposed damage mapping methodology is more computationally
efficient than performing DBHM simulations directly with a higher fidelity FEM. Another benefit
of the mapping strategy is that the approach works for mapping known levels of damage on the
physical structure back to the simplified FEM, as shown in Section 5.3.2. If crack sizes on the
physical structure are known, they can directly be modeled in the high-fidelity FEM to identify
equivalent crack sizes for the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM during the initial model development
phase in Figure 5.1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.3: Results from the mapping demonstration showing (a) excellent agreement between
healthy simplified and high-fidelity Abaqus FEM mode shapes, (b) 4F profile for DS1 (δ2 = 0.0035
applied on all Abaqus FEM girders), (c) 4F profile for DS2 (δ2 = 0.0162 applied on interior Abaqus
FEM girder), and (d) 4F profile for DS3 (δ2 = 0.0180 applied on exterior Abaqus FEM girder).
The plots from all three scenarios demonstrate the Abaqus FEM’s ability to accurately capture the
simplified FEM’s 4F profile and peak 4F at δ1 = 10.65 m. Note that the damaged fundamental
frequency on the simplified FEM and for all three damage scenarios on the Abaqus FEM was 5.95
Hz.

5.4

DBHM Evaluation of the Bayesian Estimation Technique
The primary focus of this study is the initial development and evaluation of the Bayesian

estimation technique for damage classification. To evaluate the reliability of the Bayesian estimation
technique, simulation studies are conducted where “physical experimental” data Dn,phys,k is generated for a variety of damage states, noise levels, and velocities. Additionally, studies are conducted
to evaluate how the quantities of experimental data and model error impact classification accuracy.
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Lastly, L2 and L3 classification results from the simulation studies are leveraged in the damage
mapping methodology to provide an indication of the physical crack ratios capable of being detected
by the Bayesian estimation technique.

5.4.1

Scope
A base study was initially conducted to evaluate the L1-L3 damage classification accuracy

of the Bayesian estimation technique for a crack ratio equal to 0.05 at locations 2.1, 5.5, and 10.65
m away from the left support of the 21.3 m long bridge. These locations were selected based on the
presence of welded connections for the shear stiffeners and diaphragms outlined in the longitudinal
view of Figure 5.2
. Per the Bridge Inspectors Reference Manual (BIRM), welded connections, especially those on tension faces, are prone to fatigue cracking due to a combination of fabrication flaws
and high levels of stress [134]. The ratio for δ2 was selected, as it is the smallest ratio known to be
detected by any of the other DBHM multi-level damage classification methodologies referenced in
this study [20, 23, 26, 51, 72, 75, 85, 82, 91, 104, 113]. Note that δ2 = 0.05 for all DBHM studies
unless stated otherwise.
Studies were also conducted to evaluate the impact noise, vehicle velocity V , the quantity
of experimental data N , and model error have on L1-L3 classification accuracy when δ1 = 2.1, 5.5,
and 10.65 m. For the base study, N was set to one, V was set to a moderate 15.66 m/s, and a low
level of noise was added to each response vector such that an average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
30 dB was recorded across each DoF in D1,phys,k . SNR was calculated as follows:

SNR = 20Log10

As
An


,

(5.10)

where As and An represent the root mean squares of a clean acceleration response and noise vector,
respectively. In this study, simulations with SNRs of 20 and 10 dB were also tested to determine the
effects of increasing noise levels on the detection methodology. The subject range of SNR values was
selected, as they represent levels of additive noise that have typically been employed in direct and
indirect SHM studies [84, 115, 117, 167]. Equation (5.10) was reformulated as follows to calculate
the An required to achieve these noise ratios:

An =

As
10
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SNR
20

.

(5.11)

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5.4: Acceleration response for the (a) sprung dv (b) front unsprung dw1 , and (b) rear
unsprung dw1 vehicle DoFs when considering SNRs of 10, 20, and 30 dB.
Hence, it was assumed that k ∼ MVN(0, An I) such that ϕ−1 = An in all simulation configurations.
Figure 5.4 demonstrates how the acceleration response at each subject vehicle DoF changes for
SNRs of 10, 20, and 30 dB. To evaluate the impact V has on the accuracy of damage classification,
velocities of 13.41, 17.88, and 20.11 m/s were also considered and compared to the results obtained
for an SNR of 10 dB when δ1 = 10.65 m. The subject location and SNR were selected because
the results from the 10 dB noise test produced standard deviations for δ1 and δ2 estimates that
would easily allow for improvements or deteriorations in classification results to be detected. Based
on the findings from the velocity study, the V that gave the best results was identified and used
to demonstrate how results at δ1 = 2.1 and 5.5 m for an SNR of 10 dB changed relative to the
results obtained at V = 15.66 m/s. To evaluate the impact N has on L1-L3 damage classification,
Dn,phys,k was obtained for N equal to 5, 10, 15, and 20 runs and a multi-run average was taken for
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each vehicle DoF. Tests were conducted for δ1 = 2.1 m using the ideal V determined by the velocity
study and an SNR of 10 dB.
To determine how model errors impact the accuracy of L1-L3 damage classifications, two
different model error scenarios were considered for the damage states and operating conditions tested
in the base study (i.e., N = 1 run, V = 15.66 m/s and a 30 dB SNR). The first model error scenario
(MES1 ) considered a situation where the boundary conditions of the bridge were underestimated
or unknowingly changed. During MES1 , a rotational spring of stiffness Krot = 1e + 8 N/m was
applied to the FEM to generate simulated data Dsim , while Krot = 1.05e + 8 N/m was applied
to generate the experimental data Dn,phys,k ; this equates to a 5% difference in stiffness at each
support. The second model error scenario (MES2 ) considered a situation where localized changes
in elastic modulus existed across the bridge deck, such as those caused by a void in the deck or a
weak batch of concrete during construction. During MES2 , a 10% reduction in E was applied on
element 2, while a 5% reduction in E was applied on element 11 of the simplified bridge FEM; this
is the equivalent of weaker regions occurring between 0.71-1.42 and 7.10-7.80 m away from the left
support, respectively.
Under all simulation study configurations, the hyperparameters on the prior distribution
of ϕ were assumed to be a0 = 1 and b0 = 0 such that the prior was weakly informative, allowing
the Dn,phys,k to provide more information to the model. Since fatigue cracks are most likely to
occur in higher flexural regions closer to the center of the bridge, δ1 was assumed to have a prior
distribution with µ1 = 10.65 m and bounds l1 = 0.72 m and u1 = 20.58 m. The variance was set
to be τ1 = 12.60 m2 , allowing for the beginning and end of the bridge to be approximately three
standard deviations from the mean. From a sensitivity analysis conducted on the simplified vehiclebridge FEM, δ2 = 0.015 was the smallest crack ratio that caused any reasonably measurable change
in vehicle response data. To establish δ2 = 0.015 as the threshold for L1 damage classification, τ2
was set to 100 and r(0) was set to 2.5e − 7. In this study, δ2 = 0.015 lies three standard deviations
p
from µ2 = 0; i.e., 3 (2.5e − 7)100 = 0.015. See Figure 5.5 for a visual representation of the spike
and slab prior distributions employed in this study.
To perform posterior estimation and inference, the posterior sampling algorithm was used
to draw S = 16000 MCMC samples with a burn in period of sburn = 1000 iterations. To reduce the
effects of autocorrelation, thinning was performed such that every sthin = 15th iterate was retained,
leaving 1000 samples for analysis. The number of iterations was chosen to ensure that after the burn
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Figure 5.5: p
Example demonstrating
both a spike distribution with µ2 = 0 and standard deviation of
p
0.005 (i.e. pr(0)τ2 = p(2.5e − 7)100), and a slab distribution with µ2 = 0 and standard deviation
of 10; i.e., r(1)τ2 = (1)100. When w = 0, the bridge is considered healthy and δ2 is sampled
from a spike distribution. When w = 1, the bridge is considered cracked and δ2 is sampled from a
slab distribution.
in period and thinning, a sufficiently large posterior chain was attained for reliable point estimation
and inference. Note that for these simulated data studies, noisy experimental data Dn,phys,k was
generated for N equal to 1, 5, 10, 15, or 20 runs prior to running the MCMC algorithm, which
is equivalent to obtaining experimental data from 1, 5, 10, 15, or 20 physical vehicle runs. Once
the MCMC algorithm was initialized, sampling depended only on running the vehicle-bridge FEM.
For each damage case presented in this study, 100 data sets were simulated and analyzed; i.e., a
100 instances of the operations in Figure 5.1 were executed. The 100 simulated data sets were
generated for each damage case to validate the methodology; i.e., to ensure that the mean estimates
well approximated the truth. Note if working with a single data set obtained from physical DBHM
experiments, the operations in Figure 5.1 would only need to be performed once to update the
simplified vehicle-bridge FEM and obtain L1-L3 damage classifications.
The results of the simulation studies are summarized in Section 5.4.2-5.4.6. In particular, the
presented results are the average posterior mean estimates for the δ1 and δ2 . To quantify uncertainty,
the average estimate of the posterior standard deviation (SSD) are also provided. Finally, to assess
the efficacy of the model with respect to L1 damage classification, the average estimated posterior
probability of inclusion (PI) is also provided.
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5.4.2

Base Study
As can be seen in Table 5.4, 100% L1 damage classification was achieved at each damage

location for the base case where data was collected from a single vehicle run at V = 15.66 m/s and
the SNR was 30 dB. These results demonstrate that for low levels of noise, the Bayesian estimation
technique was not only able to detect the subject crack (δ2 = 0.05) with absolute certainty, but
also identify its location and magnitude with high accuracy and precision across the length of the
structure.
Table 5.4: L1-L3 damage classification results when N = 1, V = 15.66 m/s, and SNR was 30 dB
L2-L3 Classification

L2: δ1 (m)

L3: δ2

L2: δ1 (m)

L3: δ2

L2: δ1 (m)

L3: δ2

Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

2.100
2.084
0.026
–

0.050
0.049
0.002
1.000

5.500
5.500
0.022
–

0.050
0.050
0.001
1.000

10.650
10.636
0.013
–

0.050
0.050
0.001
1.000

5.4.3

Influence of Noise
It can be seen in Table 5.5 that as the SNR decreases (i.e., signal noise increases), the mean

estimates for δ1 move away from the truth and the standard deviations increase. Note that when L1
classification is below 50%, mean estimates for δ1 move towards its prior mean specification µ1 =
10.65 m; similarly, mean estimates for δ2 move towards its prior mean specification µ2 = 0. Another
observation from Table 5.5 is that decreasing SNR has more of an impact on L1-L3 classification
Table 5.5: Results for L1-L3 damage classification when N = 1, V = 15.66 m/s, and the SNR varied
between 10 and 20 dB
Cracking with 20 dB SNR
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
8.986
2.785
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.021
0.017
0.459

L2: δ1 (m)
5.500
5.516
0.193
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.050
0.002
1.000

L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
10.633
0.075
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.050
0.001
1.000

L3: δ2
0.050
0.017
0.002
0.189

L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
10.702
1.156
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.052
0.005
1.000

Cracking with 10 dB SNR
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
10.018
2.373
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.009
0.014
0.099
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L2: δ1 (m)
5.500
10.074
2.389
–

accuracy for cracks occurring closer to the supports than at mid-span. The crack ratio of 0.05 was
accurately detected at all locations for a SNR of 30 dB, but the Bayesian estimation technique
could only reliably detect, locate, and quantify cracking at δ1 = 10.65 m for a SNR of 10 dB.
This observation was further supported by the SSD for δ1 estimates increasing as cracking occurred
closer to the support during the 20 dB SNR test, and the Bayesian estimation technique being able
to accurately classify damage at δ1 = 5.5 m for the 20 dB SNR test but performed poorly for the 10
dB SNR test. Lower SNRs are believed to have more of an impact on damage classification moving
closer to the supports due to δ2 = 0.05 introducing smaller changes in system flexibility that are
increasingly more difficult to detect under high levels of noise.
The results from the noise study demonstrate that the Bayesian estimation technique for
damage classification is resilient against increasing levels of noise for cracks occurring closer to midspan, but is not tolerant of increasing levels of noise for the same size crack occurring closer to the
supports. To determine if L1-L3 damage classification accuracy can be improved for smaller cracks
occurring closer to the supports, additional DBHM studies are conducted in Sections 5.4.4 and 5.4.5
using a range of velocities and increased number of vehicle runs N , respectively. Because velocity has
a direct impact on the level of bridge excitation and vehicle-on-bridge occupation times, it is believed
that changing V will have either a positive or negative impact on L1-L3 classification results. It
is also believed that increasing the amount of experimental data available for model updating will
help mitigate noise effects, effectively allowing the more subtle variations in acceleration data caused
by small cracks occurring closer to the supports to be better identified by the Bayesian estimation
technique.

5.4.4

Influence of Vehicle Velocity
Before evaluating damage classification closer to the supports, an initial velocity study

was first conducted at δ1 = 10.65 m for an SNR of 10 dB to gain a better understanding of how V
impacts L2-L3 damage classification. The subject location and SNR were selected because the results
from the 10 dB noise test in Section 5.4.3 produced standard deviations that allowed for positive
and negative variations in L2-L3 classification results to be easily detected; Table 5.6 provides the
results from this initial velocity study. When the results in Table 5.6 are compared to the 10 dB
SNR case in Table 5.5, it appears V = 15.66 m/s provides the best L2-L3 classification accuracy
and precision, as the δ1 and δ2 estimates were the closest to the truth and the standard deviations
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Table 5.6: Damage classification results from study where V varied between 13.44-20.11 m/s, N = 1,
and the SNR was 10 dB.
Velocity (m/s)
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

13.41
L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
10.760
1.316
–

17.88
L3: δ2
0.050
0.053
0.006
1.000

L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
10.873
1.166
–

20.11
L3: δ2
0.050
0.054
0.005
1.000

L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
11.043
1.426
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.049
0.011
0.964

were the smallest of any test velocity. Note, however, that the standard deviations for V = 15.66
and 17.88 m/s are very similar, suggesting the faster velocity may provide similar levels of L2-L3
classification precision with only a partial decrease in accuracy; the higher accuracy at the slower
velocity is attributed to a longer vehicle-on-bridge occupation time. Having observed that L1-L3
classifications at V = 17.88 m/s were comparable to the classifications observed at V = 15.66 m/s,
and knowing higher velocities tend to introduce larger magnitude bridge excitations that could help
improve L1 classification accuracy closer to the supports, it was determined that V = 17.88 m/s
should be applied towards the 10 dB SNR cases at δ1 = 2.1 and 5.5 m.
As can be seen in Table 5.7, V = 17.88 m/s introduced a 95.4% L1 classification level for
the 10 dB SNR case at δ1 = 5.5 m; this was a significant increase from the 18.9% L1 classification
obtained in Table 5.5 when V = 15.66 m/s. It can also be seen that L2-L3 classification accuracy
and precision improved at δ1 = 5.5 m for V = 17.88 m/s. The results for δ1 = 2.1 m in Table 5.7 also
improved slightly when compared to Table 5.5. These observations indicate that higher velocities
are indeed beneficial for improving L1, and to a degree L2-L3, classification accuracy for cracks
occurring closer to the supports when low SNRs are present. The increase in L1 classification at
a higher velocity is attributed to the larger impulse introduced by the vehicle entering and exiting
the bridge faster. As the bridge is loaded and unloaded more rapidly, the amplitude of its dynamic
response captured on the vehicle increases, allowing damage to be more readily detected under the
Table 5.7: Results for L1-L3 damage classifications when V = 17.88 m/s, N = 1, and the SNR was
10 dB.
L2-L3 Classification

L2: δ1 (m)

L3: δ2

L2: δ1 (m)

L3: δ2

Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

2.100
10.391
1.623
–

0.050
0.008
0.008
0.104

5.500
9.562
1.915
–

0.050
0.048
0.011
0.954
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presence of noise.
Overall, the findings from this study suggest that there is an optimal trade-off between the
magnitude of bridge excitation and vehicle-on-bridge occupation times for a given δ1 and SNR; this
conclusion is in line with other studies from the literature [51]. Although velocity can be varied to
improve L1-L3 classifications for the Bayesian estimation technique, the methodology still performed
poorly at a SNR of 10 dB for all three levels of classification at δ1 = 2.1 m, while L2-L3 classification
estimates still varied significantly from the truth at δ1 = 5.5 m. This observation indicates that
conducting tests with an ideal V is alone not enough to overcome the effects of noise for low levels
of damage occurring closer to the supports. To further address this issue, a study is conducted in
Section 5.4.5 to identify if increasing the number of vehicle runs N improves L1-L3 classification.

5.4.5

Influence of Quantity of Experimental Data
As higher velocities were demonstrated to improve L1-L3 classification accuracy for cracks

occurring closer to the supports, multiple vehicle runs N were conducted using a V = 17.88 m/s. To
evaluate the impact N has on L1-L3 damage classification, Dn,phys,k was obtained for N equal to 5,
10, 15, and 20 runs and a multi-run average was taken for each vehicle DoF. By taking a multi-run
average, the root mean squares of noise An in the vehicle response decrease, effectively increasing
the SNR to enable reliable damage classification. It can be seen in Table 5.8 that increasing the
number of vehicle runs in a multi-run average does indeed result in improved L1-L3 classification.
Table 5.8: Damage classification results from study where N varied between 5-20 runs, V = 17.88
m/s, and the SNR varied between 10 and 20 dB
10 dB SNR
N Runs
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

20
L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
4.688
3.204
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.041
0.013
0.915

10
L2: δ1 (m)
5.500
6.065
1.984
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.050
0.003
1.000

20 dB SNR
N Runs
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

5
L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
2.290
1.056
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.049
0.005
0.998
95

10
L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
2.127
0.315
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.050
0.003
1.000

15
L2: δ1 (m)
5.500
5.506
0.069
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.050
0.002
1.000

Particularly, when N was increased at δ1 = 2.1 m for the 10 dB SNR case, L1 classification increased
significantly from the levels of detection observed in Tables 5.5 and 5.7, reaching approximately 90%
at N = 20 runs; L2-L3 classification accuracy and precision also continued to increase as N increased.
An additional observation is that as δ1 moved away from the supports, less experimental runs were
required to obtain similar improvements in L1-L3 classification accuracy and precision. As damage
induced changes in the bridge’s dynamic response became more pronounced in the vehicle response
away from the supports, less runs were required to reduce An to a level that enabled reliable L1-L3
damage classification; this conclusion was further supported by the fact that less runs were required
to improve classification results at δ1 = 2.1 m for the 20 dB SNR beyond the improvements observed
for the 10 dB SNR.
During the study, it was identified that L2-L3 classification accuracy and precision continued
to increase as N increased, suggesting as many experimental runs as possible should be conducted to
obtain the near perfect levels of classification observed in Table 5.5. If performing multiple vehicle
runs is not possible, however, the Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification is still
capable of accurately classifying larger crack ratios near the supports when high levels of noise
are present. Table 5.9 indicates the L2-L3 classification results for the minimum δ2 that provides
100% L1 classification at δ1 = 2.1 m for a 10 and 20 dB SNR when V = 17.88 m/s. The levels of
L1-L3 classification accuracy and precision observed for the δ2 values in Table 5.9 are on par with
the levels of damage classification observed in previous multi-level classification DBHM studies, as
other methods have demonstrated the ability to detect crack ratios as small as 0.10 [51, 72]. Note,
however, that results in this study consider higher levels of noise for a damage location (δ1 = 2.1 m)
that is closer to the support; i.e., is within 0.1L of the support. Krishnanunni and Rao were able
to detect a δ2 = 0.10 within approximately 0.2L of the support when no noise was added [51]. The
researchers did perform tests with 5% and 10% noise, though these cases were further away from
Table 5.9: Classification results for the minimum δ2 that provides 100% L1 classification at δ1 = 2.1
m for a 10 and 20 dB SNR when N = 1 and V = 17.88 m/s
SNR (dB)
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

10
L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
–
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20
L3: δ2
0.100

L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
2.384
0.889
–

L3: δ2
0.070
0.068
0.009
0.999

the support and L3 classification accuracy and precision was significantly reduced for N ≤ 10. In
the wavelet analysis study conducted by Khorram et al., the researchers demonstrated they could
detect a δ2 = 0.10 within 0.15L of the support when no noise was added [72]. It is worth mentioning
again that the L1-L3 classification levels in the aforementioned study were also for a single point
load traveling at V = 1 m/s; i.e., vehicle properties were not considered and V was significantly
slower than the V = 17.88 m/s used in this study.

5.4.6

Influence of Model Error
Two different model error scenarios were evaluated in this study; i.e., MES1 and MES2 .

MES1 considered a 5% error in boundary stiffness, while MES2 considered localized errors in stiffness on elements 2 and 10; see Section 5.4.1 for more details. The results for MES1 in Table 5.10
demonstrate that the L1-L2 classification accuracy and precision of the Bayesian estimation technique was not noticeably affected by the model error at the boundary conditions; though the L3
classification accuracy does decrease. The cause for the decrease in L3 classification accuracy is
attributed to the true Krot of the bridge being larger. By having a smaller Krot in the simulated
model, the Bayesian estimation technique was forced to underestimate the magnitude of cracking to
match the amplitude of the bridge dynamic response in Dsim to the response observed in Dn,phys,k .
This conclusion is further supported by the high precision obtained for the δ2 estimates. The results for MES2 in Table 5.10 also demonstrate that the L1-L2 classification accuracy and precision
was not noticeably affected by localized decreases in stiffness when δ1 = 10.65 m. However, L3
Table 5.10: Damage classification results for the model error study where N = 1, V = 15.66 m/s,
and the SNR was 30 dB
MES1 : 5% Error in Boundary Condition
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
2.109
0.008
–

L3: δ2
0.100
0.077
0.002
1.000

L2: δ1 (m)
5.500
5.578
0.153
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.024
0.003
0.970

L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
10.634
0.008
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.036
0.001
1.000

MES2 : Localized Element Level Stiffness Reductions
L2-L3 Classification
Truth
Mean Estimate
SSD
PI: L1 Classification

L2: δ1 (m)
2.100
8.066
0.674
–

L3: δ2
0.100
0.062
0.002
1.000
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L2: δ1 (m)
5.500
7.382
0.17
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.057
0.001
1.000

L2: δ1 (m)
10.650
10.640
0.008
–

L3: δ2
0.050
0.064
0.001
1.000

classification accuracy was affected at δ1 = 10.65 m, while all levels of classification were affected
at damage locations 2.1 and 5.5 m. The cause for the poor classification at locations 2.1 and 5.5
m is attributed to the fact the localized change in stiffness accounted for a bigger change in the
flexibility of the bridge than the actual crack at the subject locations. By causing a larger magnitude change in flexibility than the actual crack, the Bayesian estimation technique identified the
subject defect as the crack location and identified an equivalent crack ratio near the localized defect
that introduced an equivalent change in flexibility. This conclusion is supported by the accurate
classification at δ1 = 10.65 m where the change in flexibility caused by cracking would have been
higher, and the fact that the mean δ1 estimates for both of the subject cases were near the location
of the localized defect; i.e., 7.10-7.80 m away from the left support. Note that the overestimate for
δ2 at δ1 = 10.65 m is attributed to the same effect observed in MES1 . To minimize model error, the
Bayesian estimation technique can be used to perform initial uncertainty quantification to update
material properties and boundary conditions prior to using the FEM for DBHM [8, 71].

5.4.7

Damage Mapping
In this study, DS1 -DS3 outlined in Section 5.3.3 for the high fidelity Abaqus FEM were

leveraged to map the δ2 estimates for damage locations 2.1 and 10.65 m in Section 5.4.2, and for
the 10 dB SNR case outlined in Table 5.9. For each damage scenario in Table 5.11, both the true δ2
value and the δ2 estimate from the DBHM study are mapped to the equivalent crack ratios (defined
consistently with Section 5.3.3) on the high fidelity FEM. The subtle discrepancies between the truth
and the estimates on the simplified model when δ2 = 0.05 did not result in significant differences
between the truth and the mapped estimates on the Abaqus FEM, indicating that accurate estimates
for the true crack conditions on a physical structure can still be obtained if simplified model estimates
are slightly inaccurate. Note, however, that the larger discrepancy between the true and estimated
δ1 and δ2 values on the simplified model did lead to an overestimation in the magnitude of damage
on the physical structure at damage location 2.1 m for a δ1 =0.10 and an SNR of 10 dB. The
discrepancy between the true and estimated crack ratios for the subject damage case equated to a
max overestimate in crack depth of 0.874 cm for DS3 , which amounts to a difference between a crack
propagating 0.5% and 1.1% of the way through the depth of the web.
The smallest identifiable equivalent physical crack depth was 0.127 cm for the case where
cracking occurred on all girders at δ1 = 2.1 m (δ2,estimate mapped = 0.0009). This is the equivalent
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Table 5.11: Mapped damage from simplified FEM to physical representations on high-fidelity Abaqus
FEM during evaluation of Bayesian estimation technique
Simplified FEM
δ1,true
(m)
2.100
10.650
2.100

δ2,true
0.0500
0.0500
0.1000

4Ftrue
(m/N)
4.369e-12
7.150e-11
2.015e-11

δ1,estimate
(m)
2.084
10.636
2.979

δ2,estimate
0.0490
0.0500
0.1140

4Festimate
(m/N)
5.423e-11
7.150e-11
5.423e-11

Abaqus FEM DS1 : All Girders Damaged
δ1,true
(m)
2.10
10.65
2.10

δ2,true
Mapped
0.0009
0.0009
0.0044

4Ftrue
(m/N)
4.393e-12
7.150e-11
2.015e-11

δ1,estimate
(m)
2.084
10.636
2.979

δ2,estimate
Mapped
0.0009
0.0009
0.0050

4Festimate
(m/N)
4.102e-12
7.150e-11
5.423e-11

Abaqus FEM DS2 : Interior Girder Damaged
δ1,true
(m)
2.10
10.65
2.10

δ2,true
Mapped
0.0029
0.0029
0.0164

4Ftrue
(m/N)
4.393e-12
7.150e-11
2.015e-11

δ1,estimate
(m)
2.084
10.636
2.979

δ2,estimate
Mapped
0.0027
0.0029
0.0219

4Festimate
(m/N)
4.102e-12
7.150e-11
5.423e-11

Abaqus FEM DS3 : Exterior Girder Damaged
δ1,true
(m)
2.10
10.65
2.10

δ2,true
Mapped
0.0031
0.0031
0.0180

4Ftrue
(m/N)
4.369e-12
7.150e-11
2.015e-11

δ1,estimate
(m)
2.084
10.636
2.979

δ2,estimate
Mapped
0.0029
0.0031
0.0242

4Festimate
(m/N)
4.102e-12
7.150e-11
5.423e-11

Note: Physical crack ratios are based on the crack to depth ratio of the girders only.
of a crack having propagated approximately 7% of the way through the lower flange on all girders.
The smallest crack depth identified on the interior and exterior girders was 0.409 cm and 0.440 cm,
which is the equivalent of a crack having propagated approximately 21% and 23% of the way through
the lower flange, respectively. For the case with the 10 dB SNR, where the methodology could not
detect as small of crack ratios, the true crack ratio on the exterior girder of the physical structure
was 2.538 cm, but due to noise was overestimated to be 3.412 cm. Note that this was the largest
physical crack of any of the cases examined. A 3.412 cm crack is equivalent to a crack propagating
completely through the lower flange and 1.507 cm into the web; i.e., 1.1% of the web depth.
Per the Bridge Inspectors Reference Manual (BIRM), the levels of cracking detected by
the Bayesian estimation technique are on par, or better than what is visually detectable by an
inspector [134]. Typically, inspectors are only readily able to visually detect cracks when they are
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Figure 5.6: (a): Example of through crack that has propagated on all faces through the
flange; (b):Example of through crack that has propagated through the flange and into the web [134].
classified as through cracks, meaning 95% of the fatigue life of a connection detail is gone and a crack
has completely propagated through the flange and is starting to move into the web [134]. Figure 5.6
provides a description of what the inspectors manual classifies as a through crack [134]. The results
of this study indicate that the proposed Bayesian estimation methodology for DBHM can detect,
locate, and quantify low levels of cracking that demonstrates its potential as a viable alternative or
supplement to health monitoring via visual inspection.

5.5

Summary of Bayesian Estimation Technique and Damage
Mapping Study
In this study, a novel Bayesian estimation technique for multi-level damage classification was

developed to address limitations with other damage classification strategies in DBHM; i.e., reference
labeled data, travel at slow velocities, noise intolerant, or unable to detect damage at all locations
along bridge length. By leveraging noisy vehicle data to update an embedded vehicle-bridge FEM,
the proposed Bayesian estimation technique was able to reliably detect, locate, and quantify small
levels of crack damage across the length of a bridge while the vehicle was traveling at velocities
up to 20.11 m/s. Within the framework of the Bayesian estimation technique, a novel damagemapping methodology was also proposed to relate damage identified on the embedded bridge FEM
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to more physically representative levels of damage on a higher-fidelity bridge FEM. Through this
approach, simplified and computationally efficient vehicle-bridge models were able to be employed
for damage classification without having to sacrifice the physical interpretation of crack magnitudes.
An analytical study was conducted to verify the performance of the Bayesian estimation technique
and mapping methodologies for a variety of damage states and operating conditions.
Results from an initial base study demonstrated that for low levels of signal noise, the
Bayesian estimation technique was able to detect crack ratios as small as 0.05 across the length
of the bridge while also traveling at a moderate 15.66 m/s. During a noise study, the proposed
methodology was able to reliably identify a δ2 = 0.05 around mid-span for a 10 dB SNR, but
struggled to accurately classify the same size crack as it occurred closer to the support and the SNR
decreased to 10 dB; i.e., was less resilient to noisy signals in lower flexural regions on the bridge.
This observation was not a significant issue, however, as the results from a velocity study identified
that faster vehicle speeds helped improve L1-L3 classification accuracy for damage occurring closer
to the supports; where V = 17.88 m/s appeared to fall in an optimal trade-off region for increased
vehicle-on-bridge occupation time and increased magnitude of bridge excitation. Additionally, it was
identified that increasing the number of experimental vehicle runs and taking an average significantly
helped improve the classification accuracy for noisy damage cases near the supports. Most damage
scenarios and SNRs considered required less than 20 total experimental runs to increase the accuracy
and precision of location and ratio estimates to reasonable levels. For the condition where multiple
vehicle runs could not be conducted, it was determined that the Bayesian estimation technique
could accurately classify damage similar to other multi-level damage classification studies, but was
able to do so while higher levels of noise were present and the cracks were located closer to the
support [51, 72]. For example, a δ2 = 0.11 could still be detected within 0.1L of the supports for
a 10 dB SNR. From a model error study, it was determined that L1-L2 classification accuracy was
mostly unaffected by errors in boundary conditions and cases where localized reductions in element
level stiffness were less than the reduction from crack damage. L1-L2 classification accuracy was
affected by localized reductions in element stiffness when the reduction accounted for a larger change
in stiffness than cracking, while L3 classification accuracy was noticeably affected by both model
error scenarios. These observations were not considered an issue, however, as one of the benefits of
the Bayesian methodology is the ability to perform uncertainty quantification to identify the proper
initial conditions of the FEM.
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After demonstrating the Bayesian estimation technique’s capabilities to accurately classify
crack damage for a variety of damage states and operating conditions, the best and worst case
results (i.e., base study cases at δ1 = 2.1 and 10.65 m, and the 10 dB SNR case for δ1 = 2.1
m in Table 5.9, respectively) were leveraged within the novel mapping strategy to obtain a more
comprehensive understanding of the magnitudes of damage that can realistically be detected by the
proposed methodology. The overall results of the mapping analysis demonstrated that the Bayesian
estimation technique was capable of identifying physical crack depths as small as 7%, 21%, and 23%
of the lower flange height when cracks were present on all girders, the interior girder, and the exterior
girder, respectively. Even for the worst case scenario where the threshold for crack detection was
highest, the levels of cracking detected by the Bayesian estimation technique were on par, or better
than what the BIRM considers reasonable for inspectors to detect visually. Thus demonstrating the
Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification in DBHM has the potential to sufficiently
detect early stage cracking in bridge structures.
This work has demonstrated that the Bayesian estimation technique is a very promising approach for classifying damage in DBHM; however, further research is needed to mature the methodology for use with physical data. Future research studies could include considering nonlinear crack
damage or multi-crack damage models, conducting uncertainty quantification studies considering
unknown environmental and operating conditions, and developing risk-based analyses to identify
methods for setting the δ2 threshold for L1 damage classification.
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Chapter 6

Embedded Model Updating and
Uncertainty Quantification for
Bayesian Based SHM
Ideal SHM strategies classify damage by utilizing measured response data to update FEMs.
However, when monitoring composite structures (e.g., bridges) the reliability of FEM based SHM
is adversely affected by various model uncertainties. Researchers have adapted popular machine
learning and Bayesian estimation techniques to overcome these limitations, as these tools are innately able to rapidly analyze large quantities of experimental data to solve complex and ill-defined
problems. This study employs a novel Bayesian estimation technique to update a coupled vehiclebridge FEM for the purposes of SHM. Unlike most machine learning or Bayesian techniques, the
proposed approach makes use of an embedded FEM, thus reducing the parameter space and simultaneously guiding the Bayesian model via physics-based principles. To validate the method, bridge
response data is generated from the vehicle-bridge FEM given a set of “true” parameters and the
bias and standard deviation of the parameter estimates are analyzed. Additionally, mean parameter
estimates are used to solve the FEM and the results are compared against the results obtained for
“true” parameter values. A sensitivity study is also conducted to demonstrate methods for properly
formulating model spaces. The study concludes with a discussion highlighting factors that need to
be considered when leveraging experimental data to update vehicle-bridge FEMs.
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6.1

Introduction
Physics-based SHM utilizes numerical models to identify damage through updating strate-

gies or by comparing response features from a baseline model to changes in physical data [8]. Various
computational tools can be employed under this framework to update models by tuning against experimental data, which has the dual benefit of being able to detect, locate, and quantify damage,
while simultaneously identifying uncertain model parameters; e.g., material, geometric, and boundary conditions [8, 45, 63, 71]. Being able to identify uncertain model parameters is especially beneficial when monitoring composite structures, such as reinforced concrete bridges, as the presence of
material and/or geometric non-linearities are difficult to accurately predict and capture [8, 42]. An
additional benefit of physics-based SHM is updated models can be employed to evaluate the effect
of damage on structural performance and forecast a system’s remaining service life.
This study aims to demonstrate the capabilities of a novel Bayesian estimation routine to
update a simplified vehicle-bridge FEM for the purpose of identifying crack damage on a reinforced
concrete bridge. Unlike most existing model updating techniques that rely on data from nonintegrated FEMs or surrogate models, the proposed approach makes use of an embedded FEM, thus
reducing the parameter space while simultaneously guiding the Bayesian model via physics-based
principles [8, 45, 71]. Furthermore, unlike most model updating strategies that locate damage induced changes in stiffness by minimizing an objective function based on differences in measured and
analytical modal properties, the proposed approach identifies damage by tuning element level stiffness in the embedded model to minimize the difference between measured and predicted acceleration
time histories [8, 45]. The benefit of directly leveraging time history data is that: more response
features are available to improve tuning; nonlinearities are easier to identify; and time history data
is less sensitive to higher order modes with low levels of excitation that are difficult to accurately
capture in simplified FEMs. In this study, a numerical analysis is conducted to demonstrate the reliability of the Bayesian estimation technique when a subject FEM is complex enough to capture all
the modal properties of a “physical” structure. A sensitivity study is also conducted with the vehiclebridge FEM to demonstrate how the uncertain parameter space can be reduced to address run-time
issues that arise when applying the proposed methodology towards a system with many unknown
parameters that are essential to capturing physical system properties. The study concludes with a
discussion highlighting some of the benefits and limitations associated with the proposed estimation
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technique, as well as outlining factors that need to be considered when employing physics-based
SHM strategies.

6.2

Numerical Demonstration of Bayesian Estimation Technique Considering Model Uncertainties and Damage

6.2.1

Subject Bridge and Vehicle
The reinforced concrete bridge that was the subject of experimental testing in Chapter 4 (i.e.,

the HLC bridge as seen in Figure 4.1) was also utilized in this numerical demonstration. The HLC
bridge was selected for this study, as the presence and continuing propagation of cracks on exterior
span 4 make it ideal for demonstrating the capabilities of Bayesian based SHM techniques. The
subject test vehicle in this study was the 2005 RAM 2500 series truck from the same experimental
study.

6.2.2

Suggestions for Testing
When performing model updating with real system response data, a series of dynamic

tests would be conducted to capture time history responses under controlled but realistic operating
conditions; e.g., single vehicle crossing when the bridge is free of other traffic. Obtaining data under
controlled conditions is important when performing updating directly with time-history data, as
unknown sources of excitation, such as that introduced by random traffic, cannot easily be captured
in a FEM and will introduce more model uncertainty [45, 73]. An ideal time history response is
one that has been obtained from a known input excitation or from a source that can realistically
be represented in a model. For the subject vehicle-bridge system, input excitations on the bridge
can realistically be captured in the FEM by accurately modeling vehicle dynamic properties and the
surface roughness profile. To minimize discrepancies between the embedded FEM in the Bayesian
estimation approach and the physical data used for model inputs, the experimental data would be
processed to remove linear trends, aliasing, and high frequency noise effects that are difficult to
account for in a simplified FEM. Once processed, the experimental data could then be input to the
Bayesian estimation technique.
In this study, model updating was performed using simulated data obtained from a coupled
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vehicle-bridge FEM with a set of “true” parameter values. On each step of the Bayesian algorithm,
the “true” simulated data were compared against the solution to the FEM given the current set of
parameter estimates. Hence, the FEM was embedded within the Bayesian estimation technique and
was solved on each iteration to allow for parameter updating.

6.2.3

Methods and Procedures
The methodology for modeling vehicle-bridge interactions in Chapter 3 Section 3.1 was em-

ployed to develop the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM in this study. The RAM truck was represented
as a six DoF half-vehicle model with the equivalent dynamic properties outlined in Table 6.1. Note
that the properties in Table 6.1 were obtained based on observations in Chapter 3, but were not
tuned to be a perfect representation of the vehicle. The truncated normal (TN) distributions on the
stiffness parameters are attributed to a lack of available information on suspension properties and
stochastic variables affecting tire stiffness; e.g., pressure, temperature, wearing, etc.
In the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM, the bridge was discretized into 10 Euler-Bernoulli
beam elements, where the equivalent area method was employed to simplify the entire cross-section
in Figure 4.1 to an equivalent rectangular cross-section of concrete. The equivalent properties of the
rectangular cross-section are shown in Table 6.2. From static load tests previously conducted on
the bridge, it was determined that the support bearings resisted movement, resulting in an increase
in bending stiffness and partial fixity at the supports; this resistance to movement at the supports
was accounted for in the model by using rotational springs (Krot,1,2 ) [12, 170]. To account for
Table 6.1: Equivalent Half-vehicle properties of RAM truck
Properties
Mv (kg)
Mw,1,2 (kg)
Iv (kg/m2 )
Kv,1 (kN/m)
Kv,2 (kN/m)
Kw1,2 (kN/m)
Cv,1,2 (kN s/m)
Cw,1,2 (kN s/m)
a (m)
b (m)

Values
2466
128
11508
TN ((1.40e+5, 5667, (1.23e+5, 1.57e+5))
TN (1.05e+5, 5667, (8.80e+4, 1.22e+5))
TN (1.00e+6, 1.6e+5, (5.20e+5, 1.48e+6)))
2500
0
1.64
1.93

Note: TN(µ, τ, (l, u)) denotes a truncated normal prior distribution with mean µ, variance τ , and
bounds (l, u), and indicates the subject parameter is tuned by the Bayesian estimation routine.
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Table 6.2: Equivalent properties of HLC bridge
Properties
ρ (kg)
EI (kg/m2 )
Ψ1−10 (kN/m)
Krot,1,2 (Nm/rad)
ξ (%)

Values
TN (8750, 250, (8000, 9500))
5.73e+9
TN (1.0,0.2,(0.4,1.6))
U (0.0, 1e+10)
TN U(0.15, 4.5)

Note: U(l, u) denotes a uniform distribution with lower and upper bounds l and u, and indicates
the subject parameter is tuned by the Bayesian estimation routine.
uncertainties in longitudinal stiffness introduced by modelling assumptions, creep, shrinkage, and
cracking, the stiffness (EI) of each element was multiplied by a stiffness modifier parameter (Ψ1−10 ).
Note that a Class A surface roughness was also simulated per the methodology outlined in Chapter 3
Section 3.2 to introduce realistic excitation levels to the vehicle-bridge system.
It should be mentioned that additional factors could be considered to improve the accuracy
of the vehicle-bridge FEM and capture realistic operational and environmental effects (e.g., ambient
temperature and gradient effects, nonlinear breathing cracks, or harmonic frequencies observed to
be introduced by wheel defect on the RAM truck in Chapter 4); however, these factors were ignored
in this study to reduce the parameter space and computation times. In this same vein, the fixed
parameters in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 (e.g., vehicle length, mass, and damping) were held constant to
reduce the uncertain parameter space for the numerical demonstration conducted in this study.
These parameters could, however, be treated as uncertain and updated when working with real
measured data or more complex vehicle-bridge FEMs.
In this study, the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM was embedded into the the Bayesian model
updating routine presented in Chapter 5 Section 5.1.3. Note that the spike and slab prior distributions were not considered in this study; instead, all unknown parameters were assigned truncated
normal TN or Uniform (U ) priors as indicated in Tables 6.1 and 6.2. It should be reiterated that
for the subject Bayesian model updating routine, it was assumed that the only discrepancy between
the simplified vehicle-bridge FEM data and the “true” observed data was measurement and model
error (n,k ) such that the FEM captured the “true” acceleration responses at all time steps. This
assumption was reasonable, as real vehicle position data could be obtained using GPS tracking to
identify the time of initial vehicle loading during physical tests, which can then be used to align time
steps. Alternatively, an analysis of the bridge response could be conducted to identify the time of
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initial vehicle loading to align time steps appropriately [45, 73].

6.2.4

Scope
To validate the damage detection capabilities of the Bayesian estimation technique, “true”

parameter values were assigned to the vehicle and bridge parameters. Damage was applied as a
20% reduction in stiffness on two elements of the bridge (i.e., Ψ6,7 = 0.8); the selected locations
were in line with the location of flexural cracks observed on the physical structure [170]. A low
level of noise was added to each response vector such that a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 40 dB
was recorded for the subject response data. For this study, only the vertical acceleration response
of the central bridge node was recorded; this was the equivalent of having a single accelerometer
located at mid-span of the physical structure. Noisy simulation data was obtained for two separate
vehicle crossings, which was the equivalent of obtaining real data from two separate dynamic vehicle
tests. To perform posterior estimation and inference, the posterior sampling algorithm was used
to draw samples from the posterior in the usual manner after a burn in period. A burn in period
of 3000 iterates was chosen to ensure the MCMC chain had converged (examined via trace plots).
Upon convergence, an additional 5000 iterates were sampled and thinning at every 5th iterate was
conducted to reduce the autocorrelation in the Markov chain. This resulted in a sufficiently large
sample of 1000 iterates being retained for posterior estimation and inference; for further details on
MCMC implementation, burn-in periods, convergence diagnostics, thinning, and posterior inference
see [60]. The algorithm was implemented on 75 different data sets. Table 6.3 indicates the “true”
values assigned to each parameter and provides a summary of the mean parameter estimates and
standard deviations obtained by the estimation routine.

6.2.5

Results
A summary of the mean estimates, average standard deviations, and bias from the 75 data

sets can be seen in Table 6.3. From the results, the Bayesian estimation technique seems to be
performing well in terms of parameter estimation, with bias and standard deviations being small for
all parameters. From a SHM perspective, the model updating procedure was also able to accurately
locate and quantify the magnitude of damage on bridge elements 6 and 7. It was also observed, however, that the Bayesian methodology appears to have incorrectly identified the true stiffness values
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Table 6.3: Comparison of parameter estimates from Bayesian estimation technique against “true”
parameter values
Bridge Parameters

Truth
Mean
SSD
Bias

ρ
(kg/m)
8750.0
8771.0
39.3
-21.0

Ψ1
1.0
0.6
0.1
0.4

f Ψ2
1.0
0.8
0.2
0.2

Ψ3
1.0
0.9
0.1
0.1

Ψ4
1.0
0.9
0.1
-0.1

Ψ5
1.0
1.0
0.1
-0.2

Ψ6
0.8
0.8
0.1
0.2

Ψ7
0.8
0.8
0.1
0.2

Ψ8
1.0
1.0
0.1
-0.1

Ψ9
1.0
1.1
0.1
0.1

Ψ10
1.0
1.5
0.1
-0.5

ξ
%
3.0
3.3
0.1
-0.3

Krot,1,2
Nm/rad
1.0e+9
1.0e+9
2.6e+7
-7.9e+6

Vehicle Parameters
Kv,1
(kN/m)
Truth
Mean
SSD
Bias

1.4e+5
1.4e+5
2.4e+3
-5.8e+2

Kv,2
(kN/m)

1.05e+5
1.00e+5
2.50e+3
1.10e+3

Kw,1,2
(kN/m)

1.06e+5
9.60e+5
1.70e+5
4.2e+4

for elements at the ends of the bridge. This observation is attributed to inadequate spatial coverage
of sensor data across the bridge and the fact that variations in stiffness at the ends of the bridge
have little influence on the acceleration response at mid-span. This conclusion is evidenced by the
results in Chapter 5 and by the results in Figure 6.1 where there are only minor differences in the
solution to the FEM given the mean estimates of the parameters compared with the observed simulation data. Other studies have also indicated that inadequate spatial coverage of sensor networks
can lead to biased models that do not necessarily represent true operating conditions [8, 63, 73].
This issue can easily be overcome by increasing the number of measurement locations on the bridge
or utilizing an indirect DBHM approach. Leveraging vehicle acceleration data is beneficial as it
allows instantaneous acceleration data to be collected across the whole bridge span, enabling system
identification and damage classification as observed Chapters 4 in Chapters 5, respectively. Note
that financial and computational cost related issues can also arise from sensor networks that are too
dense [19, 95]. When dealing with large bridge structures, nonlinear optimization techniques can
be employed to identify the optimal trade-off between adequate spatial coverage, financial cost, and
computational demand [19, 18, 164].
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Figure 6.1: Compares the “true” simulated response against the estimated response in the time and
frequency domain. Results indicate that the tuned model captures the “true” response with minimal
differences despite some bias introduced by limited spatial coverage of sensors.

6.3

Sensitivity Analysis to Reduce Uncertain Parameter
Space
This section provides a brief discussion on parameters identified as essential for capturing

bridge physics that were excluded from the initial feasibility demonstration of the Bayesian estimation technique. Additionally, issues pertaining to large uncertain parameter spaces in the proposed
Bayesian technique are discussed, and a sensitivity analysis is conducted to demonstrate how the
parameter space can be reduced. A final discussion is provided for general concepts that should be
considered when leveraging Bayesian estimation techniques for other SHM applications.

6.3.1

Additional Uncertainties to Consider for Bridge FEM Accuracy
When tuning a bridge FEM with experimental data, it is imperative that ambient tempera-

ture effects, surface roughness, and nonlinear crack damage effects be accurately represented in the
model or mitigated during testing. Ambient temperature is known to cause significant linear and
non-linear fluctuations in bridge modal properties that can easily be mistaken as damage [13, 43, 73].
Temperature effects can be mitigated by conducting tests at the same time of day and/or around
the same ambient temperatures [73]. Alternatively, a number of statistical and analytical tools are
available to account for temperature effects within a FEM [13, 73, 109, 122, 149, 165]. Surface
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roughness is known to amplify the dynamic interaction between vehicles and bridges, and if not
properly modeled can lead to numerical ill-conditioning. In the numerical study, the modeled surface roughness profile was taken as a known quantity that was theoretically obtained by either using
specialized instruments (e.g., profilometers) to directly measure the profile during “physical” testing
or calculated from “experimental” vehicle acceleration data [14, 51, 58, 62, 74, 117]. Nonlinear crack
effects are introduced when breathing is exciting within a crack, causing continuous fluctuations in
stiffness and damping that can make identifying damage difficult. Nonlinear crack effects can be
captured using rotational springs with bilinear stiffness or other fracture mechanics based methods [39, 48, 112, 113]. The need to model nonlinear cracking can be mitigated if experimental data
is measured for low levels of excitation where breathing is not excited [39, 48].

6.3.2

Computational Limitations of Bayesian Estimation Technique
The inclusion of the above-mentioned parameter uncertainties, in addition to the uncertain-

ties in vehicle-bridge mass, stiffness, and damping parameters, can significantly increase the computational cost of the Bayesian estimation technique and result in higher run-times [8, 67, 71, 73]. One
approach to reducing run times is to perform a sensitivity analysis to identify the impact parameter
uncertainties have on fluctuations in response data. Through this approach, parameters demonstrating little to no influence on response data can be held constant and removed from the model
updating space. In this study, Analysis of Variation (ANOVA) and the Coefficient of Determination
(R2 ) were employed to evaluate parameter sensitivity, where R2 provides a measure for how varying
an independent input parameter between given bounds affects the variability in the response features
of interest. The equation for R2 can be seen below:
PZ PZ N −1
2
Rp,n

=1−

i=1

j=1

PZ N

(yp,ij − ŷp,i )2

k=1 (yp,k

− ȳp )2

,

(6.1)

where p is an index value representing the response features of interest; in this study p ranges from
one to Q, where Q represents the number of time steps in a subject time-history; i.e., Q = 751.
Parameter n is an index value that represents the uncertain input parameter and ranges from one
to N , where N is the total number of uncertain input parameters. Note that surface roughness and
all input parameters in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 were considered uncertain for the sensitivity analysis; i.e.,
N = 23. The overall mean value for a given response p is represented by ȳp , while the mean response
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value for a given parameter level i is represented by ŷp,i . The full-factorial level Z is used to evaluate
the sensitivity of the response features to a given input. In this study, a two-level full-factorial design
(i.e., Z = 2) was performed by employing the lower and upper bounds for each input parameter.
Note that upper and lower bounds were assigned to the vehicle parameters that were previously fixed
in Table 6.1, and two different surface profiles (Road) were generated to demonstrate the impact
varying elevation profiles can have on response data. Values for R2 were scaled between zero and
100, where a 100 indicates uncertainty in an input accounts for 100% of the observed variations
in a response, and 0 indicates uncertainty in an input causes no measurable change in a response.
To evaluate which parameters are the most influential, a weighted average R2 was taken for each
parameter. Table 6.4 indicates the results of the sensitivity study.
The sensitivity results in Table 6.4 agree with the conclusion from Section 6.2.5, in that
the stiffness of the end elements has less of an impact on the mid-span acceleration response; these
parameters, however, cannot be removed from the updating space because they are needed for
damage detection. It can also be seen that ξ, Cw1,2 , Iv , Kv1 , and Kv2 have an insignificant impact
on variations in the mid-span response, indicating these parameters can be removed from the model
updating space without affecting the ability of the model to capture the “true” mid-span acceleration
response. Furthermore, it is observed that uncertainty in previously fixed properties (e.g., Mv ,
Mw1,2 , and Road ) can have a significant impact on variations in system response; indicating these
parameters are essential and should be tuned if they cannot be identified prior to model development.
For surface roughness specifically, everything should be done to obtain an accurate profile prior to
model development, as each individual elevation would need to be treated as an uncertain parameter
if tuned as part of the Bayesian estimation technique. As an example, an additional 751 parameters
would have been added to the model updating space for the numerical damage detection study
that was only analyzing a 1.5-s time history. If surface roughness cannot be identified prior to
Table 6.4: R2 values indicating mean contribution of parameter uncertainties to variability in time
history response
Bridge Parameters
Mean R2

ρ
3.1

Ψ1
0.7

Ψ2
1.1

Ψ3
2.4

Ψ4
4.0

Ψ5
5.5

Ψ6
6.5

Ψ7
3.6

Ψ8
2.0

Ψ9
1.4

Ψ10
0.8

ξ
1.0

Krot,1,2
34.0

a, b
2.4

Road
5.1

Vehicle Parameters
Mean R2

Mv
8.6

Mw1,2
4.3

Iv
0.1

Kv1
1.1

Kv2
0.8
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Kw1,2
6.8

Cv1,2
3.7

Cw1,2
1.1

model development, model updating could possibly be performed sequentially to identify and then
fix certain parameter estimates [166]. Through this approach, the model updating space can be
incrementally reduced while computational times remain small. Another approach for reducing
the uncertain parameter space in higher fidelity models is to employ substructuring, where system
properties are grouped into a subcomponent that is itself then updated as a piece of the entire
system [8, 67].

6.3.3

General Considerations for the Bayesian Estimation in SHM
When estimating parameters, it is important to consider any interdependencies between two

parameters (e.g., the relationship of stiffness and mass to changes in frequency) as this can lead to
a non-identifiability issue; the parameter space may be reduced to resolve this issue. Care must also
be taken in specifying prior distributions to reflect the physical properties of each parameter. If
knowledge does not exist on the distribution, a weakly informative prior can be specified such that
the observed data provide more information to the model. Lastly, validation metrics (e.g., RMSE)
should be levered to identify how well a model fits the true system response.

6.4

Summary of Model Updating and Uncertainty Quantification Study for Bayesian Based SHM
In this study, a novel Bayesian estimation routine was employed to update a simplified

vehicle-bridge FEM for the purpose of identifying crack damage on a RC bridge when model uncertainties were present. From a numerical study, the proposed methodology demonstrated promising
model updating and damage detection capabilities, with parameter estimate bias being relatively
limited and mean parameter estimates producing nearly identical acceleration and frequency responses. Furthermore, identified issues and limitations with employing the methodology towards
physical data do not appear to be significant and can be addressed through sensitivity studies and
modifying experimental procedures. Overall, this study provides a generalized framework for concepts and procedures that need to be considered when employing the Bayesian estimation technique
for performing model updating and SHM on bridge structures.
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Chapter 7

Comprehensive Approach to
Modeling Combined Mechanics of
Frozen Bearings and Thermal Effects
From the discussions in Chapter 6, it was determined that model uncertainties in simplified
FEMs need to be reduced in order to reliably classify bridge damage; meaning it is imperative that
a FEM accurately captures the behavior of a coupled vehicle-bridge system and its environment. To
reliably capture physical system behavior, a FEM must consider multiple influential parameters; e.g.,
temperature and changing boundary conditions. Temperature variations can cause bridge properties
to gradually fluctuate over the course of a day or by large magnitudes throughout a year. Bearing
deterioration can introduce a resistance to axial and rotational displacements, effectively changing
the stiffness of a bridge. Bridge thermal behavior and bearing deterioration are subjects that have
been thoroughly studied, and when considered alone can be modeled using a number of statistical
and analytical strategies; however, very few studies have been conducted to identify the combined
influence bearing deterioration and temperature effects have on bridge behavior. To address this
need, a comprehensive theory based modeling methodology is presented that explains the combined
mechanics of deteriorated bearings and bridge thermal properties. The methodology focuses on
mechanical bearings, as they are highly susceptible to failure when deteriorated. The proposed
methodology is validated on data from a lab-scale and full-scale bridge.
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7.1

Mechanics Analysis and Modeling Methods

7.1.1

Bearing Mechanics
Mechanical bridge bearings were once considered a standard in highway bridge design, but

are now rarely employed in modern bridge systems due to being difficult to maintain and overly
sensitive to seismic events. Despite plans to renovate existing structures with modern elastomeric
bearings, many steel girder bridges in the eastern and central Unites States are still operating
with mechanical bearings [101]. Mechanical bearings can be categorized as either fixed (pinned)
or expansion (rocker) bearings, where fixed bearings allow for rotational movement and expansion
bearings allow for both rotational and longitudinal movement. In both systems, the upper-bearing
block interacts with superstructure elements through a sole-plate interface, where pintles are inserted
between the bearing and sole-plate to prevent the bearings from sliding relative to the superstructure.
The lower-bearing of each system is also attached to a masonry plate, which is connected to the
substructure using anchor bolts; in fixed bearings the lower-bearing block is welded to the masonry
plate, while in expansion bearings the lower-bearing rests on the masonry plate and is prevented from
sliding using pintles. A circular interface at the top of fixed bearings, be it a pin or rounded upperbearing block, acts as a hinge that enables rotational displacement of the superstructure relative
to the substructure. A pair of circular interfaces at the top and bottom of rocker bearings work
together to simultaneously enable the superstructure to rotate and longitudinally displace relative
to the substructure [41, 101]. Figure 7.1 provides a visual of both assemblies.
As the coefficient of friction (µs ) increases in the hinge of fixed bearings, moments develop
that begin to resist rotations caused by dead and live loads. This resistance to rotation acts as a
partial fixity that increases rotational stiffness and load bearing capacity of the superstructure. For

Figure 7.1: Demonstrates (a) fixed (pin) and (b) expansion (rocker) bearing assemblies.
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this study, a moment is considered to introduce a partial fixity if it always acts against the direction
of rotation. Figure 7.2 demonstrates this process for the pinned support of a bridge. As can be
seen, the resulting friction moment (MF ) acts against the structures clockwise rotation, and can be
solved for using Eq. (7.1):
MF = µs Ry rbearing ,

(7.1)

where Ry is the vertical reaction at the support and rbearing is the radius of the pin or upperbearing. Similar to fixed supports, deterioration at the sole-plate bearing interface of rocker bearings
introduces a rotational restraint that acts as a partial fixity and can be calculated using Eq. (7.1).
When corrosion and debris accumulation increase at both interfaces of rocker bearings, combined
increases in rolling resistance and friction introduce axial forces at the support that act along the
base of the superstructure and resist longitudinal displacements caused by bending and thermal
effects. The resulting axial force can be calculated by removing the rbearing term from Eq. (7.1).
Because the axial force is offset from the neutral axis by an eccentricity (e), moment reactions are
also introduced at the support and can be calculated by subbing e in for rbearing in Eq. (7.1). It
should be noted that when axial forces develop from resisting bending induced axial displacements,
the resulting moment acts as a partial fixity that increases rotational stiffness and load bearing
capacity. Moments developed from thermal expansion and contraction do not introduce a partial
fixity as they act externally, meaning they can add to or subtract from a given moment profile but
do nothing to increase stiffness. Figure 7.3 demonstrates the mechanisms for which axial loads and
moments develop in a rocker bearing.
Another effect that rocker bearing deterioration has on bridge behavior has to deal with
the direct influence axial forces have on bending frequencies (ωn ). The phenomena of axial forces

Figure 7.2: Shows pinned support of a simply-supported superstructure element. (a): Indicates the
healthy state of the pinned bearing where rotation is unrestrained. (b): Indicates the frozen state
of the bearing where rotation is restrained.
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Figure 7.3: Example demonstrating development of forces in a rocker bearing. (a): Demonstrates
how friction between the sole-plate and upper-bearing resists rotational displacements caused by dead
and live loads. (b): Demonstrates how rolling resistance in the bearing restrains axial deformations
caused by thermal effects. (c): Demonstrates how rolling resistance in the bearing restrains bending
induced axial displacements.
influencing bending frequencies can be explained by the SDoF equation for a simply-supported
system:
πn2
ωn =
2L2

r

EI + Pnet
,
m

(7.2)

where E is the modulus of elasticity, I is the MoI, L is the length of the structure, m is the mass
per unit length, and n is the mode number; e.g., n = 1 for mode 1. Additionally, Pnet is the
net axial force that is positive in tension and negative in compression [32]. As can be seen by
Eq. (7.2), the change in frequency is related to the square-root of the magnitude of the axial force.
This relationship is derived from the fact that axial forces affect a structure’s buckling capacity and
bending stiffness [32]. When tension forces are present, the stiffness of the system increases, resulting
in an increase in buckling capacity and frequencies; the opposite is true for compression forces.

7.1.2

Modeling Bearing Effects
To model the restraining moment MF for pinned bearings in a FEM, a rotational spring of

stiffness Krot can be introduced at a support’s rotational DoF. The resulting moment at the support
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now becomes a function of rotational stiffness and is governed by the equation below:

MF = Krot θ,

(7.3)

where θ is the rotational displacement at the support. Krot can be solved for by applying MF
from Eq. (7.1) at the support of a FEM and solving for θ using conventional beam theory and the
Euler-Bernoulli equation below:
Kd = fext ,

(7.4)

where K and fext represent the structures global stiffness matrix and external force vector, respectively. Vector d represents the displacements associated with axial, vertical, and rotational DoF.
Alternatively, if a physical structure’s frequencies or moment envelope are known from physical
data, the stiffness required to accurately capture MF can be identified for a single span structure by
first plotting the relationship between a FEM’s principle frequency and the support-to-midspan moment ratio (MR ), and then plotting MR against the bending ratio (KR.b ) calculated in the equation
below [21, 55]:
KR.b =

EI
.
LKrot

(7.5)

By identifying the moment ratio that matches the FEM’s frequencies to that of the physical structure,
KR.b can be leveraged to identify the equivalent rotational stiffness that provides the same moment
ratio. Section 7.2.1 demonstrates how both of the aforementioned methodologies can be used to
solve for the equivalent Krot of a lab scale structure.
In rocker bearings, the moment that develops due to friction at the sole-plate rocker interface,
MF in Figure 7.3(a), can be modeled using the same process outlined for pinned connections above.
To model axial restraint effects, linear springs of stiffness KA can be employed and offset from the
structures neutral axis by e [12]. Fan and McCormick demonstrated that for rocker bearings with
identical upper and lower bearing surfaces (i.e., rbearing is the same for both surfaces), axial stiffness
can be calculated using information about a bearing’s displaced geometry and rigid body kinematics,
as seen in Eq. (7.6):
KA =

Pnet
Ry (2rbearing − h0 )
,
=
∆LR
h20

(7.6)

where ∆LR is the restrained axial displacement and h0 is the height of the bearing [41]. If the upper
and lower bearing surfaces are not identical, the methodology outlined by DesRoches et al. can be
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employed to calculate equivalent axial stiffness using a subject bearing’s geometry [37]. An issue with
implementing this methodology is that KA is not affected by µs , as can be seen by Eq. (7.6). Fan
and McCormick demonstrated in their study that friction does not appear to affect KA ; however,
their study did not consider how debris accumulation or corrosion would impact rolling resistance
and, therefore, axial stiffness [41]. Alternatively, if frequency data is available from a single span
structure, KA can be determined by plotting the relationship between the principle axial frequency
and the axial stiffness ratio (KR.a ) calculated in the equation below:

KR.a =

AE
,
LKA

(7.7)

where A is the cross-sectional area.
A benefit of using linear springs to model axial restraints is that they account for all longitudinal restraint effects, making them ideal for when bending and thermal effects are considered
simultaneously. Another benefit of this approach is that thermally induced eccentric moments, MT
in Figure 7.3(b), can be calculated directly as a function of the axial stiffness, as seen in Eq. (7.8):

MT = FR.T e = KA ∆LR.T e,

(7.8)

where FR.T is the restrained thermal axial force and ∆LR.T is the restrained thermal displacement
that can be calculated using the process outlined in Section 7.1.3.3. As FR.T and MT are external
loads, they can be included in a FEM by being added to fext in Eq. (7.4) at their respective DoF.
Bending induced eccentric moments, MB in Figure 7.3(c), act as a partial fixity that can
be modeled using a rotational spring whose stiffness can be calculated by either replacing FR.T in
Eq. (7.8) with the restrained bending axial force (FR.b ) and dividing by θ, or replacing ∆LR.T with
the restrained axial displacement caused by bending (∆LR.b ) and then dividing by θ. An issue with
this approach, however, is that ∆LR.b is a function of moment, as seen by Eq. (7.9):
Z
∆LR.b =

L/2

Z
ξ(x)dx =

0

0

L/2

M (x)e
dx,
EI

(7.9)

where ξ(x) and M (x) are the strain and moment at a given location along the length of the structure,
respectively. The compounding relationships in Eqs. (7.8-7.9) make it is difficult to directly solve for
Krot . An easy solution to this problem is to adapt an iterative procedure where FR.b is incrementally
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updated to increase MB and decrease ∆LR.b ; this procedure is continued until FR.b divided by ∆LR.b
provides a stiffness value equal to KA .
If frequency and/or strain data are available from a single span structure, MR and KR.b
can again be leveraged to identify an equivalent Krot at a rocker support. When considering the
cumulative effect of the loads observed in Figure 7.3, the identified Krot will represent the combined
stiffness introduced by partial fixities in Figure 7.3(a) and 7.3(c). What’s more, KA can also be
calculated by then leveraging the relationships outlined in Eqs. (7.1, 7.3, 7.8, and 7.9).
Having identified methods for introducing axial restraint forces at rocker bearings, an approach is now needed to model their influence on bridge frequencies in a simplified FEM. Clough and
Penzien introduced a local geometric stiffness matrix (kg ) that can be subtracted from a six DoF
Euler-Bernoulli stiffness matrix to account for changes in system stiffness caused by axial loads [32].
Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11) respectively indicate the local geometric stiffness matrix and the updated
Euler-Bernoulli beam equation:

0

0



0
Pnet 

kg =
30L 
0


0


0


0

0

0

36

3L

0
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4L2
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0
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−36 −3L 0
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−L2

0

(K − Kg )d = fext ,

0

0 

−36 3L 
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0
0 


36 −3L


−3L 4L2

(7.10)

(7.11)

where Kg represents the global geometric stiffness matrix.
Through the utilization of spring elements and the geometric stiffness matrix, a FEM can
be created that captures almost all variations in bridge behavior caused by freezing in fixed and
expansion bearings. A condition where the current methodology could fail to correctly capture
variations in bridge behavior is when daily and seasonal temperature effects, other than uniform
expansion and contraction, are not considered. As nonlinear temperature gradients and thermalmaterial properties have been known to have a significant impact on bridge behavior, model errors
can be introduced if their effects are ignored, especially if using physical data to validate a FEM.
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To address this issue, techniques for modeling thermal induced variations in bridge behavior are
discussed in the following section.

7.1.3

Thermal Mechanics

7.1.3.1

Gradients
It has been observed that temperature gradients through the cross-section of bridge struc-

tures can either be flat or nonuniform. Flat temperature gradients occur when a superstructure’s
temperature is constant across its depth, while nonuniform gradients occur when temperature varies
nonlinearly across section depth.
When a bridge is subjected to flat temperature gradients, a uniform strain field develops
across the structure’s depth and causes the entire cross-section to expand or contract evenly. If
bearings are unrestrained against longitudinal movement, flat gradients introduce strain without
stress; i.e., the cross-section displaces but no axial loads develop. The uniform strain field can be
calculated using Eq. (7.12):
ξflat =

∆LU
= αT ∆T,
L

(7.12)

where ∆LU is the unrestrained axial displacement, αT is the coefficient of thermal expansion, and
∆T is the change in temperature from a reference temperature value (TR ); note that TR is typically
the temperature at the time of construction [1]. If a bridge is predominately composed of a single
material, the coefficient of expansion can be set to the thermal coefficient for that material (i.e., αT
equals 1.17E−5 /◦ C for steel and 1.0E−5 /◦ C for concrete); however, if a structure is proportionally
composed of multiple materials (e.g., steel girders with a reinforced concrete deck) the composite
coefficient of expansion can be determined using the equation below:

αT.comp =

ES (αT.S )VS + EC (αT.C )VC
,
ES VS + EC VC

(7.13)

where V represents volume and subscripts S and C represent the properties for steel and concrete,
respectively [68]. If bearings are partially restrained against longitudinal movement, stresses develop
and the strain field is reduced. The reduced strain field (ξf r ) and resulting stress field (σflat ) can be
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calculated using Eqs. (7.14-7.15), respectively:

ξf r = ξflat − (αT − αT.ef f )∆T,
σflat =

FR.T
= (αT − αT.ef f )E∆T,
A

(7.14)
(7.15)

where αT.ef f is the effective coefficient of expansion. The effective coefficient of expansion can be
determined from restrained displacement measurements ∆LR.T using the equation below:

αT.ef f =

∆LR.T
.
L∆T

(7.16)

When a superstructure is subjected to nonuniform temperature gradients, stress and strain
fields develop that can be broken down into uniform, linear, and self-equilibrating components, as
seen in Figure 7.4 [97]. Dimensions ds and dd in Figure 7.4(a) are the total depth of the superstructure
and depth of the deck, respectively; while dimension AA is dependent on ds . For concrete girder
bridges, AA equals 30.5 cm when ds is greater than 40.6 cm, and equals ds minus 10.16 cm when
ds is less than 40.6 cm. For steel girder bridges, AA equals 30.5 cm. Parameters T1 , T2 , and
T3 in Figure 7.4(a) represent temperature values provided by the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design
Specifications [1]. Table 7.1 provides temperature values for max positive gradients across all four
solar zones of the United States. Negative gradient temperatures can be determined by multiplying
the values in Table 7.1 by −0.3 for plain concrete decks or −0.2 for decks with an asphalt overlay.
It should be noted that temperature values in Table 7.1 are relative to the ambient air temperature

Figure 7.4: Example demonstrating a positive nonuniform temperature gradient [1]. (a): Net stress
field across bridge depth. (b): Uniform component of stress field. (c): Linear component of stress
field. (d): Nonlinear locked in component of stress field.
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Table 7.1: Positive gradient temperature values.
Solar Zone

T1 (◦ C)

T2 (◦ C)

T3 (◦ C)

1
2
3
4

30
25.6
22.8
21.1

7.78
6.67
6.11
5.00

2.78
2.78
2.78
2.78

T3 can range between zero and the values provided above, where the listed values are the max
permissible by AASHTO [1]. In this study, the max T3 values are employed when working with a
steel girder superstructure.
(Tair ), meaning they form the basis for calculating the change in temperature with depth and not
absolute temperature [1]. Because of this, flat temperature gradient effects need to be superimposed
on top of nonuniform gradient effects to determine the total stress and strain present. Alternatively,
the values in Table 7.1 can be adjusted relative to Tair , allowing the net stress and strain fields to
be completely captured by the nonuniform gradient.
The uniform gradient component shown in Figure 7.4(b) behaves the same as the flat temperature gradients case, where a uniform strain field develops without stress if unrestrained, and a
uniform stress field develops without strain if completely restrained. The linear component demonstrated in Figure 7.4(c) introduces a linearly varying strain field that is in tension on one side of the
neutral axis and is in compression on the other side of the neutral axis. If rotational displacement is
completely unrestrained, the linear strain field produces a uniform curvature and releases all stress;
if rotational displacement is restrained, the strain field goes away and a linear stress field develops
due to secondary thermal moments. The remaining self-equilibrating stresses shown in Figure 7.4(d)
are locked in stresses that develop when the superstructure cross-section resists out-of-plan flexural
distortion. It should be noted that self-equilibrating stresses act as the name suggests, balancing
out to introduce zero axial forces or moments [88, 97].
To identify the profile for locked in stresses, an analysis must be performed where a subject
structure is assumed to be fully restrained against axial and rotational displacements at its supports,
resulting in a net stress field as demonstrated in Figure 7.4(a). The net stress (σnet ) at any depth
in the cross-section can be determined using the equation below:

σnet (y) = E(αT )TG (y),

(7.17)

where y is distance above or below the neutral axis, represented as yT and yB in Figure 7.4(c),
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and TG (y) is the gradient temperature at a depth relative to the neutral axis [88, 97]. The uniform
stress (σuni ) and linear stress (σlin ) components of the net stress field can be calculated by taking
the results from Eq. (7.17) and entering them into Eqs. (7.18-7.19), respectively:

σuni

−FU.T
−1
=
=
A
A

σlin (y) =

Z

−y
−MU.L y
=
I
I

ds
2

(σnet (y)W (y)) dy,

−ds
2
ds
2

Z

−ds
2

(σnet (y)W (y)y) dy,

(7.18)
(7.19)

where W (y) is cross-section width at a given depth, FU.T is the unrestrained thermal axial force,
and MU.L is the unrestrained thermal gradient moment [88, 97]. In a single-span structure that is
unrestrained from movement, the uniform stress and linear stress components can be completely released at the supports, allowing the self-equilibrating stress field to be determined from the equation
below:
σself (y) = σnet (y) + σuni + σlin (y).

(7.20)

If supports are partially restrained against axial displacement and/or rotation, the restrained components of the uniform and linear stress fields need to be added back to the self-equilibrating stress
profile. Methods for determining the retained stress components are discussed in more detail in
Section 7.1.3.3.
If working with a multi-span continuous structure that is unrestrained against rotational
movement, a redistribution of the released linear stresses must be conducted to identify continuity
stresses [97]. This is done by first identifying a structure’s moment profile when all linear stresses
have been restrained, as seen in Figure 7.5(a). As can be seen, the restrained moment (MR.L ) is
constant across the length of the structure; meaning the restraint at the internal support can be
released and the bridge can be restrained by applying the negative of MR.L at the edge supports,
as seen in Figure 7.5(b). Lastly, the effect of completely releasing the linear stress at the exterior
supports can be accomplished by adding the two moment profiles together. The resulting moment
profile can be entered into Eq. (7.19) to calculate continuity stresses through the cross-section at
different longitudinal positions; these stresses must be considered in addition to the self-equilibrating
stresses [97]. If exterior supports are partially restrained against rotation, the moments at those
supports will not equal zero and must be determined using the restrained linear stress as discussed
in Section 7.1.3.3.
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Figure 7.5: Example demonstrating procedure for calculating continuity moments in a continuous
structure. (a): Moment profile developed when all linear stresses are restrained at the supports;
i.e., rotation is fixed. (b): Moment profile resulting from negative moment restraint at exterior
supports.
7.1.3.2

Material Properties
It is widely accepted that temperature variations have a significant impact on a structure’s

modulus of elasticity E, MoI I, length L, and mass per unit length m. As these properties are known
to influence modal frequencies, demonstrated by Eq. (7.2), it has also been accepted that thermal
mechanical relationships are one of the major causes for natural variations in bridge frequencies [88,
149]. The percent change in modal frequency caused by fluctuations in geometric and material
properties can theoretically be calculated using the equation below:
∆ωn
∆E
∆I
2∆LU
∆m
=
+
−
−
.
ωn
2E
2I
L
2m

(7.21)

When structural temperature varies from a reference value, geometric properties begin to change as
a function of the coefficient of expansion αT , while material properties change as a function of the
thermal coefficient of elastic modulus (αE ). These relationships allow Eq. (7.21) to be simplified as
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follows:
1
∆ωn
= (αT + αE )∆T ) .
ωn
2

(7.22)

Typical αE values for steel range from [−3.2E−4 to −3.6E−4 ]/◦ C, while values for concrete range
from [−3.0E−3 /◦ C to −7.2E−3 ]/◦ C [149, 165]. As can be seen, αE is a power of ten larger than
αT for both steel and concrete, indicating that material properties have a more significant effect on
fluctuations in bridge frequency than geometric properties. Additionally, when analyzing a composite
structure, it is apparent that changes in the concrete deck modulus will have a greater impact on
bridge frequencies than changes in the steel girder modulus; this concept was validated through
laboratory experiments where the theoretical variation percentages of the natural frequency was
identified as 0.0018%/◦ C for steel beams and 0.15%/◦ C for concrete beams [149].
If a bridge has an asphalt overlay on its deck, the modulus of elasticity of the asphalt
layer will also have an impact on bridge stiffness and frequencies. Peters and De Roeck identified
that the principle frequency of the Z24 bridge in Switzerland increased by 10% at temperatures
below freezing due to hardening of the bridge’s asphalt overlay. Additionally, as temperatures
increased, the asphalt layer exponentially softened and did little to contribute to the stiffness of the
structure [122]. Because asphalt modulus is dependent on a number of varying factors (e.g., mix
design and wearing damage) it is difficult to derive an analytical equation that can be universally
applied to explain the relationship between asphalt modulus and temperature. Researchers have
developed empirical formulas for falling weight deflectometer that correct measured modulus values
to a reference condition. If these equations are restructured, they can be levered to approximate
asphalt modulus as a function of temperature (EA.T ). Eq. (7.23) indicates a popular formulation
utilized in the literature:
EA.T =

EA.R
,
10con(∆T )

(7.23)

where EA.R is the asphalt modulus at a reference temperature TR , ∆T is the change in mid-depth
temperature (Tmid ) from TR , and con represents a constant that is 0.02755 for SI units [78].
If physical mid-depth temperature measurements are not available, empirical equations may
be leveraged to approximate Tmid . BELLS2 and BELLS3 are two of the more popular equations for
approximating asphalt temperature with depth [94]; however, an issue with the BELLS formulations
in regards to this study is that they depend on physical measurements, which are impossible to obtain
without remote instrumentation or performing site visits. Alternatively, the following equations can
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be employed to approximate Tmid when only Tair data is available:
Td = −1.56 + 0.72Tair − 0.004Lat2 + 6.26Log10 (dA + 25),

(7.24)

Td = 54.32 + 0.78Tair − 0.0025Lat2 − 15.14Log10 (dA + 25),

(7.25)

where Lat is the latitude coordinate of a bridge. Eq. (7.24) is applicable when Tair is less than 10◦ C,
while Eq. (7.25) is applicable when Tair is greater than 20◦ C [107]. For temperatures between 10◦ C
and 20◦ C, Td can be calculated by interpolating between the two equations.
7.1.3.3

Modeling Thermal Effects
When flat temperature gradients are being considered, Eq. (7.15) can be employed to cal-

culate both FU.T and FR.T for unrestrained and restrained bearing models, respectively. For unrestrained models, αT.ef f in Eq. (7.15) is set to zero, while αT.ef f for restrained models is discussed
further below. In unrestrained models, FU.T represents the equivalent load required to introduce
unrestrained displacements calculated in Eq. (7.12), meaning it provides a means for solving for net
axial displacements but does not introduce stress or influence modal frequencies. Because of this,
FU.T is only employed at support axial DoF in force vector fext of Eq. (7.11). In restrained models,
FR.T represents the axial restraint force that develops from the supports partially resisting displacement, meaning a stress field develops and loads begin to influence bridge frequencies. Because of
this, FR.T is employed as part of the Pnet force in the geometric matrix kg of Eq. (7.11), where kg
is developed from Eq. (7.10). If axial restraints are modeled as linear springs, the reduced strain
field is automatically captured by including FU.T in force vector fext ; otherwise, if restraint effects
are modeled directly as loads, FR.T must also be included in force vector fext of Eq. (7.11).
If strain and axial displacement data are available from a physical structure with partially
restrained bearings, αT.ef f can easily be determined from Eq. (7.16) and employed to calculate FR.T .
However, if αT.ef f needs to be calculated for a linear spring as described in Section 7.1.2, ∆LR.T in
Eq. (7.16) can be calculated using the following equation:

∆LR.T =

FU.T
,
+ KA

AE
L

where the axial stiffness (AE/L) and KA act as springs working in parallel.
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(7.26)

When nonuniform temperature gradients are being considered, the uniform gradient component can be modeled using the same procedure outlined for flat temperature gradients above. FU.T
in this case is calculated by removing A from Eq. (7.18), while FR.T is calculated using the equation
below:

1−

FR.T = FU.T

EA
EA + KA L



(7.27)

.

When modeling the linear component of nonuniform gradients, unrestrained moments MU.L can be
calculated using Eq. (7.19). MU.L can be employed at support rotational DoFs in force vector fext
of Eq. (7.11) to introduce the resulting strain field and curvature. In partially restrained single span
bridges, restrained moments MR.L can be calculated using the following equation:

MR.L = MU.L

3EI
1−
3EI + Krot L


.

(7.28)

If rotational restraints are modeled as rotational springs, the reduced curvature and strain field is
automatically captured by including MU.L in force vector fext of Eq. (7.11); otherwise, if restraints
are modeled using the loads directly, MR.L must also be included in fext . In partially restrained
continuous bridges, a closed form solution for MR.L can be calculated using a number of conventional
techniques; e.g., Force Method with superposition or Stiffness Method. As Stiffness Method is
already being utilized to create FEMs in this study, it is leveraged to identify MR.L for continuous
structures when no other loads are being considered. Once all the unrestrained and restrained loads
are known, the net stress field introduced by thermal gradients can be determined by adding the
restrained components of the flat, uniform, and linear stress fields to the self-equilibrating stress
field calculated from Eq. (7.20). This stress field can then be superimposed on stress fields identified
for dead and live loads to determine the total stress within the system.
Eqs. (7.23-7.25) can be leveraged to continuously update asphalt modulus in a FEM;
Eq. (7.29) can also be leveraged to model temperature induced changes in the elastic modulus
of steel and concrete:

E(S,C).T = E(S,C).R 1 − αE.(S,C) ∆T ,

(7.29)

where E(S,C).R is the modulus of elasticity of steel or concrete at TR , and ∆T is the change in the
mid-depth temperature of the steel or concrete cross-sections relative to TR . When temperature
gradients are not being considered, Tmid is equal to Tair ; and when temperature gradients are being
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considered, Tmid is equal to Tair plus or minus the values in Table 7.1.

7.2
7.2.1

Validation Studies
Lab Scale Study
In this section, a lab scale bridge study is conducted to demonstrate how rotational spring

elements can be utilized in FEMs to capture changes in bridge behavior caused by frozen bearings.
Verification of the approach is conducted by comparing the simplified model against a more detailed
modeling strategy. Additionally, techniques for calculating rotational stiffness using moment and
bending ratios are validated using physical frequency data.
7.2.1.1

Structure Background
The subject bridge was constructed at Carnegie Mellon University for the purpose of em-

ploying SHM techniques to detect changes in bridge health caused by various types of damage,
including frozen bearings. The subject bridge, as seen in Figure 7.6(a), is a 2.44 m long single
span simply-supported structure, with a E, I, and m of 68.9 GPa, 8.15e−8 m4 , and 7.5062 kg/m
respectively. From free-vibration testing, the fundamental frequency was determined to be 7.23 Hz.
Frozen bearing damage was modeled by attaching a rotational restraint mechanism (lever arm) at
the corners of the supports. The lever arms, as seen in Figure 7.6(b), were constructed using an aluminum bar that was milled down through part of the cross-section to provide a partial restraint near
the supports. The arms were installed by attaching one end to the main girders and by fastening the
other end to the adjacent support using aluminum bolts. Two damage conditions (DC1 and DC2)

Figure 7.6: Lab scale bridge structure. (a): Elevation views. (b): Rotational restraint mechanism.
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Table 7.2: Damage cases for bearing damage on lab-scale bridge
Structural Conditions

Frequency [ω1 ] (Hz)

Healthy

7.23

DC1

7.66

DC2

8.56

Diagram

that constitute symmetric damage in the transverse direction of the bridge were tested. Table 7.2
provides a diagram of the subject damage cases and reports the associated resonant frequency [20].
See Cerda et al. for more details regarding bridge design, dimensions, and damage testing [20].
7.2.1.2

Model Verification and Technique Validation
A detailed FEM analysis was initially conducted to determine the magnitude of rotational

restraint introduced by the lever arms; Eq. (7.4) was employed in this analysis to model the behavior of the bridge. The main structure was modeled as a one dimensional simply-supported beam
discretized into 96 beam elements, while the lever arms were modeled as cantilevered sections discretized into 6 beam elements each; the mesh size was chosen such that the size of all elements
were equal to 25.4 mm. Linear springs, respectively K1 and K2 for the left and right side of the
bridge, were employed in simulation to introduce vertical and rotational restraint effects provided
by the aluminum bolts observed in Figure 7.6(b). Because the stiffness provided by the bolts is
dependent on tension, for which no data was available, it was difficult to physically calculate the
equivalent stiffness provided by the bolts acting in parallel. To identify the equivalent spring stiffness, an iterative procedure was performed by increasing spring stiffness in increments of 1000 N/m
until the principle bridge frequency equaled the target frequencies in Table 7.2. From this analysis,
the equivalent spring stiffness for K1 was determined to be 4.4e5 N/m, while the equivalent spring
stiffness for K2 was determined to be 1.3e6 N/m. It should be noted that the difference between
the stiffness of K1 and K2 can be attributed to different levels of tension applied to the aluminum
bolts of each lever arm [20]. See Locke et al. for more details regarding procedures for modeling
lever arms [90].
Having calculated the stiffness of the linear springs, it is now possible to determine the
rotational restraint introduced at the supports. To do this, an analysis was first conducted to
calculate the support moments and rotations for both damage conditions when a point force of 1000 N
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was applied at the midspan of the main structure. From this analysis, the restraining moment at the
left support (M1 ) was −81.64 N-m for DC1, while the restraining moment at the left support M1 and
right support (M2 ) were respectively −68.53 and −146.79 N-m for DC2. Additionally, the rotation
at the left support (θ1 ) was −0.0544 rad for DC1, while the rotation at the left support θ1 and right
support (θ2 ) were respectively −0.0457 and 0.0402 rad for DC2. The calculated support moments
and rotations were entered into Eq. (7.3) to calculate an equivalent rotational spring stiffness, Krot.1
and Krot.2 for the left and right support, respectively. For both damage conditions, Krot.1 was equal
to 1500 Nm/rad, while Krot,2 was equal to 3651.5 Nm/rad for DC2. When these stiffness constants
were employed in a simplified FEM without lever arms, the subsequent eigen-value analysis indicated
that the resonant frequency for both damage conditions was within less than half a percent difference
of the values outlined in Table 7.2; thus demonstrating that rotational springs can be employed inlieu of more complex modeling strategies to introduce changes in bridge behavior caused by support
restraints.
To demonstrate how the support-to-midspan moment ratios MR and bending ratios KR.b can
be leveraged to estimate Krot , an analysis was conducted where rotational stiffness in the simplified
FEM was varied and the resulting moment profiles and principle frequencies were calculated. The
relationship between MR and principle frequency were then compared against values in Table 7.2
to identify a ratio that matched the numerical frequencies to the physical frequencies; Figure 7.7
demonstrates this procedure for DC1. As can be seen, by identifying the MR that caused the
frequency to change to 7.66 Hz, Krot was found by virtue of the relationship between MR and KR.b

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7: Demonstrates ratio technique to identifying equivalent rotational spring stiffness for
damage condition 1. (a): Relationship between principle frequency and MR . (b): Relationship
between MR and KR.b .
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in Figure 7.7(b). From this approach, Krot was calculated to equal 1498 Nm/rad, which is very close
to the value calculated using the previous approach.
This example serves as an initial verification and validation for modeling frozen bearing
damage and identifying equivalent support stiffness. However, the lab specimen does not include
the influence of thermal effects and is structurally idealized compared to a physical bridge. The
following study addresses this issue by validating the methodology through the development a FEM
that can accurately replicate the behavior of a full-scale bridge when exposed to the combined effects
of support restraints and temperature.

7.2.2

Full-Scale Study
In this section, a comprehensive FEM of the full-scale bridge studied by Fu and DeWolf is

developed to explore the combined influence thermal properties and bearing deterioration have on
bridge properties [49, 50]. To demonstrate the reliability of the modeling strategy, frequency and
axial displacement data from the physical structure are compared against model outputs obtained
for a range of axial stiffness and thermal gradient values.
7.2.2.1

Structure Background
The subject bridge is a 60 m long two-span continuous structure that has the same boundary

conditions as the bridge in Figure 7.5; i.e., rocker bearings at the exterior supports and pinned
bearings at the central support. As can be seen by the cross-sectional view in Figure 7.8, the deck is
composed of reinforced concrete with an asphalt overlay, while the main load bearing members are

Figure 7.8: Cross-sectional view of full-scale continuous span bridge employed for validating comprehensive modeling methodology.
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seven welded plate girders. All seven girders are non-prismatic across the length of the structure,
meaning their cross-sections change at approximately the middle of each span. The sections of the
bridge ranging from the exterior supports to the middle of each span make up one cross-section
(S1), while the interior section of the bridge ranging from midspan to midspan makes up another
cross-section (S2). Tables 7.3 and 7.4 indicate the material properties of the bridge components and
the different cross-sectional dimensions of the steel girders, respectively. From ambient vibration
testing, the first two bending frequencies of the bridge were identified to be 3.6 and 5.3 Hz at a
reference temperature of TR = 4.4◦ C [49, 50]. It should be noted that the bending frequencies at
4.4◦ C were employed as reference frequencies to develop a FEM in Section 7.2.2.2.
In the original studies, the researchers identified the frequencies of the bridge varied nonlinearly with temperature; an example of the observed relationship for the first two bending frequencies can be seen in Figure 7.9 [49, 50]. Through an analysis of the longitudinal displacements of the
seven girders, the team concluded that the observed temperature-frequency trends were caused by
freezing in the external bearings that resisted axial deformations caused by thermal expansion and
contraction; they were able to come to this conclusion by comparing the difference between the measured coefficient of thermal expansion, αT.ef f = 7.556e−6 /◦ C, and that of steel, αT.S = 1.17e−5 /◦ C.
Because αT.ef f was 4.14e−6 /◦ C less than αT.S , it meant that the exterior supports were not displacing completely, presumably due to friction forces resisting movement [49, 50]. Fu and DeWolf
were able to model the nonlinear changes in bridge frequencies by utilizing Eq. (7.2), where Pnet and
I were updated with changes in temperature. The results from the study demonstrated that their
modeling approach yielded a nonlinear relationship between model frequencies and temperature that
was comparable to the relationships observed in Figure 7.9; however, the principle frequency values
predicted from their FEM had between 7% to 20% error compared to the measured frequency values. The following section demonstrates that the proposed comprehensive model for mechanically
frozen bearings with temperature dependent bridge properties is able to capture both the nonlinear
Table 7.3: Material properties for components of full-scale continuous two span bridge.
Material

Modulus of Elasticity [E] (GPa)

Density [ρ] (kg/m3 )

13.79
26.20
200.00

2243
2400
7844

Asphalt Overlay
Reinforced Concrete
Steel

Note: Modulus values are for a reference temperature of 4.4◦ C).
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Table 7.4: Steel plate girder dimension for different cross-section of full-scale continuous two span
bridge.
Cross-Section 1
Elements
Flanges
Web

Height [H] (mm)
25.4
1320.8

Width [W ] (mm)
508.0
9.5

Cross-Section 2
Elements
Flanges
Web

Height [H] (mm)
42.9
1320.8

Width [W ] (mm)
508.0
9.5

frequency-temperature relationship and show good agreement with the magnitude of the measured
frequencies.
7.2.2.2

Modeling and Validation
Initially a base model is presented that considers the behavior of the subject bridge with

unrestrained bearings at its reference temperature. The effects of bearing fixity and temperature are
subsequently added to show their influence on model predictions. The bridge was modeled as a one
dimensional FEM by taking the structure’s cross-section and transforming it into a square crosssection of equivalent area and MoI. The area and MoI of the square cross-section were calculated by
transforming the asphalt and reinforced concrete layers into equivalent areas of steel. Because the
girders have two different cross-sectional properties, an equivalent area and MoI were calculated for
each cross-section. At TR = 4.4◦ C, the area and MoI for S1 were respectively 0.6371 and 0.2001 m4 ,

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.9: Demonstrates physical structure’s frequency-temperature relationship. (a): First mode.
(b): Second mode.
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while the area and MoI for S2 were respectively 0.7613 and 0.2888 m4 . To accurately approximate
the net stress and strain fields in the structure, bridge mass was treated as a distributed load and
was included at vertical DoFs in fext of Eq. (7.11). The mass for each section was calculated using
the density values outlined in Table 7.3 and the non-transformed sectional properties. Barrier mass
was incorporated into the total mass of each section by approximating it to be equal to that of
a typical New Jersey style Type B barrier; i.e., 507.5 kg/m. The total mass for S1 and S2 were
10700 and 11674 kg/m, respectively. Lastly, the FEM was discretized into 20 Euler-Bernoulli beam
elements. The mesh size was chosen such that the properties for S1 and S2 could easily be applied to
their respective regions across the length of the structure. Having developed a base model, bearing
mechanics and thermal properties were incorporated using the modeling procedures discussed in
Sections 7.1.2 and 7.1.3.3, respectively. A number of modeling assumptions were made during this
process.
When modeling bearing properties, it was assumed that deterioration in the central pinned
support was negligible and focus could exclusively be placed on modeling freezing in the exterior
rocker bearings. Additionally, to observe how the model generally captured the behavior of the
physical system, changes in bridge behavior were studied for axial stiffness values associated with
unrestrained (KA.U = 0), fixed (KA.F = 1.2E+9 N/m), and partially restrained (KA.R = KA.F /2)
boundary conditions. The fixed stiffness value was determined by assuming the upper limit for
rocker bearing stiffness was equal to the stiffness of a pinned bearing, which was determined using
the stiffness and strength analysis for a high type fixed bearing outlined in Mander et al. [101];
as bearing dimensions for the subject bridge were not available, RTE 400 bearing dimensions were
leveraged from the same study. To this end, rbearing in Eq. (7.1) was set equal to the radius of a
RTE 400 rocker bearing (i.e.,rbearing = 5.1 cm); µs in the same equation was set to 0.1, which is
indicative of moderate debris accumulation at the sole-plate rocker interface.
When modeling thermal effects, changes in bridge behavior were studied for negative, zero,
and positive thermal gradients at air temperatures ranging from −17.7◦ C to 32.2◦ C. Additionally,
because asphalt area was considered in the equivalent cross-sectional area, the mid-depth asphalt
temperature had to be added to the stress fields in Figure 7.4 when thermal gradients were being
considered. This was accomplished by linearly extrapolating the slope of the line between T1 and
T2 upward by half the asphalt depth (3.2 cm). Under this condition, Tmid needed to calculate ∆T
in Eq. (7.23) was no longer calculated using Eq. (7.24) or (7.25), but rather became the sum of Tair
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and the calculated gradient temperature. Another assumption was that TR used to calculate ∆T
was equal to the 4.4◦ C reference temperature; this was to ensure that no thermal axial loads were
present at the reference position and changes in E(A,S,C).T were relative to the values provided in
Table 7.3. It should be noted that the reference temperature was arbitrary and does not necessarily
represent the temperature at which no axial loads were present, it is simply the temperature at which
data acquisition commenced in the original studies. Lastly, as the structure is composite, αT.comp
was utilized in place of αT for all applicable equations in Section 7.1.3; the asphalt layer was not
considered in the calculation of αT.comp as it is influenced by a number of parameters and varies
between expansion and contraction. αE.(S,C) were set to −3.4E−4 /◦ C and −4.5E−3 /◦ C, respectively.
Figures 7.10(a-b) compare the change in the FEM’s first and second bending modes for
unrestrained, fixed, and partially restrained boundary conditions when thermal gradients were not
included. As can be seen, the FEM’s frequency-temperature relationship is nonlinear in nature and
does not appear to be affected by axial stiffness; this is evidenced by the fact that increases in the
axial restraint appear to only cause a linear upward shift in frequencies. In Figure 7.10(b) the FEM’s
second natural frequency differs from the physical structure’s noticeably more than it does for the
principle frequency Figure 7.10(a). When comparing the partially restrained case to the physical
frequency data, the percent errors for the first and second modes range from 0.07% to 5.3% and 5.9%
to 11.4%, respectively. The higher percent errors for the second mode suggest inherent modeling
errors exist due to assumptions required to simplify the bridge to one dimension. Model reduction
errors are addressed in more detail in Section 7.3.2.
Figures 7.10(c-d) compare the change in the FEM’s first bending mode for the subject
boundary conditions when positive and negative thermal gradients were included. As can be seen,
temperature gradients allow for significant variations in frequency at individual temperature measurements; this is evidenced by the fact that the first mode for the unrestrained boundary condition
varies by as much as 9.5% at −17.7◦ C. Additionally, it can be seen that negative gradients introduce
a more pronounced nonlinear frequency-temperature relationship; this is attributed to the fact that
EA.T varies exponentially more at colder negative gradient temperatures than at warmer positive
gradient temperatures. Figure 7.11 demonstrates how well the different boundary conditions capture
the physical displacement profile at the left support. As can be seen in Figure 7.11(a), the physical
displacement values mostly fall within the bounds set by the unrestrained and fixed boundary conditions when thermal gradients are not considered. Additionally, in Figure 7.11(b) thermal gradients
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 7.10: Frequency-temperature relationship for subject boundary conditions. (a): First mode
without gradient effects. (b): Second mode without gradients effects. (c): First mode with positive
gradient effects. (d): First mode with negative gradient effects.
introduce linear shifts in ∆Lnet that help capture the displacements that fall outside the bounds in
Figure 7.11(a).
The results from this study demonstrate that the proposed modeling strategy produces a
nonlinear frequency-temperature relationship that is similar to the physical structure. The frequency
values and axial displacements are also in the range of the experimental measurements; however, it
is believed better results can be obtained by tuning uncertain input parameters. In the following
section, the FEM is updated by tuning parameters deemed influential by a sensitivity analysis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.11: FEM net axial displacements compared to physical displacement measurements [49].
(a): Without thermal gradients. (b): With thermal gradients.

7.3
7.3.1

Model Updating
Sensitivity Analysis and Tuning
To demonstrate how model parameters can be tuned to better capture physical system be-

havior, a sensitivity analysis was first conducted to identify the influence uncertain input parameters
have on output responses and other dependent variables; hence forth these will be called response
features. The input parameters of interest from the full scale FEM are: rbearing , µs , αT , αE.(S,C) ,
KA , and TG . The response features of interest are: ω1 , ω2 , ∆Lnet , Pnet , and Krot . It should be
noted that this analysis was not to identify which inputs have the most overall influence on the
subject response features, but rather the purpose was to identify how varying a single input between
potential values influences change in the response features when compared to the other uncertain
inputs. The ANOVA and R2 procedures employed for the sensitivity analysis in Chapter 6 were also
employed in this study to evaluate parameter sensitivity. For this study, p in Eq. 6.1 ranged from
one to five and N = 7. A two-level full-factorial design was again performed by employing the lower
and upper bounds for each input parameter; Table 7.5 indicates the lower and upper bounds for each
input. Lastly, to identify if parameter sensitivity is constant across the entire temperature range,
separate analyses were conducted at the lower and upper extremes of Tair . Figure 7.12 provides the
results from these analyses.
As can be seen by Figure 7.12, variations in the axial stiffness KA and thermal gradients
TG have the most influence on changes in the response features of interest. Additionally, it can
be seen that TG has more influence at colder temperatures, which can again be attributed to the
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Table 7.5:
bridge.

Bounds for input parameters in sensitivity analysis on full-scale continuous two span
Parameter
rbearing
µs
αT
αE.S
αE.C
KA
TG

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Units

0.051
0.010
1.0e−5
−3.2e−4
−3.0e−3
1.0e+7
-0.200

0.100
0.500
1.2e−5
−3.6e−4
−7.2e−3
1.0e+9
1.000

cm
◦
C
/◦ C
/◦ C
N/m
-

Note: Bounds for TG are multiplied by values in Table 7.1.
impact gradients have on EA.T . The αE.(S,C) have little to no impact on variations in frequency,
which would appear to conflict with existing literature. It should be noted again, however, that
the results from this study only indicate that varying these parameters within the given bounds has
an insignificant influence on observed changes in response features when compared against other
influential parameters with wider ranges of uncertainty; e.g., axial stiffness.
Having identified KA and TG as the most influential parameters, the model was able to
be tuned against the physical responses of the structure. This was done for KA by leveraging the
ratios technique discussed earlier in Sections 7.1.2 and 7.2.1 to identify ideal stiffness values at select
air temperatures across the temperature range. The ratios technique was ideal for this study, as it
allowed physical data to be leveraged to identify an equivalent Krot , which as indicated by Figure 7.12
helped identify the equivalent KA . As the full scale structure is continuous, MR in this analysis was
calculated as the ratio between the moment at the central support to the moment at the exterior

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.12: Parameter influence through R2 metric. (a): At lower extreme air temperature
−17.7◦ C (0◦ F). (b): At upper extreme air temperature 32.2◦ C (90◦ F).
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supports. Figure 7.13(a) demonstrates the relationship between frequency and MR for a negative
temperature gradient, while Figure 7.13(b) demonstrates the relationship between MR and KR.b for
the same thermal gradient. As can be seen, the relationships appear to follow patterned behavior
across the temperature range. Patterned behavior can be attributed to the fact that moments at the
interior and exterior supports vary proportionally depending on support stiffness, which is the same
as what occurs between the midspan moment and support moment for a single span structure. It
should be noted that permitting KA to vary with temperature rather than being held constant, as
in Section 7.2.1, may represent changes in boundary conditions that have been suggested to occur
with temperature changes [7, 149]. A physical explanation for this behavior in rocker bearings could
be that the upper rocker radius and inner sole-plate radius are not the same. It has been shown
that if the radius of a rocker is larger than the sole-plate radius, the rocker becomes wedged and
resistance increases [103]. Depending on the initial alignment of the rocker, it is possible a certain
degree of rotation in either direction causes the rocker to wedge and stiffness to increase. Another
potential explanation for changing stiffness with temperature is corrosion and debris accumulation
existing on both sides of a rocker’s base. Accumulation could introduce increasing axial stiffness
similar to the wedged seismic retrofits for high-type rocker bearings outlined in Mander et al. [101].
Figure 7.14 compares the change in the tuned FEM’s first and second bending modes when
negative, zero, and positive thermal gradients were present. As can be seen, the tuned FEM’s
nonlinear frequency-temperature relationships capture the physical relationships much more closely
than before. Additionally, the magnitude of the tuned FEM’s frequencies are now closer to the truth

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.13: Demonstrates plots used for ratios technique in full scale study. (a): Relationship
between ω1 and MR for negative thermal gradient. (b): Relationship between MR and KR.b for
negative thermal gradient.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.14: Tuned FEM frequency-temperature relationships. (a): First mode. (b): Second mode.
at independent temperature values than the non-tuned models. Figure 7.15(a) demonstrates that the
tuned FEM also follows the displacement profile of the physical structure closely, and captures most
of the physical profile between the positive and negative gradient profiles. Figure 7.15(b) identifies
the selected KA values across the subject temperature range. As can be seen, axial stiffness appears
to differ with temperature and varies at approximately the same rate above and below freezing. It
should be noted that the flat regions of each curve do not mean the stiffness remains constant in
that temperature range, but rather indicate the level at which further reductions in stiffness cause
little to no change in frequency; this is evidenced by the flat region in Figure 7.13(b) where almost
no change in MR occurs for higher values of KR.b and, therefore, lower values of KA .
Caution should be taken when interpreting the results in Figure 7.13(b), as false relationships
can potentially be obtained if thermal gradients have not also been tuned. Figures 7.10 and 7.11

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.15: Tuned FEM axial displacements and stiffness. (a): Tuned net axial displacement. (b):
Tuned axial stiffness.
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demonstrate that it is possible to capture the behavior and magnitude of frequency and displacement
change by varying TG for a constant KA . Because of this, the proposed tuning strategy needs to be
adjusted to consider real-time thermal gradients as apposed to generalized max and min gradient
profiles. This can be accomplished by obtaining detailed strain or temperature data through the
cross-section of a structure during physical testing, or by employing methods for approximating
TG based on current air temperature and solar irradiation. Both of these solutions, however, are
outside the scope of this project as strain, direct temperature data, and hourly weather data were
unavailable for the full scale bridge at the time of testing. Despite this fact, the above study provides
a good validation for how the ratio technique can be used to update a FEM to better capture the
behavior of a physical structure.

7.3.2

Continued Development
The reliability of the proposed modeling strategy can be improved on by taking into con-

sideration model errors introduced by uncertain material properties. Initially it is assumed material
modulus of elasticity is known from design documents; however, concrete and asphalt modulus
change over time due to creep, shrinkage, and deterioration. These changes can be accounted for
in a FEM by incorporating time dependent physics based techniques for modeling the effects of
creep, shrinkage, and deterioration on material modulus; the influence of deterioration on geometric
properties (e.g., MoI) may also need to be considered. Additionally, model reduction errors can be
reduced with higher fidelity models that capture out of plane effects. By increasing model fidelity,
changes in bridge behavior caused by transverse restraints, thermal gradients, and skews may also
be introduced. Lastly, the ratios technique for tuning stiffness coefficients can be improved by incorporating physics based techniques for modeling real-time thermal gradients, and by tuning against
axial displacement data in addition to frequency data.

7.4

Summary of Comprehensive Modeling Methodology
Study
The goal of this study was to identify and validate a comprehensive physics based approach

for modeling the combined mechanics of frozen bearings and thermo-mechanical material properties
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in bridge structures. Frozen bearing effects were modeled as a combination of linear and rotational
springs, external moments, and changes in bending stiffness. Thermal effects were modeled as
unrestrained and restrained axial forces and moments introduced by thermal gradients; additionally,
variations in elastic modulus with temperature were introduced for all load-bearing materials. To
validate the aforementioned modeling approaches, both a lab scale and full scale validation study
were conducted. In the lab scale study, lever arms were attached at the supports of an aluminum
bridge to simulate two different frozen bearing cases. From the study, it was demonstrated that
not only could rotational springs be effectively employed to capture changes in modal frequencies,
but also that rotational stiffness could be estimated by virtue of the support-to-midspan moment
ratio and the bending stiffness ratio. In the full scale study, a FEM was developed to accurately
replicate the behavior of a continuous span bridge exposed to frozen bearings and thermal effects
across a wide temperature range. From the study, it was demonstrated that the FEM produced
nonlinear frequency-temperature relationships that were comparable to the physical structure; the
values for the FEM’s first mode were also close to the physical structure’s. The model was then
tuned by employing a modified version of the ratios technique utilized in the lab scale study. The
modified approach produced a model that captured the behavior of the continuous structure much
better than the non-tuned models; however, it was noted real-time thermal gradient temperatures
need to be considered during tuning in order for observations to be reliable. To further validate
the modeling methodology, future studies should focus modeling additional sources of change in
material properties; e.g., asphalt and concrete modulus of elasticity. Additionally, studies need to be
conducted that integrate other forms of structural deterioration into the model (e.g., crack damage)
to identify how that deterioration changes with or influences support conditions and temperature
effects.
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Chapter 8

Summary of Research Contributions
and Recommendations for Future
Research
8.1

Summary of Significant Research Contributions
To address the system identification and damage detection limitations within DBHM liter-

ature, this work sought to: 1) experimentally analyze the feasibility of employing DBHM on short
span bridges; 2) characterize the effectiveness of experimental and OMA system identification procedures to help overcome limitations with strongly coupled vehicle-bridge systems and short vehicle
on bridge time histories; 3) devlop a novel Bayesian estimation technique for multi-level damage
classification that leverages experimental DBHM data to update vehicle-bridge FEMs; 4) present a
novel strategy within the Bayesian estimation technique for relating crack damage identified in the
simplified FEMs to approximate levels of cracking on a physical bridge; and 5) formulate the path for
future research to improve the performance of the Bayesian estimation technique when examining
physical bridge data.
Objectives 1 and 2 were addressed in Chapter 4, where an experimental study was conducted
to investigate the feasibility of using a range of OMA techniques in DBHM to identify the modal
parameters of a 9.14 m long bridge span. Objectives 3 and 4 were addressed in Chapter 5, where
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the proposed Bayesian estimation technique for multi-level damage classification and the damage
mapping strategy were evaluated analytically for a wide range of damage states and operating conditions. The 5th and final objective of this dissertation was achieved through the works in Chapters 6
and 7, where limitations with the Bayesian estimation technique were addressed and physics based
methods for simulating bearing deterioration and temperature variations were discussed, respectively. Table 8.1 provides a description of the overall contributions of each chapter and indicates the
impact the subject contributions have within the DBHM field.
Table 8.1: Novel contributions of each chapter and their impact on DBHM methodology
Chapter

4

4

5

5

6

7

Novel Contribution and Impact
Contribution: First study to demonstrate DBHM can be employed to identify the
modal properties of a full-scale bridge span shorter than 18.28 m.
Impact: Demonstrates DBHM can be employed towards a category of bridges that
account for 45% of the United State bridge inventory, which have up till now been
avoided.
Contribution: Introduced methods for addressing issues with strongly coupled
vehicle-bridge systems violating fundamental OMA assumptions.
Impact: Laid the groundwork for future researchers to be able to employ existing
OMA techniques in experimental DBHM studies.
Contribution: Developed of a new DBHM damage classification framework that is
the first known method in DBHM for identifying damage using embedded models
and raw time history data.
Impact: Provides a reliable physics-based multi-level damage classification approach
that addresses the limitations with other multi-level approaches in DBHM.
Contribution: Developed methodology for relating crack ratios identified in simplified models to equivalent levels of physical damage.
Impact: Enables the Bayesian estimation techniques to remain computationally efficient, as simplified models can be employed to identity nonphysical crack ratios that
can then be given a physical interpretation.
Contribution: Developed framework for concepts and procedures to consider when
employing the Bayesian estimation technique for damage classification and uncertainty quantification in DBHM.
Impact: Formulated path forward for the Bayesian estimation technique by addressing limitations with the methodology.
Contribution: Developed comprehensive theory based methodology for modeling
the combined mechanics of deteriorated bearings and bridge thermal properties in a
simplified FEM.
Impact: Formulated the path forward for the Bayesian estimation technique by
providing physics based methods for simulating the combined effects bearing deterioration and linear/nonlinear temperature properties have on bridge behavior. Furthermore, through a sensitivity analysis, the study identified the most influential
parameters that need to be considered during model updating and damage classification.
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8.2

Future Research
The presented dissertation is the seminal work on the proposed Bayesian estimation tech-

nique for DBHM and has laid the ground work for demonstrating its initial feasibility for health
monitoring of the bridge highway network through experimental and analytical studies. However,
this work has also identified many areas of future research needed to further mature DBHM system
identification capabilities and the Bayesian estimation technique for multi-level damage classification. Table 8.2 briefly outlines future studies that should be conducted.

Table 8.2: Future research to build on the work in this dissertation
Additional Analytical Studies
• Needed to build upon the analytical demonstration of this thesis by combining multiple
failure mechanisms (e.g., open-cracks and bearing damage) into a vehicle-bridge FEM.
• Other operational effects (e.g., surface roughness, traffic, and faulting in the approach slab)
should be incorporated into the FEM to simulate other realistic operating conditions.
• Tests should be conducted to identify how well the methodology performs when bearing
damage, crack damage, and thermal gradients are present and assumed to be unknown.
• Study should identify additional response features that can be leveraged to further improve
damage classification accuracy.
• Efficient methods of developing and embedding 3-D vehicle-bridge models into the Bayesian
estimation technique also need to be studied.
Comprehensive Damage Mapping Study
• A comprehensive damage mapping study should be conducted to identify the most reliable
approach for mapping damage between simplified and higher fidelity models.
• Different bridge geometries should be tested to identify what impact bridge dimensions have
on mapping accuracy.
• The results from study may be utilized to relate detectable crack ratios to the damage
classification levels outlined in the AASHTO Bridge Element Inspection Manual and NBIS.
Additional Short Span Bridge Tests
• Additional DBHM tests should also be conducted to further validate the experimental and
analytical procedures developed for the system identification of short bridge spans.
• Various types of bridges should be considered (e.g., I-girder, pre/post-tensioned, concrete
slab, etc...) to evaluate if the type of construction has any affect on the methodology.
• Testing on multiple different bridges will also help create a database that can be utilized to
validate the Bayesian estimation technique and damage mapping strategy.
Validation studies for Bayesian Estimation Technique
• Future studies should also validate the Bayesian estimation technique on physical data.
• Multiple different test vehicles, with known and “unknown” properties, should be utilized
during testing to evaluate if and how vehicle properties affect damage classification and
uncertainty quantification.
• Testing on multiple different bridges will also help create a database that can be utilized to
validate the Bayesian estimation technique and damage mapping strategy.
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Appendix A
A.1

Vehicle Matrices for Vehicle-Bridge FEM

Mass Matrices

Muu

A.2


M
 v

 0

=

 0

0

0

0

Iv

0

0

Mw1

0

0

0





0 



0 

Mw2

(A.1)

Mlu = M0ul = [0]2x4

(A.2)

Mll = [0]2x2

(A.3)

Stiffness Matrices



Kuu

Kv1 + Kv2



Kv2 · b − Kv1 · a

=

−Kv1


−Kv2

Kv2 · b − Kv1 · a

−Kv1

Kv1 · a2 + Kv2 · b2

Kv1 · a

Kv1 · a

Kv1 + Kw1

−Kv2 · b

0

Klu = K0ul


0 0
=
0 0


Kw1
Kll = 
0
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−Kv2 · b 



0


Kv2 + Kw2

(A.4)


−Kw1

0

0

−Kw2




(A.5)


0 

Kw2

(A.6)

A.3

Damping Matrices


Cuu

Cv2 · b − Cv1 · a

Cv1 + Cv2



Cv2 · b − Cv1 · a

=

−Cv1


−Cv2

2

2

Cv1 · a + Cv2 · b

Cv1 · a

Cv1 · a

Cv1 + Cw1

−Cv2 · b

0
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0
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0
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−Cv2 · b 
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External Force Vector

fle = −g
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a
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· Mv + Mw1 + Mw2 
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(A.10)

Appendix B

SSI Procedures

The technique works by estimating modal parameters based on the system’s state-space
model. As a reminder from Section 4.4.3, the state-space representation of a structural system is:

where xt ∈ Rn

x 1

xt+1 = Axt + wt ,

(C.1)

yt = Cxt + vt ,

(C.2)

is the system state vector; yt ∈ Rl

x 1

is a vector of response data; A ∈ Rn

is the state matrix that describes the dynamic information of the system; C ∈ Rl
matrix; wt ∈ Rn

x 1

is a random input noise vector; and vt ∈ Rl

x 1

x n

x n

is the output

is a measurement noise

vector [128]. Note that n represents the model order of a system’s state-space model, while l
represents the number of measurement locations. For a more detailed review of SSI procedures,
please see [25, 92, 128, 144, 168].

B.1

SSI-COV

1. Calculate zero lag output covariance matrix (R̂):

R̂i =

1
Y(:, 1 : Q − i)Y0 (:, i : Q)
Q−i

(C.3)

(a) Y is obtained from the response vector yt for l measurement locations across Q time
steps (4t); i.e., Y ∈ Rl

x Q

.

(b) i is the time lag/ selected number of output block rows. Note that i must be selected
such that it fulfills the minimum condition li ≥ n [127, 128].
2. The R̂ for different time lags are leveraged to develop a Toeplitz matrix:


T1|i

(a) Note that R̂ ∈ Rl

x l

R̂i

R̂i−1



 R̂i+1

= .
 .
 .

R̂2i−1

; meaning T ∈ Rli

R̂i
..
.
R̂2i−2
x li
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R̂i

(C.4)

3. Take the SVD of the Toeplitz matrix (T1|i = U1 S1 V10 ).
(a) U1 ∈ Rli

x n

.

(b) V10 ∈ Rn

x li

.

(c) S1 ∈ Rn

x n

is a diagonal matrix that holds positive singular values that are organized in

descending order.
4. Solve for the extended observability matrix (Oi ), the state matrix A, and the output matrix
C:
√
Oi = U1 s1

(C.5)

A = [O↑i ]† O↓i

(C.6)

C = Oi (l, :)

(C.7)

(a) Note that s1 is a vector containing only the diagonal values from S1 .
(b) ↑ and ↓ indicate the removal of the last and first l rows, respectively [92, 128].
(c) † indicates the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of O↑i [34, 92].
5. Perform eigenvalue decomposition on A (A = VDV−1 ).
(a) D ∈ Rn

x n

is a diagonal matrix containing the discrete-time eigenvalues.

(b) V ∈ Rn

x n

is an eigenvector matrix where the columns represent the eigenvector associ-

ated with each eigenvalue.
6. Utilize V, D, and C to calculate the system frequencies (ω ∈ Rn
Rn

x 1

), and mode shapes (φ ∈ Rl

x n

x 1

), damping ratios (ξ ∈

):

log(D(m,m))
4t

ω(m) =

−real
ξ(m) =

 2π

log(D(m,m))
4t

log(D(m,m))
4t

φ = CV
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(C.8)

(C.6)
(C.7)

B.2

SSI-Data

1. Construct block Hankel matrix (H0|2i−1 ) directly from raw measurement data Y:


Y0



 Y1

 .
 .
 .

Yi−1

1
H0|2i−1 = √ 
Q
Yi


 Yi+1

 .
 .
 .

Y2i−1
(a) As can be seen, H0|2i−1 ∈ R2li

x Q

Y1
.
..
..

.

Yi
Yi+1
.
..
..

.

Y2i

...
.
..
..

YQ−1
YQ
..
.

.

...










Yi+Q−2

...
.
..
..



Yi+Q−1
Yi+Q
..
.

.

...

=

[Yp ]
[Yf ]

(C.8)










Y2i+Q−2

can be partitioned into past Yp and future Yf output

matrices.
(b) SSI-Data is based on the concept of projection, where the row space of Yf are projected
on the row space of Yp ; this can be done using the QR factorization of H0|2i−1 [25, 168].
2. The projections of Yf on Yp can be summarized by:
0

0

Pf p = [Yf Yp ][Yp Yp ]† Yp

(C.9)

(a) Note that Pf p can also be written as:
0

Pf p = Oi C[Yp Yp ]† Yp

(C.10)

(b) C represents an extended controllability matrix [25].
3. The relationships in Eqs. (C.9-C.10) allow for the SVD of Pf p (Pf p = U1 S1 V10 ) to be used to
calculate Oi .
(a) Note that Oi is calculated using Eq. (C.5).
(b) Knowing Oi , A and C can be calculated using Eqs. (C.6-C.7).
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i. Note that ↑ and ↓ in Eq. (C.6) respectively indicate the removal of the last and first
li rows for the SSI-Data variant [25, 128].
4. Having obtained A and C, steps 5-6 in Section B.1 can be employed to identify the system
frequencies (ω ∈ Rn

x 1

), damping ratios (ξ ∈ Rn
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x 1

), and mode shapes (φ ∈ Rl

x n

).

Appendix C
C.1

Metropolis-Hastings and MCMC Routine

Metropolis-Hastings Steps
The Metropolis-Hastings step for sampling δ1 begins by sampling γ1∗ from
γ1∗ ∼ N(ψ1 , c21 ),
(s−1)

where ψ1 = log{g(δ1

(s−1)

)}/{1 − g(δ1

(B.1)
(s−1)

)}, g(z) = (z − l1 )/(u1 − l1 ), δ1

is the previous value

of δ1 , and c1 is a tuning parameter. The proposed value of δ1∗ is obtained by transforming γ1∗ by
δ1∗ = (u1 − l1 ) exp (γ1∗ )/{exp (γ1∗ ) + 1} + l1 and δ1∗ ∈ (l1 , u1 ). This transformation yields the following
proposal distribution of δ1∗
h n
o
i2 
g(δ1∗ )
−
log
−
ψ
∗
1
1−g(δ1 )
1
1


(s−1) 2
π(δ1∗ |δ1
, c1 ) = c−1
.

1 exp 
2c21
g(δ1∗ ){1 − g(δ1∗ )} u1 − l1


(B.2)

Using this density, compute
(
α1 = min 1,

(s−1)

p(δ1∗ |D1,...,N,phys , ϕ, δ2 )π(δ1
(s−1)

p(δ1

|δ1∗ , c21 )
(s−1)

|D1,...,N,phys , ϕ, δ2 )π(δ1∗ |δ1

, c21 )

)
,

(B.3)

where p(δ1 |D1,...,N,phys , ϕ, δ2 ) is the density function of the full conditional distribution of δ1 , which
is given by (19). Finally, set

(s)

δ1 =




δ ∗

with probability α1



δ1(s−1)

with probability 1 − α1

1

.

(B.4)

The Metropolis-Hastings step to sample δ2 is practically identical and is therefore omitted for brevity.

C.2

MCMC Routine
(0)

1. Initialize δ1

(0)

and δ2

using a sequence of values for each parameter and choosing the combi-

nation that maximizes the observed data likelihood function.
2. For s = 1, . . . , S:
(a) Sample ϕ(s) from
154

gamma



3N Tstep
2

+ a0 ,

−ϕ

PN

n=1

P3

k=1 {Dn,phys,k −Dsim,k (δ,V

)}0 {Dn,phys,k −Dsim,k (δ,V )}

2

+ b0



using a Gibbs step.
(b) Sample w(s) from Bernoulli(e
p), where
(s−1)

pe = {pπδ2 (δ2

(s−1)

; µ2 , τ2 )}/{pπδ2 (δ2

(s−1)

; µ2 , τ2 ) + (1 − p)πδ2 (δ2

; µ2 , rτ2 )} and p = 0.5

using a Gibbs step.
(s)

(c) Sample δ1

using a Metropolis-Hastings step.
(s−1)

i. Compute ψ1 = log{g(δ1

(s−1)

)}/{1 − g(δ1

)}.

ii. Sample γ1∗ from N(ψ1 , c21 ).
iii. Transform to get δ1∗ = (u1 − l1 ) exp (γ1∗ )/{exp (γ1∗ ) + 1} + l1 .
iv. Compute
(

(s−1)

α1 = min 1,

p(δ1∗ |D1,...,N,phys , ϕ(s) , δ2
(s−1)

p(δ1

v. Set
(s)

δ1 =

(s)

(d) Sample δ2

(s−1)

|D1,...,N,phys , ϕ(s) , δ2

(s−1)

)π(δ1

(s−1)

)π(δ1∗ |δ1




δ ∗

with probability α1



δ1(s−1)

with probability 1 − α1

1

)

|δ1∗ , c21 )
, c21 )

(B.5)

.

(B.6)

.

using a Metropolis-Hastings step.
(s−1)

i. Compute ψ2 = log{g(δ2

(s−1)

)}/{1 − g(δ2

)}.

ii. Sample γ2∗ from N(ψ2 , c22 ).
iii. Transform to get δ2∗ = (u2 − l2 ) exp (γ2∗ )/{exp (γ2∗ ) + 1} + l2 .
iv. Compute
(
α2 = min 1,

(s−1)

p(δ2∗ |D1,...,N,phys , ϕ(s) , δ1
(s−1)

p(δ2

v. Set
(s)

(s−1)

|D1,...,N,phys , ϕ(s) , δ1

δ2 =

(s−1)

, w(s) )π(δ2

with probability α2



δ2(s−1)

with probability 1 − α2

(e) Increment s and return to Step (a).
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(s−1)

, w(s) )π(δ2∗ |δ2




δ ∗
2

|δ2∗ , c22 )

.

, c22 )

)
.

(B.7)

(B.8)
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